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Zusammenfassung
Thermophorese bezeichnet die gerichtete Bewegung von Molekülen in einem Temperaturgradienten und
wird seit mehr als 150 Jahren untersucht. Neben der Grundlagenforschung erfreut sich vor allem die
Thermophorese von Polymeren regem Forschungsinteresse durch die Möglichkeit, Bindungsaffinitäten
von Biomolekülen mithilfe des Effekts zu bestimmen.
In dieser Arbeit wurde ein neues theoretisches Modell für die Thermophorese von Polymeren in Elek-
trolytlösungen entwickelt, welches die aktuellen Beiträge aus Nichtgleichgewichts- und Gleichgewicht-
sansätzen vereint, wie zum Beispiel Diffusiophorese. Des Weiteren wurden die elektrostatischen und
elektrokinetischen Effekte erneut aufgegriffen und verfeinert um eine umfassendere theoretische Beschrei-
bung zu erhalten.
Die resultierenden thermophoretischen Unterschiede von geladenen und ungeladenen Polymeren in
Abhängigkeit von Ionenstärke und Temperatur wurden experimentell untersucht. Es konnte festgestellt
werden, dass der häufig beobachtete charakteristische Anstieg der Thermophorese mit der Temperatur
nicht auf nichtionischen Ursachen beruht, wie bisher angenommen, sondern durch die Wechselwirkung
geladener Polymere mit der Ionenhülle über Diffusiophorese hervorgerufen wird. Ein weiteren Beleg
dafür wurde mit einem PNA Polymer erbracht, der sein Thermophoreseverhalten komplett verändert,
wenn seine Ladung mithilfe des pH-Werts modifiziert wird. Quantitativ ist der nichtionische Effekt klein
gegenüber den ionischen Beiträgen.
Das Verständnis der Thermophorese birgt die Möglichkeit, Veränderungen des Soret-koeffizienten
in Untersuchungen zur Bindungsaffinität vorherzusagen, welche wiederum zur Entwicklung von neuen
Medikamenten unter Zurhilfenahme von Hochdurchsatzverfahren dienen. Das entwickelte theoretische
Modell wurde erfolgreich an α-synuklein Proteinen in monomerer, oligomerer und fibrillarer Form bei
verschiedenen Salzkonzentrationen angewandt.
Des Weiteren wurde eine innovative biotechnologische Anwendung von Thermophorese eingeführt
und untersucht: Die Temperatur, an welcher der Phasenübergang von einem verzweigten Copolymer
stattfindet, wurde in Übereinstimmung mit der herkömmlichen Messmethode über Absorptionsspek-
trophotometrie für verschiedene Ionenstärken mit Thermophorese bestimmt. Diese neue Messmethode
verbindet die Vorteile bei niedrigen Konzentrationen und Volumen zu messen mit der Kompatibilität zu
nativen biologischen Umgebungen.
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Abstract
Thermophoresis, the directed movement of molecules in a temperature gradient, has been investigated
for more than 150 years and is still object of intense research. Apart from fundamental research, the
thermophoretic movement of polymers in electrolyte solution recently gained interest because of its
application in sensing binding interactions of biomolecules.
First, this work expands the theoretical model of thermophoresis by joining the state of the art micro-
scopic mechanisms stemming from local equilibrium and non-equilibrium effects, as e.g. diffusiophore-
sis. Additionally, the electrostatic and electrokinetic effects were revisited and refined to a more accurate
theoretical description.
Second, the differences between charged and uncharged polymers with respect to ionic strength
and temperature were studied experimentally. It could be concluded that the characteristic increase of
thermophoresis with base temperature for charged polymers, which was so far attributed to nonionic
effects, is based on charge interactions of the polymer with surrounding salt ions via diffusiophoresis.
Further evidence is presented by the study of a PNA polymer that changes thermophoretic behavior by
tuning the charge with pH. Quantitatively, the nonionic effects are found to be negligible compared to
ionic contributions.
The understanding of thermophoresis of polymers provides the opportunity to predict changes of the
Soret coefficient in binding affinity assays, which in turn lead to the development of novel pharmaceutics
and allow high throughput sensing. The developed model has been successfully applied to disease related
monomeric, oligomeric and fibrillar α-synuclein proteins at various salt concentrations.
Additionally, an innovative biotechnological application of thermophoresis was introduced and ex-
amined: The phase transition temperature of a smart branched copolymer was determined at variable
ionic strength in accordance to absorption spectrophotometry. This novel method has the advantage of
low concentration and low volume requirements, coupled with the compatibility to measure in native
biological environments.
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1 Introduction
Thermophoresis is the effect, which drives molecules in thermal gradients. It was first reported by John
Tyndall [1] who observed aerosols repel from a hot source. Later on the effect of temperature gradients on
salt mixtures in water has been investigated in greater detail by Ludwig [2] and Soret [3] independently
150 years ago. The concentrations of the solute at two different temperatures (T1 and T2) in this gradient
can be related by [4]: c(T2)/c(T1) = exp(−ST (T2−T1))
The Soret coefficient (ST ) herein quantifies the feedback of the molecules on the temperature and
can be expressed in terms of two transport coefficients: thermal diffusion coefficient (DT ) and diffusion
coefficient (D): ST = DT/D
Currently, the main focus of the field, apart from the study of binary [5] and ternary [6] liquid
mixtures is on the behavior of colloids and complex polymer molecules [7, 8]. In organic solvents it has
been found that the thermal diffusion coefficient DT of polymers tends to reach a constant value after a
few Kuhn segments [9]. For large molecules it has been recognized that mainly the outer Kuhn segments
of a polymer coil dominate thermophoresis of an uncharged polymer [10], which can be pictured as a
nondraining coil [11].
However, the most interesting solvent molecule - water - shows an even more complex behavior and
the various contributions which influence the polymer to move to the hot or the cold are still under study.
It is often difficult to separate these effects experimentally, since most contributions onto a polymer are
affected by the same properties: charge, radius of hydration, the ionic shielding, or solvent properties as
permittivity, viscosity, and density.
For nonionic polymers in water a similar behavior to the one in organic solvents has been found.
Here, DT reaches a constant value for large molecular weight polymers [12, 13]. However, no clear trend
of increasing or decreasing ST with molecular weight in the low-size range could be found for the differ-
ent molecular species, such as polyethylene oxide [12] or oligosaccharides [14]. Since theories [15] also
are not able to predict the behavior completely [13], further investigation of this contribution is necessary.
Another interesting observation is the dependency of the Soret coefficient on base temperature. For a lot
of polymers, a characteristic increase with base temperature can be observed [16–21]. We assume that
it is connected to changes in the ionic layers, since for nonionic molecules the temperature dependency
looks quite different, since ST is rather constant.
In this work, a novel theoretical framework is tested which incorporates multiple effects and is able
to explain most of the behavior of charged polymers in a temperature gradient.
Thermophoresis and its understanding can be exploited in novel bioanalytical techniques. It has been
found that, in contrast to other techniques, thermophoresis allows the measurement of binding affinities
at realistic conditions [22]. Furthermore, the temperature of coil to globule transition of polymers can be
detected at low volume and low concentration [23]. Moreover, thermophoresis also enters as a second
order effect in the field of bioengineering as e.g. for nanopores [24] or laser driven polymerase chain
reaction (GNA biosolutions, Martinsried, Germany).
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2 Theory
In this section the first part treats the theoretical framework for charges of polymers and how they interact
with electric fields. In the second part the model for thermophoresis is discussed, where several separate
effects are incorporated to build a new overall theory that is capable to predict thermal diffusion for
charged of polymers.
2.1 Electrostatics and kinetics of polymers
Figure 1: Polymers consist of monomers that can be charged upon pH: a) Polymers are molecules
that are made up by the addition of multiple identical monomer segments (indicated red). b) The
monomeric segments can either be protonated or deprotonated by pH depending on their chemical
species. The logarithmic acid dissociation constant (pKa) indicates the pH at which half of the species
carries a charge. Note that for some monomers also multiple protonations or deprotonations might occur.
A polymer is a molecule that is made up by the addition of identical building blocks (monomers) as
indicated in Fig. 1a. The diffusion of a polymer is described by its diffusion coefficient, which is
related to its hydrodynamic radius r by Stokes Einstein with the viscosity η , Boltzmann constant kB and
temperature T :
D =
kBT
6πηr
(1)
Polymers can be charged if the monomeric subunits are charged and thus interact via electrostatic
and electrokinetic phenomena. In the following a theoretical framework will be presented that makes it
able to calculate the charge Q of a polymer, the resulting zeta potential in aqueous solution ζ and the
electrophoretic mobility µ which describes the polymers reaction to an electric field E.
2.1.1 Charge
The bare charge of a polymer depends on the pH, since some chemical subunits of a monomer can
be protonated or deprotonated depending on their aqueous environment. Then they are positively or
negatively charged. For a chemical residue the corresponding pKa of protonation or deprotonation is a
measure at which pH half of the population has changed its charge (see Fig. 1b). The bare charge of the
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total polymer can be approximately determined by Henderson–Hasselbalch equation and the pKa of the
chemical residues of the monomers.
In the case of Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and the potentially charged residues are the phosphate
backbone and the nucleobases, namely Adenine (A), Cytosine (C), Guanine (G) and Thymine (T) [25].
For a DNA strand the corresponding Henderson–Hasselbalch equation reads:
Q = A · 1
1+10ph−3.5
+C · 1
1+10ph−4.2
−T · 10
ph−9.9
1+10ph−9.9
+G ·
(
1
1+10ph−2.1
− 10
ph−9.2
1+10ph−9.2
)
− (A+T +G+C) · 10
ph−2
1+10ph−2
− 10
ph−13.5
1+10ph−13.5
(2)
Here A C G C are the number of corresponding nucleobases within a polymer. The last two terms
correspond to the charge of the phosphate backbone and the hydroxyl group. The overall charge is largely
changing at extreme pH. For peptides the backbone carries no charge, thus for Peptide Nucleic Acids
(PNA)the last term vanishes.
Figure 2: Predicted bare charge for DNA/PNA polymers by Henderson–Hasselbalch equation at
various pH (eq. 2). The charges of the studied DNA and PNA molecules of 5, 10 and 22 bases length
depend largely on pH due to the pKa of the nucleobases and backbone (see chapter 3.1 and 3.5). The
negatively charged backbone of DNA plays a major role at neutral pH.
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For large polymers the effective charge in comparison to the charge determined by eq. 2 can differ,
since the pKa values of the monomeric subunits are also affected by the direct surrounding of the other
monomers which are often polar. Nevertheless estimates for the net charge of proteins on the basis of the
various pKa values of the amino acids hold quite well [26, 27].
Still the effective charge, which is observable by e.g. electrophoresis can vary from the pure charge
due to counter ion condensation to the backbone [28]. Most recently the decrease of effective charge for a
polyelectrolyte with the degree of polymerization was mapped by multiple particle collision experiments
[29, 30]. This data was taken into account for the further calculations of DNA, PNA molecules and the
effective charges for thermophoresis are in close proximity to the predictions (see chapter 3.5).
2.1.2 Zeta potential
According to Maxwell’s equations, charges result in an electric field which can be simplified to a scalar
potential. Because of the charged polymer as well as the co- and counter ions a certain potential is
build around polymer. For polymers in dilute solution the dissolved ions play an important role. The
counterions tend to accumulate around the charged entity and the co-ions with the same charge repel.
Figure 3: Zeta potential of a charged molecule. A charged polymer in an electrolyte depletes the
concentration of identical charged co-ions and gathers oppositely charged counterions which form the so
called Debye layer. The resulting potential on the basis of Debye-Hückel theory at the slipping plane is
called zeta potential ζ and falls exponentially to 1e ζ at the Debye length λ (see eq. 5).
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Historically Helmholtz [31] first introduced a theoretical model for the double layer with two parallel
plane plates with opposite charge. Afterwards the idea of a diffuse double layer was independently
evolved by Gouy and Chapman [32, 33]. Apart from the study of arbitrary geometries the most successful
approximation for a spherical charged particle in an electrolyte was introduced by Debye and Hückel
[34]. Their powerful key to solve the equations was the assumption to linearize the exponential Poisson-
Boltzmann term [35].
The resulting potential φ around the sphere at radius r is characterized by the Debye length λ . At
this characteristic length the potential decreased to a factor of 1/e. It can then be calculated by:
φ =
Q
4πεr
· 1
1+ r/λ
(3)
The Debye length depends on Temperature T , permittivity ε , Boltzmann constant kB and the concen-
tration of an ionic species c j in the solution with the corresponding charge q j.
λ =
√
ε kBT
∑
N
j=1 c j q
2
j
(4)
For the diffuse layer around a polymers and colloids in solution a slipping plane at radius R is defined
which separates the mobile and immobile fluid. In this study it was set equivalent to the stokes radius of
hydration (eq. 1). The potential at this layer is called zeta potential(ζ ). Here already the immobile ions
have to be taken into account, which can alter the effective charge (Qe f f )of the polymer.
ζ =
Qe f f
4πεR
· 1
1+R/λ
(5)
Since this model still oversimplifies the underlying differential equation and neglects ionic radius and
local changes in permittivity a lot of improvements have been made by computational methods [36, 37].
Still the distribution of anions and cations around a polymer is studied: Also ionic species is found to
have an impact on the constitution of the ion cloud [38, 39]. Nevertheless the Debye-Hückel framework
has been proven to be a good assumption and serves as a basis for the theoretical model of thermophoresis
in this work.
2.1.3 Electrophoretic mobility
Application of an electric field on a charged polymer in an electrolyte leads the molecule to move with a
certain speed v in the direction of the electric field E. It is quantified by the electrophoretic mobility µ:
v = µ ·E
9
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Figure 4: A charged polymer undergoes electrophoresis in the presence of an electric field E. At
constant velocity, the electric drag force (Fel) is equal to the forces developed by friction (FFriction) and
retardation (FRetardation). The latter one is caused by the attraction of the polymer to the oppositely
charged ions, which move in the reverse direction. The velocity v at which the molecule moves is
connected to the electric field E by the electrophoretic mobility µ via v = µ ·E. The electrophoretic
mobility can be calculated from the zeta potential by Henry equation (eq. 6).
Theoretical treatment of the electrophoretic mobility is rather complex since it involves the force
exerted by the electric field, the frictional force of the polymer and the so called retardation force. The
latter one is exerted by the Debye layer that is dragged in the opposite direction to the fluid.
FEl = FFriction +FRetardation
Early successful theories for a charged sphere in electrolyte were developed by Smoluchowski for
thin [40] and Hückel for thick Debye layers.
Henry later on found that the discrepancy is based on an oversimplification of both treatments:
Whereas Hückel neglects deformation of the electric field around the particle, Smoluchowski assumes it
to be uniform and parallel [35, 41]. The complex part of this electrokinetic phenomena is hidden in the
retardation force which is depending on the interplay of size of the particle r and the associated Debye
layer λ . The gap between the two solutions can be bridged by a so called henry function f (κr) which
connects electrophoretic mobility and zeta potential:
µe =
2ε0εrζ f (κr)
3η
(6)
It depends on Debye screening length (κ = 1/λ ), viscosity , permittivity and radius R.
Nowadays computational methods refine analysis and yield very exact solutions to monitor the transi-
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tion between thick and thin Debye layers [42–44]. In this work the electrophoretic mobility is connected
to the zeta potential by a most recent Henry function which Ohshima developed for spherical particles
[44]:
f (κR) = 1+0.5
1
(1+ 2.5
κR(1+2e−κR))
3
(7)
On the experimental side, electrophoretic mobility of proteins can be described in good accordance
to Debye-Hückel theory [26]. Also DNA was studied in great detail with length, temperature and ionic
strength [45, 46]. Manning condensation was confirmed to hold for electrophoresis [28, 45]. In this work
this was taken into account by introducing effective charges for the molecules under study on the basis
of multi-particle collision simulations [29, 30] (see chapter 2.1.1).
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2.2 Theoretical model of thermophoresis
In general, thermophoresis, the movement of molecules in a temperature gradient ∇T , is defined by the
thermophoretic diffusion coefficient DT which is a measure for the exerted velocity onto a particle [4]:
vT =−DT ·∇T
For a bulk concentration of molecules c, the connected thermal flux jT = c ·vT =−c ·DT ·∇T leads to
a buildup of a concentration gradient. This in return is balanced by a counteracting flux, which quantified
by the diffusion coefficient D: jD =−D ·∇c.
The resulting overall flux then gives:
j = jT + jD =−c ·DT ·∇T −D ·∇c (8)
At steady state, j = 0, the equation can be solved and the relative concentrations at two different
temperatures be calculated to:
c(T2)
c(T1)
= exp(−(DT/D) · (T2−T1)) = exp(−ST · (T2−T1)) (9)
The ratio of the transport coefficients is also simplified to the so called the Soret coefficient ST =
DT/D.
However, up to this point no complete model for thermophoresis of polymers or colloids in aqueous
solutions is yet given since there is the outstanding question whether thermophoresis is determined by
the approach of local thermodynamic equilibrium [8, 47–51] or explicit hydrodynamic forces that act
onto the molecule [7, 52, 53].
The theoretical model presented in this section is made up by a superposition of various state of the
art effects which are found to play a role for thermophoresis [8, 9, 53, 54]. Only recently similar efforts
have been proven to fit very successful to experimental data [21].
The Soret coefficient consists of six parts. Apart from the nonionic contribution
(
SNIT
)
, five of them
are based on charge and electrolyte effects: One of them evolves, as discussed in the previous chapter,
on behalf of electric fields exerted by the nonuniform thermophoresis of various ionic species result in a
Seebeck term
(
SELT
)
analog to electrophoresis (chapter 2.1.3). Further explicit forces are exerted on the
charged particle by the gradient of interfacial tension. This is caused by the gradient in temperature [55],
permittivity [56] and also salt concentration [55] in the thermal field [53]. Since the first two are directly
connected to the solvent, they are combined to
(
SR+EST
)
. The last one is named
(
SDPT
)
.
Apart from the contributions arising from explicit forces, the approach of thermal local equilibrium
yields two contributions towards the capacitor model identified by the change of free energy within the
Debye layer
(
SCMT +S
DP−CM
T
)
.
Consequently the Soret coefficient according to the model is:
ST = SNIT +S
EL
T +S
R+ES
T +S
DP
T +S
DP−CM
T +S
CM
T (10)
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Since parameters as ionic strength, radius or charge are shared by all the effects based on charge,
they are experimentally hard to isolate. Nevertheless for the various contributions detailed predictions
can be made for the dependency on temperature and Debye length. For a lot of small molecules capacitor
effects dominate, as shown for example for a DNA 22-mer below (Fig. 5). The temperature response in
this case is traced back to electrophoretic and diffusiophoretic effects connected to the thermal diffusion
of the salt ions. The full set of equations can also be seen appendix 7.4. In the following the various
contributions and their describing equations are presented.
Figure 5: Thermophoresis, the movement of molecules in thermal gradients, is connected to vari-
ous effects for a polyelectrolyte in water. (a) For charged molecules the response of the Debye layer
to the thermal field plays a major role, since electric fields and salt gradients are created. Apart from
the small empiric nonionic contribution (SNIT ), the presented model for charged polymers is made up by
the state of the art contributions stemming from explicit forces (SELT , S
R+ES
T , and S
DP
T ) and the local equi-
librium approach (SCMT and S
DP−CM
T ). Predictions of the individual contributions, which are discussed in
this section, are shown for a DNA 22-mer on temperature at 1mM potassium chloride (b) and on De-
bye length at 65°C (c). Here the local equilibrium approach supports the largest contributions towards
thermophoresis.
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2.2.1 Nonionic contribution
The non-ionic contribution to the Soret coefficient of polymers is studied intensely in the last decades [10,
12]. However at present, no general framework exists that is able to describe these effects quantitatively
[13, 15]. Newest findings on short molecules in water suggest the acceptor and donor sites, which form
hydrogen bonds, influence the nonionic contribution in water to a large extent [57, 58]. Presumably water
polarization in thermal gradients might also play a role here [59, 60] and is connected the entropy of the
hydration shell [49].
Although DNiT is found to increase [12] or decrease [14] with molecular weight for various polymers
species and hard to predict, recently some empirical formulas have been found to describe the polymers
behavior in dilute solution quite accurately [9, 17].
In this work the theoretical description is restricted to the ideal gas contribution 1/T and an empirical
equation following the relation of Stadelmaier and Köhler [9], where the thermal diffusion is: DT =
∆T
η
− aMα . The first part is characteristic for the polymer but not the solvent and the second part for
length dependence in the solvent. ∆T and a are empirical constants. The second part of the empirical
relation was remodeled being dependent on one over the viscosity and radius (which implies α = 0.588):
DNiT =
∆T
η
− a
ηr . As suggested by Wang and coauthors [13], these changes are joining the models of
Würger [15] and Stadelmaier et al.
SNIT then reads:
SNIT =
1
T
+
∆T ·6 ·π · r
kBT
− a ·6 ·π
kBT
(11)
2.2.2 Seebeck effect
For charged molecules one important influence occurs on behalf of an electric field which is build up
by the individual response of the ionic species upon a thermal gradient [61–63]. As a consequence of
the macroscopic electric field a charged macromolecule will undergo electrophoresis (see chapter 2.1.3).
In analogy to solid state physics the phenomena is names Seebeck effect SELT . It was first discussed for
1:1 electrolytes by Guthrie [64], later on further developed by Würger [7] and successfully tested for
Polystyrene beads [53], RNA and DNA molecules [8].
The thermophoretic contribution on a polymer with mobility µ and diffusion coefficient D reads [8]:
SELT =−
kBT µ
eD
∑ziciSTi
i
∑z2i ci
(12)
Here the valencies zi, concentrations ci and Soret coefficients STi of the several ionic species i present
play a role. The equation was also found to hold for multivalent ions or even the finite concentration of
macromolecules present [8].
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Figure 6: Single ion Soret coefficients of K+, Na+, Cl-, H30+ and OH-. The finding that ions bear
individual Soret coefficients [65] is the reason for the polymers to undergo electrophoresis according to
the Seebeck effect [8, 64]. The single-ion Soret coefficients are set to reasonable values (see appendix
7.3) in the presented thermophoretic model and monitor the characteristic increase with temperature [66].
Unfortunately the single ion Soret coefficients of the cations SM
+
T and anions S
X−
T cannot be deter-
mined directly via potentiometric and conductometric methods, but only the Soret coefficient of the salt
mixture SMXT [62, 67].
SMXT =
1
2
(
SM
+
T +S
X−
T
)
(13)
Historically it was first observed, that the exchange of one ionic species in an univalent salt mixture
changes the Soret coefficient of salt mixture. Thus individual Soret coefficients for the different ionic
species were then assigned on the agreement that SCl
−
T = 0/K [61, 63] . They were later rescaled with
the help of the thermal self diffusion of water and could be described by the reduction rule [62, 65, 68].
Nevertheless the data for the single ion Soret coefficients is sparse, since it is restricted to 0.01 M and
25°C base temperature.
The behavior of the single ion Soret coefficients over temperature and concentration is still not clear
and the data is controversial (e.g. for sodium chloride [62, 66, 69–71]). Interestingly SMXT is found to
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increase with temperature for potassium chloride (KCl) and sodium chloride (NaCl) in water at 500 mM
concentration [66] and the slope of SMXT seems to be linear related to thermal expansion [70]. Con-
tradicting data is found by Gaeta, were the Soret coefficient even decreases with temperature in a cer-
tain concentration range [69]. For KCl and NaCl salt mixtures at 25◦C a dependence on concentration
√
csalt/(1+
√
csalt) is found [67].
In the following discourse reasonable values for the single Ion Soret coefficients of Na+, K+, Cl−,
H+ and OH− were set according to Fig. 6.
For detailed information see appendix 7.3.
2.2.3 Interfacial tension
The interfacial tension around the charged molecule is altered by the local temperature [55] and per-
mittivity gradient [56] around the polyelectrolyte. The resulting explicit forces are depicted by SR+EST
and incorporate the latest developments of Würger [53], who progressed Ruckensteins theory of the
temperature gradient.
SR+EST =
6πr
12kBT 2
ε ζ
2 (1− T
ε
· δε
δT
) (14)
2.2.4 Diffusiophoresis
An additional factor influencing the interfacial tension a charged polymers in solution arises from the
osmotic pressure due to thermophoresis of salt ions (see chapter 2.2.2) and the connected overall salt
gradient in the temperature field. The resulting effect on the polymer is called diffusiophoresis. The
transport coefficient which is quantifying the logarithmic response of the polymers velocity vDP to a salt
gradient is called diffusiophoretic mobility DDP.
vDP = DDP ·∇ lncsalt (15)
The theoretical description for diffusiophoretic mobility of a charged spherical particle in 1:1 elec-
trolytes was derived by Prieve and Romain [72, 73], further developed by Anderson for strong adsorption
[74] and even progressed to multiple multivalent ions [75]. Experimentally it was found to hold very ac-
curate [76–78].
The diffusiophoretic effect caused by a thermal gradient onto a charged polymer can be derived by
the balance of fluxes at steady state:
∑ ji =−D∇c−DT c∇T + cDDP∇ lncsalt = 0 (16)
Analog to equation 9, thermophoresis of salts is measured by its Soret coefficient SMXT (see chapter
2.2.2) and the steady state of fluxes for the salt gives ∇csaltcsalt = ∇ lncsalt = −S
MX
T ·∇T . This equation can
be incorporated to eq. 16.
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−∇c
c
=
DT
D
·∇T + DDP
D
·SMXT ·∇T =
(
SclassicT +S
DP
T
)
·∇T
The additional diffusiophoretic contribution towards thermophoresis is identified by SDPT and states:
SDPT =
DDP
D
SMXT (17)
The connected diffusiophoretic mobility DDP for a spherical charged particle is [72]:
DDP =−
kBT
η
log
(
1− γ2
)
2πλB
(18)
Here γ=tanh(ζ/4), with the ζ as depicted in chapter 2.1.2 and the Bjerrum length according toλB =
e2
4πεkBT
. Note that the additional electrophoretic part is omitted here because the model incorporates this
contribution already by the Seebeck effect discussed above. The diffusiophoretic contribution is thus
dependent on Q2e f f and linear to the Soret coefficient of the salt mixture:
SDPT =−
kBT
η
log
(
1− γ2
)
2πλB
SMXT
D
(19)
For SMXT (see eq. 13) the Soret coefficients of potassium, sodium and chloride were implemented but
the Soret coefficients of hydron and hydroxide ions neglected if not differently depicted.
2.2.5 Diffusiophoresis - Capacitor Model
So far the contributions were derived on means of hydrodynamic forces onto the Debye layer, except for
the empirical treatment of SNiT .
Now we turn to the contributions which are caused by the approach of the assumption of local thermal
equilibrium [8, 47–51]. As pointed out by Dhont and coauthors, the Soret coefficient is derived by the
change of free energy dW (T ) = 12 ·Q · dς (T ) to build up the double layer [48] for an infinitesimal
temperature step dT . Here the change of the free energy of the double layer is given by the charge of
the polymer and the temperature dependent zeta potential ς (T ) (see chapter 2.1.2). The zeta potential
includes multiple parameters explicitly, which are temperature dependent: ς (T,ε (T ) ,ρ (T ) ,csalt (T )).
Other than temperature, permittivity and density [8], also the change of salt concentration csalt (T ) due
to thermophoresis of ions is taken into account for this study:
ST =
1
kBT
dW (T,ε (T ) ,ρ (T ) ,csalt (T ))
dT
=
1
kBT
dW (T,ε (T ) ,ρ (T ))
dT
+
1
kBT
dW (λ )
dλ
dλ (c)
dc
dc(T )
dT
= SCMT +S
DP−CM
T (20)
The first part SCMT has already been derived [8, 48, 54] and is presented in the next chapter. The
second part is connected to the thermal diffusion of salt ions and thus named SDP−CMT , because salt ions
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are the driving force as in diffusiophoresis.
SDP−CMT =
1
kBT
dW (λ )
dλ
dλ (c)
dc
dc(T )
dT
For a spherical capacitor it can be derived as:
SDP−CMT =
Q2e f f
16πεkBT
1
λ (1+ r/λ )2
·SMXT
For a rod with radius rrod and length L the deviation of the electric potential energy as stated in [54]
yields :
SDP−CM(ROD)T =
(
Q2e f f λ
8ε π kB T
)
2r2rod
λ 2
+ (L−2rrod)((
ln
(
λ
rrod
+1
))2
·(λ+rrod)
)
(
2r f
( rrod
λ
+1
)
+ L−2rrod
ln( λrrod
+1)
)2 ·S
MX
T (21)
SMXT was treated as in chapter 2.2.4.
2.2.6 Capacitor Model
Th classical capacitor effect SCMT which is related to the temperature dependent parameters density ρ,
permittivity ε=ε0εr and temperature T was derived by Dhont [48]. It has been successfully tested for
charged silica particles [79] and DNA oligonucleotides [8]. For spherical particles or molecules the
capacitor model holds a major contribution to ST [8]:
SCMT =
Q2e f f
16πkBT 2ελ (1+R/λ )
2
(
1− ∂ log[ρ(T )]
∂ log[T ]
− ∂ log[ε(T )]
∂ log[T ]
(
1− 2λ
R
))
(22)
For long rod-like structures, the overall capacitance is described as a superposition of a spherical and
a cylindrical capacitor (with length L and radius rrod) [54].
SCM(ROD)T =
Q2e f f
kBT 24πε[2rrod(rrod/λ +1)+(L−2rrod)/ log(λ/rrod +1)]2
(
r2rod
λ
+
(L−2rrod)λ/rrod
2log2[λ/rrod +1](λ/rrod +1)
+
∂ logε
∂ logT
[
(L−2rrod)λ/rrod
2log2(λ/rrod +1)(λ/rrod +1)
− r
2
rod
λ
−2rrod−
(L−2rrod)
log(λ/rrod +1)
])
(23)
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3 Experimental section
Thermophoretic studies on different samples (chapter 3.1) were performed on a modified fluorescence
microscope by the use of local heating with an infrared laser (chapter 3.2). In chapter 3.3 the measure-
ment procedure is presented. In chapter 3.4 the evaluation of the temperature gradient with additional
simulations to understand the behavior over base temperature are shown. The data evaluation based on
the spatial approach is presented in chapter 3.5 altogether with an overview on the underlying data of
charge and radius for the various molecular species.
3.1 Polymers studied
In this work different species of polymers were investigated, reaching from uncharged Polyethylene
Glycol (PEG) to charged DNA polymers over PNA molecules, where the charge can be tuned by solvent
condition. Additionally more complex molecules were studied, namely α-synuclein proteins and smart
oligo(ethylene glycol) (OEG) methyl ether methacrylate copolymers.
Figure 7: Structures of the polymers studied. They cover a large range of effective charge, ranging
from uncharged PEG polymers to highly charged DNA molecules. PNA polymers were used to monitor
the transition from charged to uncharged polymers, since their charge can be tuned on behalf of a neutral
peptide backbone and nucleobases (Xn) with various pKa values. Proteins with amino acids residues
(Xa) can form large macromolecular assemblies, like the investigated α-synuclein. Moreover, branched
pOEG copolymers are studied, which collapse at a certain temperature. Image of pOEG copolymer
adapted with permission from [23]. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
3.1.1 Polyethylene Glycol
For the experiments on the nonionic contribution, the Polyethylene Glycol polymers (CH30-PEG-NH2)
of various molecular weight (750, 2000, 5000, 10000 and 20000 g/mol) were used (Rapp Polymere,
Tübingen, Germany). They were labeled with a Bodipy-Fl succinimidyl ester (D2184 - 4,4-difluoro-5,7-
dimethyl-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacene-3-propionic acid, succinimidyl ester, Life Technologies, Darm-
stadt, Germany), which was chosen to minimize artifacts of the dye for thermophoresis, since it bears
no net charge and is very small. Therefore each PEG polymer species was reacted at 2 mM in a 0.1 M
Tetraboratbuffer at pH 8.5 to an 3x access amount of dye for 6 hours in a shaker. Afterwards the sam-
ple was put into dialysis membranes with suitable cut-off range for 12 hours and stirred in 5 l fresh
milliQ water to get rid of the free dye. This step was repeated 3 times. Then the samples were stored.
The concentration of labeled polymer was determined spectroscopically (nanodrop ND-1000, Thermo
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fisher scientific, Wilmington, USA). Based on the assumption that there is no free dye present, labeling
efficiency was high with ~63 % for PEG of Molecular weight of 20000.
The samples were stored in the fridge before use. For the thermophoresis measurements they were
diluted in 1 mM Tris pH 7.6 buffer at variable concentration of PEG-polymers (labeled) and extrapolated
to infinite dilution [80] (see chapter 4.2). For the measurement series on salt concentration, 6uM labeled
polymers were brought into solution with potassium chloride of variable concentration (see ref. [81]).
For the exploratory measurements on extreme solvent conditions in chapter 4.2 there was used a
universal buffer by the mixture of 0.2 M Na2HPO4 and 0.1 M with Citric acid [82] for the pH series. For
the measurements in Methyl Ethyl Ketone and Ethanol the dye was attached synthesis of via a carboxyl
group and dissolved to around ~30 µM. In water no significant change in ST was observed for PEG20000
by the change of labeling chemistry between the addition of the dye by carboxyl and succinimidyl end
group.
3.1.2 Deoxyribonucleic Acid
Deoxyribonucleic Acid oligonucleotides (DNA) of 5, 10, 22 bases were labeled with Hex-dye (6-carboxy-
2’,4,4’,5’,7,7’- hexachlorofluorescein) and purified by HPLC (Biomers, Ulm, Germany). For the mea-
surements of ST over base temperature they were diluted to 1 uM in 1 mM Tris pH 7.6 and 500 mM KCl.
The following sequences of single stranded DNA of 5, 10 and 22 bases length were selected to avoid
hairpins and dimers:
DNA5 (5′→ 3′): HEX-TAG GT
DNA10 (5′→ 3′): HEX-TAG GTC TAA T
DNA22 (5′→ 3′): HEX-ATT GAG ATA CAC ATT AGA ACT A
To check the herein presented model on the dependency on Debye length, additional datasets of
Herzog and Reichl [8, 20] for the same DNA strands were added. Those were measured and evaluated
as depicted in Herzogs Thesis.
3.1.3 Peptide Nucleic Acid
Peptide nucleic acid (PNA) depicts a novel synthetic polymer species. They are made up by the four
nucleobases as DNA, but connected by an uncharged amino backbone. They are found to have higher
binding energies and also bind in independent direction. There is an ongoing discussion whether this
molecule is a potential precursor of DNA in the context of the origin of life [83].
PNA single strands with identical sequences to the DNA molecules were studied. They were purified
with HPLC (>90%) by Panagene (Panagene, Daejeon, Korea). For zero net charge at physiological
pH the PNA was connected to Bodipy-Fl dye at the N-terminal. Higher solubility was achieved by an
OO-linker.
PNA5: BODIPY FL-OO-TAG GT
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PNA10: BODIPY FL-OO-TAG GTC TAA T
PNA22: BODIPY FL-OO-ATT GAG ATA CAC ATT AGA ACT A
They were diluted to 100 µM with pure milliQ. Shortly before the experiment they were dried in a
rotational vacuum concentrator (RVC 2-25, Martin Christ Gefriertrocknungsanlagen, Osterode am Harz,
Germany). Then they were dissolved at 50 µM in the desired solvent. For the experiments onto charging
of PNA the polymers were brought into acidic and basic conditions, concentrations of aqueous solutions
of 100, 10, 1, 0.1 mM hydrogen chloride (HCl), 1 mM Tris pH 7.6, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 mM potassium hy-
droxide (KOH) and 100 mM sodium hydroxide (NaOH) were used respectively. The pH of the solution
was beforehand checked with pH electrode (Blueline, Si-Analytics, Mainz, Germany) and afterwards
with pH stripe and found to be in reasonable proximity. For the measurements on Debye length the PNA
was buffered in 1mM Potassium acetate pH 5. At acidic and basic conditions the charge is changed (Fig.
2). The pH was checked with an electrode before solvating PNA molecules and afterwards crosschecked
with pH-stripes. The values were in reasonable agreement.
3.1.4 α-synuclein
Details on the preparation of monomeric, oligomeric and fibrillar α-synuclein and labeling can be found
in the attached article [84].
3.1.5 Oligo(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate copolymer
The oligo(ethylene glycol) (OEG) methyl ether methacrylate (pOEG) copolymer was synthesized via
RAFT polymerization. Details on the synthesis, purification and labeling with Bodipy-malemide can be
found in [23].
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3.2 Measurement setup
Figure 8: The experimental setup, a picture (a) and a schematic (b). The solutions under study are
filled in rectangular capillaries (50 µm x 500 µm). These are placed on the silicon wafer and observed
via a modified fluorescent microscope. For monitoring, either a CCD camera or a photomultiplier (PMT)
can be selected by a sliding prism (P1). Illumination was performed by LED illumination and a fluores-
cent filter set. The light first has to pass an emission filter (Ex1), then gets reflected to the objective by
a dichroic mirror (D1). The fluorescent molecules inside the capillaries are then excited and the emitted
light of larger wavelength is gathered by the objective. The light passes the dichroic mirrors (D1-3) and
emission filter (Em1) before it is focused by an 1/2x adapter onto the detector. For heating, an infrared
laser is coupled into the path of light, by dichroic (D3). Base temperature of the sample is controlled by
a silicon wafer that is regulated by Peltier elements on behalf of a PID loop. For automatized measure-
ments, the stage is motorized in x-direction and a piezo element for focusing is inserted in the z-plane.
Optional an UV-LED can be used for label free detection together with an excitation filter (Ex2) and an
dichroic mirror (D2).
Thermophoresis measurements were performed at a modified fluorescence microscope of type Axio-
scope A1 (Zeiss, Jena, Germany) as illustrated in Fig. 8. For local heating an infrared laser at wavelength
1480nm was inserted into the path of light by a dichroic mirror (NT46-386, Edmund Optics, Barrington,
USA). Due to the high absorption of water in the infrared, the aqueous sample, which was encapsulated
inside rectangular borosilicate capillaries 50 µm x 500 µm (Vitrotube, Vitrocom, Mountain Lakes, USA),
was exposed to a temperature gradient (see chapter 3.4). Imaging of the fluorescently labeled sample
was performed with 40x Quartz objective with NA=0.8 (Partec, Lincolnshire, USA) in combination with
a 0.5x adapter (Zeiss) for a larger field of view. Depending on the label the following combination of
Light Emitting Diode (LED) and filter set were chosen:
BCECF and Bodipy-Fl: green LED at 505nm (Luxeon, Calgary, Canada), F76-522 (AHF Analysen-
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technik, Tübingen, Germany)
6-Hex: blue LED at 530nm (Thorlabs, Dachau, Germany), F36-542 (AHF Analysentechnik)
Cy5: red LED at 627nm (Luxeon), F36-523 (AHF Analysentechnik)
The LED was powered selectively for low and high illumination by a LDC201 or LDC210 constant
current power supply (Thorlabs). The emission light of the fluorescent molecules the sample could then
be monitored by either a Luca DL-658M-TIL CCD camera (Andor, Belfast, United Kingdom) or optional
a MP1383 photomultiplier (Excelitas, Waltham, USA).
The z-height was set with a P-725 piezo nanofocussing Z-drive (Physik Instrumente, Karlsruhe,
Germany) which was driven by a E625 Piezo amplifier (Physik Instrumente). This feature compensates
for inhomogeneities of the stage and automatically sharpens the sample at the place with maximum
brightness (see [81]). In x-direction (Fig. 8) the stage was driven by an automatized stage (M404.6DG,
Physik Instrumente).
For the control of the base temperature of the capillaries, they were thermally coupled with a thin film
of paraffin oil (1ul) to a silicon wafer of 350 µm thickness. (see [81]). The silicon wafer was connected to
a Peltier element (PC-128-10-05, Telemeter Electronic, Donauwörth, Germany) by thermal compound.
The Peltier elements were brought in thermal contact to a copper block, which was in turn cooled by
a CF40 water bath (Julabo, Seelbach, Germany). The temperature was read out with an temperature
transmitter (GNTP-5015, Greisinger, Regenstauf, Germany) at the silicon wafer and the Peltier elements
regulated by a power supply (EA-PS 3032-10B, Elektro Automatik, Viersen, Germany) via a PID loop.
For synchronized control of the various components, they were handled by a NI-PCI-6229 (National
Instruments, Austin, USA) and a NI-PCI-6601 (National Instruments) via Labview (National Instru-
ments). The Photomultiplier was governed by the Ni-PCI-6601 card with a BNC-2121 (National In-
struments) interface. The camera trigger, LED current, laser power, temperature readout and control was
managed by two BNC 2110 (National Instruments) interfaces with the NI-PCI-6229 card. Further details
on the concept can be found in [8, 20, 85, 86]. Improvements were achieved the by implementation of
a z-focus [81], the attachment of the laser fiber for a reproducible infrared source and the connection of
the capillaries with a small oil film to the surface for smaller variation in the created temperature profile.
Settings for the individual measurements, as frame rate, Laser power, LED power and base temper-
ature were saved in initialization file. Typical settings for a thermophoresis measurement on polymers
were 4x4 binning, a frame rate of 2.5 Hz and minimal LED power to minimize artifacts caused by spatial
bleaching, which has large influence on bulk measurements.
3.3 Measurements
For a measurement series, the silicon wafer of the stage was first cleaned with isopropyl alcohol and
afterwards a thin film of paraffin oil (1ul) was spread onto it. After the preparation of samples according
to chapter 3.1, the aqueous solutions were soaked into rectangular capillaries by surface tension. Care
was taken to prevent the creation of air bubbles. Afterwards the capillaries were sealed by wax (sealing
wax, Nanotemper Technologies, Munich, Germany) and the middle of the outer glass cleaned with iso-
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propanol and precision wipes (Kimtech, Kimberly-clark, Canada). Then the sample solutions together
with a capillary filled with BCECF for temperature calibration were placed onto the stage (chapter 3.4).
When ambient humidity and temperatures were very high, a small steady flow of nitrogen was applied
to the stage to prevent condensation of water onto the capillaries for the measurements at low base tem-
perature.
The positions of the capillaries on the automatized stage were then determined with the photomulti-
plier. Afterwards a background picture was taken to correct for high background (~450 counts) and hot
pixels of the CCD camera. Then the temperature gradient was ascertained by a BCECF measurement at
25°C base temperature with the camera as explained in chapter 3.4. Afterwards a measurement routine
was set up. Typically the measurements were performed from high to low temperatures in decrements of
5°C from 65°C to 5°C.
Since spatial bleaching can cause large errors in data evaluation, the strategy was to go for long
exposure times, typical frame rate~2.5 Hz, and low LED illumination. Binning was set to 4x4 to still
preserve enough spatial information and minimize readout times. Afterwards a measurement proce-
dure was created and the measurement protocol stored. Depending on the diffusion coefficient of the
investigated molecule, thermophoresis and back diffusion were investigated for reasonable time scales
to ensure equilibrium. As example for a 22-mer PNA, commonly 20 seconds bleaching, 120 seconds
thermophoresis with IR laser on and 90 seconds back diffusion were taken.
3.4 Temperature gradient
3.4.1 Temperature calibration
The temperature calibration was performed by monitoring the fluorescence of 50 µM BCECF (2’,7’-Bis-
(2-Carboxyethyl)-5-(and-6)-Carboxyfluorescein, Invitrogen, Paisley, UK) in 10mM Tris buffer pH 7.6 .
The excitation and emission properties of BCECF depend largely on pH [87]. Temperature can thus be
observed indirectly by the change of pH onto temperature, because the pKa of Tris buffer is temperature
dependent [88].
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Figure 9: Evaluation of the temperature gradient inside a capillary by BCECF dye. a) The relative
BCECF fluorescence over base temperature was calibrated by dependency of the fluorophore on base
temperature. b) The sample was monitored at high frame rate to be able to separate the temperature jump
from the ongoing thermal diffusion of BCECF. Here the normalized mean fluorescence of the acquired
images is depicted over time. c) Division of hot by cold frame supplies the spatial temperature profile
(inset). The radial distribution was matched by a Lorentzian function (eq.24). d) By the hand of the
temperature calibration curve the spatial temperature profile was deduced and ∆T and T0 extracted from
the data. Here, a measurement with a Partec 40x Objective at a base temperature of 25 °C and 0.1 V laser
control current is shown.
For the determination of the temperature profile a calibration curve of a BCECF sample inside a
50 µm x 500 µm capillary was taken at first. Therefore mean fluorescence was monitored with the CCD
camera over base temperature, while care was taken to minimize spatial and temporal bleaching artifacts
by low illumination and long exposure time. The resulting relative values in fluorescence were matched
by an polynomial of seventh order (Fig. 9a).
To evaluate the temperature profile at a certain base temperature, a time trace was recorded at high
camera frame rate (Fig. 9b). The laser was switched on after a period with only LED illumination.
After the equilibration of temperature (~150-300 ms) thermophoresis led to a depletion of BCECF-dye
molecules. When turning the laser off, fast thermal equilibration and back diffusion are visible.
To obtain the radial temperature distribution, the second picture after the temperature jump was
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divided by the picture before the laser was turned on (Fig. 9b). The “hot” picture was taken shortly after
the temperature jump to temporally separate it from the onset of thermophoresis. Since the first picture
after temperature jump still incorporates the data of the capillary being heated up, it has to be rejected
for evaluation.
The resulting fluorescence profile I(r) (Fig. 9c) around the hot spot was then radially averaged and
approximated by a Lorentzian function with width w, fluorescence offset I0 and amplitude ∆I:
I(r) = I0 +∆I
1
(1+(r/w)2)
(24)
By the help of the calibration function (Fig. 9a) the radial temperature distribution could be calculated
with the resulting base temperature T0 and increase of ∆T at the peak temperature deduced (Fig. 9d).
Further information can also be found in the Bachelor Theses of Haslauer [81] and Schendel [89].
3.4.2 Temperature gradient depends on base temperature
The local increase of temperature by the IR-laser was observed to depend largely on base temperature
for various kind of objectives (Fig. 10a). Here measurements at IR-Laser control voltage of 0.1V and
0.2V are shown for three objectives: One Partec 40x, NA=0.8 and two Zeiss 40x EC Plan-NEOFLUOAR
objectives, NA 0.9 (pol) of the identical series. The Zeiss objectives seem to absorb more IR power, since
larger laser powers are needed to increase temperature to a comparable magnitude.
Relative fluorescence over radius for the Partec objective changes most at T0= 25 °C (Fig. 10b).
Nevertheless due to the nonlinear temperature dependency of BCECF, ∆T is even larger for lower base
temperature. The width of the Lorentzian profile is constant with a mean width of 50.73 µm (Fig. 10c).
To understand the decrease of ∆T with base temperature additional finite element simulations were
performed with Comsol Multiphysics (COMSOL Inc., USA). Within the simulation a borosilicate capil-
lary with dimensions of 50 µm x 500 µm capillary was heated by an Gaussian infrared beam (Fig. 10d). It
was attached to a silicon wafer of 525 µm height. Simulations were implemented with heat transduction
and laminar flow in radial symmetry. For heating a Gaussian laser profile with a beam waist of 30 µm
was created, which was centered in the middle of the capillary. The infrared absorption was linearly
extrapolated from experimental findings [90]. Standard material properties were used for borosilicate,
silicon and water. As boundary conditions the top of the capillary was thermally insulated due to the
small heat conduction of air, whereas the bottom of the silicon wafer with high heat conduction was set
to a base temperature T . The base temperature was varied over a range of 5-65 °C by an increment of
5 °C. The determined heat profile in water was post-processed by linearizing temperature of water over
capillary height (Fig. 10e). Subtraction the temperatures at the inner and outer boundary gave ∆T .
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Figure 10: Evaluation of the temperature gradient with varying base temperatures. a) ∆T is de-
creasing with base temperature for various 40x objectives and different laser control currents. b) Relative
fluorescence of the temperature jump changes most at 25 °C for the Partec 40x objective. c) The related
Lorentzian width (eq. 24) was observed to be constant with ~51 µm. d) Finite element simulation for
the temperature of the water inside a capillary which is heated by an IR-Laser (radial symmetry). Here
the base temperature at the bottom of the silicon wafer is 25 °C and capillary height (h) is 50 µm. In this
example the maximum local temperature increase is 9.8 °C. e) The extracted mean temperature along
the radius of the capillary is calculated for different base temperatures. f) Evaluation of the temperature
difference between center and outer boundary yields linear decrease with base temperature. The reason
is found in the decreasing absorption of water at 1480 nm with temperature [90]. The values for ∆T are
in good accordance to the experimental results. The numerical evaluation was extended by a variation of
capillary thickness (h) to 45 and 55 µm as stated inaccuracy by the supplier (triangles). The result of a
variation of height by ±10 % results in a ∆T of ±6.3 %. The slope of ∆T over base temperature and the
error are used for the experiments.
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The extracted values for ∆T decrease with temperature and are in good agreements to the experimen-
tal findings on BCECF (Fig. 10f). The reason for this behavior is found in the temperature dependence
of water absorption in the infrared region [90].
Additional parameter sweeps were incorporated on the variation of capillary thickness according to
the error of production (±10% as reported by the manufacturer). The scaling of capillary height results
in a deviation of ∆T by ±6.3% (Fig. 10d). Larger height leads to more energy uptake and together with
the heat transduction of the various materials to a higher temperature peak. This linear dependence of
peak temperature was taken into account for the evaluation of ST (chapter 3.5) after ∆T was determined
with a BCECF capillary at 25°C as discussed before.
3.4.3 Correction of base temperature by finite temperature gradient
Another evidence has to be taken into account to determinate the associated corrected base temperature of
a certain measurement. Apart from the slightly increased temperature T0 inside the capillary with respect
to the temperature set at the silicon wafer, which can be detected with BCECF (Fig. 9d), another effect
arises since the temperature gradient ∆T is finite and not infinitely small. When the Soret coefficient
changes with temperature, the concentration gradient that gets established within the thermal field is a
result of nonuniform ST over temperature.
Figure 11: Correction of base temperature due to the finite steepness of the temperature gradient.
The base temperature of the measured Soret coefficient has to be corrected to T0+ ∆T2 . This was found on
the basis of a 1D finite element simulation. A Lorentzian temperature gradient (a) together with a linear
dependency of the Soret coefficient on temperature (b) results in a concentration profile (c). This profile
can be matched analytically by the prediction of the constant Soret coefficient at T0+ ∆T2 . Reprinted with
permission from [23]. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
A 1D finite element simulation (Femlab, Comsol) that incorporates a Lorentzian temperature gradient
(Fig. 11a) together with a linear dependency of ST on the temperature (Fig. 11b) was performed onto
the interplay of diffusion and thermal diffusion (eq. 8): −c ·DT ·∇T −D ·∇c = 0
The outcome of the simulation predicts that the established concentration gradient can be matched
analytically by assuming a uniform ST , which corresponds to the ST at the temperature T0 + ∆T2 . For the
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assumption of ST (T0) being constant over the temperature range, the expected concentration gradient
would be higher (Fig. 11c) . This finding is in experimental coincidence to cloud point measurements
[23].
This had to be taken into account for the presented data and was incorporated by associating the
measured ST with the temperature of T0 + ∆T2 .
3.5 Data evaluation
Soret coefficient
The Soret coefficients in this study were determined by spatial data analysis at steady state. Therefore
the radial fluorescence distribution at steady state was divided by the one after the establishment of the
temperature gradient with yet negligible thermophoretic effects (see Fig. 12 a). This method was found
yield fast results and is in good agreement to spatial and temporal analysis (compare to [20]).
Figure 12: Determination of the Soret coefficient. a) For the radial data evaluation the fluorescence
intensity at steady state after heating was averaged over 10 pictures (dark blue) and divided by the initial
fluorescence (light blue) after temperature jump, as indicated by cursors in the mean fluorescence over
time. b) By the assumption of a linear relationship between fluorescence and concentration, the radial
concentration distribution was matched the Lorentzian temperature profile by c(r)/c0 = fbl ·e
−ST · ∆T1+(r/w)2 .
Spatial homogeneous bleaching results in a constant prefactor fbl . On the basis of temperature calibration
ST was extracted. Here a measurement on a single stranded DNA 22-mer in 500 mM KCl at 25 °C is
shown.
To distinguish the onset of thermophoresis from the changing chromophore properties in the thermal
gradient, the initial uniform concentration c0 was assumed to be described by the second picture after
the laser was triggered. The picture, which was recorded during the time when the thermal gradient in
the capillary builds up, had to be omitted. Radial analysis has also the advantage of being insensitive to
spatial homogeneous bleaching since it results in constant prefactor fbl [81, 89]. By relating fluorescence
I with a spatially constant bleaching prefactor fbl with concentration c, the radial profile for constant ST
gives (see also [89]):
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I (r)/I0 = fbl · c(r)/c0 = fbl · e
−ST · ∆T1+(r/w2) (25)
Here the Lorentzian temperature gradient (chapter 3.4) was set as driving force for thermophoresis
(eq. 8) at a temperature independent ST . To account for effects on the temperature dependency of the
Soret coefficient, base temperature was corrected (see chapter 3.4.3). Note that the image was cut due
to vignetting effects at the boarders of the picture to minimize errors on behalf of low illumination .
Furthermore it was assumed that no thermophoresis was going on during the first picture after switching
on the laser (~400ms), similar as established steady state at the last picture with laser on and linear
detector sensitivity.
Another method, that incorporates all spatial and temporal data, is to compare the fluorescence in-
tensity at each pixel over time with the predictions of a finite element simulation by the knowledge of
the parameters ST , ∆T (r), bleaching constant and diffusion constant. The most reasonable combination
of parameters can be determined by the minimization of χ² between model and experiment [20]. Since
this method takes a lot of calculation time, only single data sets (PNA 5,10, 22 mer at 55 °C, pH 1)
were evaluated to elucidate r and ST . Therefore a Labview program called the “binding evaluator” was
used [20]. The temperature profile was set to the fluorescence profile of the PNA at steady state and
the ∆T to 7.23K according to chapter 3.4. The obtained Soret coefficients are in good agreement to
radial evaluation (table 1). Radial evaluation results in slightly smaller values for ST with an error of
<5% for the 3 data sets. One reason for this might stem from the loss of data during the first picture,
where thermophoresis already sets in. Furthermore the obtained values for the radius of PNA are reason-
able compared to detailed measurements and evaluation of DNA [8]. Slightly lower radius of the PNA
molecules, as determined indirectly by the diffusion coefficient via Stokes law (eq. 1), might be the result
of lower viscosity due to HCl and neglected spatial alternating viscosity due to temperature dependency.
Also the slightly differing backbone and rigidity can be the reason.
SRadialT [1/K] S
BE
T [1/K] r
BE [nm] rBEDNA [nm] [8]
P5 0.0098 0.0093 1.16 1.35
P10 0.0075 0.0071 1.59 1.71
P22 0.0055 0.0053 1.91 2.02
Table 1: Radial steady state analysis is in good agreement to extensive space-time analysis by
binding evaluator. The data of PNA 5, 10 and 22-mer were evaluated by radial steady state analysis and
binding evaluator (see [20]). The base temperature was set to 55 °C and pH to 1. The obtained Soret
coefficients are comparable in size. The radii obtained for PNA are similar to the ones obtained for DNA
with the same sequence [8]. They were calculated via Stokes equation (eq. 1) at 55 °C with a viscosity
of 0.504 mPas.
Further improvements can be obtained by incorporation of spatial bleaching on the basis of alter-
nating light intensity and temperature: fbl(Ixy, T ). Moreover data evaluation on finite elements can be
improved by implementation of temperature dependency of viscosity, the connected diffusion and the
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Soret coefficient, although the last argument might be hard to implement before the measurement.
The Soret coefficients of PEG, PNA, DNA and the various α-synuclein species over temperature
were determined by radial evaluation. The same method was used for the measurements of PEG and
PNA towards their dependency on Debye length and salt species. The Soret coefficients of DNA for
the dependency on Debye length were taken from [8, 20]. For high sensitivity onto the measurements
on bloc copolymers at low dye concentration, the ST was solely determined by the mean fluorescence
intensity over time, which was measured by a photomultiplier [23].
Radius
For the theoretical predictions of the thermophoretic models depicted in chapter 2.2, the values for radius
r and effective charge Qe f f were set to reasonable values according to table 2 for the various molecules.
Figure 13: Additional information was incorporated for the estimation of PEG radii [91] and ef-
fective charge per charged subunit [29, 30] for the molecules. a) The radii of various PEG molecules
were calculated by Stokes equation based on the measurements of Vergera et al [91]*. Exponential fit
on the molecular weight results in a Flory exponent of 0.558 which is in good agreement for a poly-
mer in good solvent with 0.588 [92]. b) The Effective charge per charged subunit for the theoretical
determination of the charge was approximated by double exponential function based on data achieved
by multiparticle collision dynamics by Hickey and coauthors [29]**.
For DNA, the radii according to detailed data of Reichl and coauthors [8] were taken. For consis-
tency, PNA radii were assumed to be the identical to the DNA radii, since they incorporate the identical
sequences. The PEG, the radii were calculated on the basis of the measurements on the diffusion coeffi-
cient of PEG molecules of various length at infinite dilution determined by Vergera et coauthors [91, 93]
(Fig. 13a). The herein presented diffusion coefficients were transformed into radii by stokes equation
(eq. 1) and approximated by power law: r [m] = 1.8989 · 10−11 ·MW [Da]0.558. The exponent on de-
pendence of radius onto molecular weight is in good agreement with Flory’s predictions for polymers
in a good solvent of 0.6 [94], and more detailed theoretical considerations 0.588 [92]. The radii of the
α-synuclein monomers and oligomers were determined by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS),
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whereas in the case of fibrils atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used [84]. All radii were assumed
to be independent of temperature, what also seems to be a good approximation according to the data of
Reichl and coauthors [8].
Effective charge
The effective charges Qe f f in comparison to the theoretical charges resulting from Henderson–Hasselbalch
QH (eq. 2) and additional charge condensation QT heory are given in table 2. For DNA and PNA the un-
derlying pKa values of nucleobases were set as stated by Chun [26, 95]:
pKa (X+  X) pKa (X  X−)
Adenosin 3.5 -
Guanin 2.1 9.2
Cytosin 4.2 -
Thymin - 9.9
Phosphate - 2
For DNA the pKa of the hydroxyl group at the 3’ end was approximated to 13.5. [96]. Moreover
the HEX dye at the 5’ end bears approximately two additional negative charges at neutral pH [8] since it
is very similar to fluorescein [97]. For PNA the N-terminal is connected with the uncharged Bodipy-FL
dye and an additional O linker where no change of charge should occur in the investigated range.
For the determination of the theoretical charge (QT heory), the charge according to Henderson–Hasselbalch
(QH) was multiplied by the effective charge per charged subunit (Qpcs) that was extrapolated from data
of Multi Particle Collision simulations with explicit counter ion condensation performed by Hickey [29]
(Fig. 13b). The underlying values for the charge per base are in good agreement to coarse grained molec-
ular dynamics simulations and experimental data of capillary electrophoresis and NMR-electrophoresis
[29, 30]. For the effective charge per base in dependency on total charge a double exponential function
is in good agreement to the data of Hickey [29] (see Fig. 13b):
Qpcs = 0.36589+0.27551 · e−(QH−1.0395)/4.3274 +0.29362 · e−(QH−1.0395)/24.816
.
For α-synuclein charges were determined independently with free flow electrophoresis [84].
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pH-(solvent condition) QH [e] QT heory [e] Qe f f [e] r [nm]
D5 Tris 7.8 -7.1 -4.71 -4.1 1.35*
D10 Tris 7.8 -12.1 -6.96 -6.5 1.71*
D22 Tris 7.8 -24.1 -11.64 -9.4 2.02*
P22 2 (HCl 10mM) 14.35 7.89 7.89 2.02*
P22 3 (HCl 1mM) 10.77 6.38 5.88 2.02*
P22 4 (HCl 0.1mM) 4.28 3.22 3.22 2.02*
P22 7 (Tris 1mM) 0 0 0 2.02*
P22 12.3 (KOH 20mM) -8.97 -5.56 -1.7 2.02*
P22 12.6 (KOH 40mM) -8.99 -5.60 -2.7 2.02*
P22 12.8 (KOH 60mM) -8.99 -5.60 -3.4 2.02*
P22 12.9 (KOH 80mM) -8.99 -5.60 -4.1 2.02*
P22 13 (KOH 100mM) -8.99 -5.60 -5.61 2.02*
P22 13 (NaOH 100mM) -8.99 -5.60 -5.61 2.02*
P5 1 (HCl 100mM) 2.85 2.34 3.9 1.35*
P10 1 (HCl 100mM) 5.84 4.01 6.9 1.71*
P22 1 (HCl 100mM) 15.74 8.46 8.7 2.02*
PEG750 Tris 7.8 0 0 0 0.77**
PEG2000 Tris 7.8 0 0 0 1.32**
PEG5000 Tris 7.8 0 0 0 2.21**
PEG10000 Tris 7.8 0 0 0 3.26**
PEG20000 Tris 7.8 0 0 0 4.79**
α-mono Tris 7.4 - -10.9*** -6.6 2.8 (FCS***)
α-oligo Tris 7.4 - -50.4*** -22.1 7.5 (FCS***)
α-fib Tris 7.4 - -(200-300)*** -78 l=200 r=4 (AFM***)
Table 2: Effective charge (Qeff) and radius (r) of the investigated molecules for the fits of the
theoretical model onto the experimental data. The effective charges Qe f f for the various molecules
studied are close to the theoretical predicted charges QT heory , which are calculated by the pKa of the
nucleobases (QH) and further charge condensation on polyelectrolytes according to data of Hickey. * The
radii of DNA were set according to [8]. For consistency radii of PNA were set respectively. ** Prediction
of PEG radii based on extrapolation of measurements on the diffusion coefficients of PEG by Vergara
and coauthors [91]. *** Radii of α-synuclein monomers, oligomers were determined by FCS and fibrils
by AFM. The theoretical charges here represent the charges measured by free flow electrophoresis [84].
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4 Results and Discussion
The measurements are presented in the following manner: First, the different behavior of ST with respect
to temperature and Debye length of charged and uncharged polymers is shown for the case of PEG, PNA
and DNA polymers (chapter 4.1). Then, the nonionic contribution of thermophoresis is discussed in great
detail, considering measurements of PEG and PNA (chapter 4.2). Following this, the transition between
charged and uncharged polymer is presented for a PNA polymer that has a pH dependent charge (chapter
4.3). Then, the different thermophoretic contributions and their respective behavior upon ionic strength
and base temperature is shown (chapter 4.4). Also, alternative theoretical scenarios are considered and
discussed (chapter 4.5). Additionally, finite element simulations are presented that support the local
equilibrium approach (chapter 4.6). Finally, the thermophoresis of complex macromolecules is shown in
the context of the theoretical model with quantitative predictions for alpha-synuclein proteins. Interesting
applications in sensing the transition upon collapse of macromolecules are presented (chapter 4.7).
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4.1 Different thermophoretic behavior of charged and uncharged polymers
Figure 14: Charged and uncharged polymers behave strikingly different in terms of thermophore-
sis. a) The Soret coefficient of uncharged PNA 22-mer and PEG 20000 is decreasing with temperature.
b) For charged DNA molecules (5-, 10- and 22-mer) instead ST increases drastically. The main reason
for the increasing ST for charged molecules is traced back in the following chapters to diffusiophoresis.
c) As expected ionic strength has no effect on PNA and PEG (lines to guide the eye). d) In contrast to
that, the ST of charged molecules is largely affected upon changes of the Debye length in accordance to
the capacitor model. Data of ST of DNA over Debye length according to [8, 20].
The Soret coefficient behaves completely different for charged and uncharged polymers.
For uncharged PEG and PNA, a slightly decreasing trend of ST with temperature was found (Fig.
14a). For these uncharged, molecules ST stays constant with changing salt concentration (Fig. 14c) and
salt species (as shown in the following chapter) . This behavior is completely different to the one of
DNA. For this charged molecule, ST strongly changes with temperature (Fig. 14b), salt concentration
(Fig. 14d) and salt species [8] .
The increase of ST with temperature can be observed for a variety of molecules and was so far related
to nonionic effects [16–20]. According to the presented theoretical model in this work, SNiT is decreasing
with temperature via eq. 11. Additionally, the increase of ST with temperature for charged molecules
as e.g. DNA (Fig. 14b), is traced back to the temperature dependent ST of salt ions. Salt ions interact
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via diffusiophoresis (chapter 2.2.4) and the Seebeck effect (chapter 2.2.2) with the charged polymers.
Diffusiophoresis was found to play the larger role for DNA (chapter 4.4). The view that ST increases
with temperature is connected to a charge effect was recently supported by [21]. In the following this
assumption is even more strengthened, when investigating a PNA polymer with pH dependent charge
(chapter 4.3).
The change of ST of DNA with the Debye length is mainly attributed to the capacitor model, which
only plays a role for charged molecules. This is also found for other charged molecules, as Polystyrene
[50] or ferrite particles [98].
Note that for DNA the nonionic parameters were assumed to be ∆T = a = 0 according to eq. 11, so
only 1T remains for S
NI
T . In the following chapter the uncharged PEG and PNA polymers are investigated
in detail.
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4.2 Nonionic contribution
The nonionic contribution to the Soret effect is still sparsely understood. Therefore a concentration series
was arranged, which monitors the transition of ST of uncharged PEG polymers towards the semidilute
regime. Additionally, the changes of ST upon base temperature, ion concentration and species were
investigated. Finally, the data was matched to a theoretical model with two empirical parameters.
Concentration dependence of PEG
Figure 15: Soret coefficient of uncharged PEG polymers of variable molecular weight, at various
concentration and at different temperatures. In the dilute micromolar range ST is rather constant. At
high concentrations (millimolar) a clear decrease of ST can be observed for large PEG20000 and 10000.
These concentrations are found to coincide with the transition to the semi-dilute regime. For polystyrene
polymers organic solvents similar behavior could be observed and explained by enhanced diffusion due
to collective motion [99]. The Soret coefficients of PEG were extrapolated to infinite dilution for further
analysis [80].
For PEG, it was first tested whether the polymer concentration has effects on the Soret coefficient already
at dilute conditions in the micromolar regime [8]. There, it has been traced back to a charge effect, which
occurs due to the change of the Seebeck effect by the thermophoresis of the polymers.
It is observed that the ST of uncharged PEG stays constant in the sub-millimolar regime for a certain
polymer length and base temperature (Fig. 15). For PEG20000 and PEG10000, ST decreases signifi-
cantly at high micromolar concentrations. The overlap volume fraction, where the semi-dilute regime
starts and the polymer coils begin to overlap, can be estimated as [94, 100]: ρ∗∼= 1Na 43 πr3 . For the different
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PEG polymers it is obtained:
PEG [g/mol] 750 2000 5000 10000 20000
overlap concentration ρ∗ [mMol/l] 868 172 37 11 3.6
It is most likely that the observed drop of ST at high concentrations is caused by increasing polymer-
polymer interactions (Fig. 15). For the polymers of lower molecular weight, the concentration was not
high enough and would elaborate enormous dye consumption, if one does not want to go for a mixture
of labeled and unlabeled polymers. A similar observation was already found in non-polar solvents as
polystyrene in toluene [80, 99]. Here, the dependence of ST onto concentration was traced back to in-
creasing diffusion coefficient (D) based on collective motion and a constant thermal diffusion coefficient
(DT ) in the semi-dilute regime. In the concentrated regime both, DT and D, decrease. As expected,the
polymers are also subjected to similar changes in water. Nevertheless, the detailed entropic or thermody-
namic reasons for this behavior are not yet theoretically understood, although it has been found out that
the solvent plays a minor role on DT [101].
Noteworthy, this observation indirectly supports the findings on charged molecules onto the self-
Seebeck effect. In contrast to DNA [8] and α-synuclein monomers (see Fig. 31), no effect on the ST in
the micromolar region can be observed for PEG molecules of comparable size.
For the following more detailed investigation of the dependency of ST on temperature and radius, the
measurements were extrapolated to an infinite dilution according to a first order virial expansion [80]:
ST = S0T ·
(
1− ksc+O
(
c2
))
Qualitatively the obtained Soret coefficients are slightly lower compared to measurements in Thermal
Diffusion Forced Rayleigh Scattering [13] and thermogravitational columns [12]. Reasons for this might
stem from influences of the dye molecule, difference in concentrations of PEG molecules or sticking of
PEG to the capillary wall.
Temperature
The ST of PEG is slightly decreasing with temperature in the investigated temperature range (Fig. 16a).
This was observed for different chain length. This finding is in accordance with the data on PEG at higher
concentration by Wang and coauthors[13]. Rescaling of ST to the Soret coefficient at 20 °C results in a
unified picture (Fig. 16b).
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Figure 16: Nonionic thermophoresis decreases with base temperature and is proportional to the
hydrodynamic radius. a) For uncharged PEG polymers of variable molecular weight, the Soret coef-
ficient is decreasing with temperature . b) A normalization to the Soret coefficients at 20 °C shows a
general behavior for PEG. c) Comparing SNIT of PEG and PNA molecules of similar size yields a slightly
larger value for PEG. d) In contrast to charged molecules [49], the Soret coefficient of uncharged ones
is found to increase linear with radius. e) Thermal diffusion coefficient, DT , is rather constant with ra-
dius, similar to the behavior of PS in organic solvents [9]. Analog to the diffusion coefficient, the value
increases with temperature.
According to eq. 11 the free parameters for PEG in water were determined to: ∆T (PEG) = 31.3 ·
10−16 NK and a(PEG) = 1.6 ·10−24
m2 kg
s2 K . Here, the first parameter is corresponding to a polymer specific
constant DT ·η in the high polymer length range, where ST only varies with polymer size, because of
changing diffusion coefficient D(r). For polystyrene (PS) in organic solvents it was found to be in
the same order of magnitude ∆PST ≈60 · 10−16 NK [9]. The second specific parameter cannot be directly
compared to Köhler due to different α . Nevertheless, rough estimation for PEG20000 at 25 °C results
for Köhler’s original equation with α = 1 yields: aköhler = a·M
1
2rη ≈ 7 ·10
-12 kgm2
sK mol . This is by an order of
magnitude larger than what Köhler found for PS in organic solvents.
For an uncharged PNA 22-mer a similar dependence on temperature has been found (Fig. 16c). The
ST of PEG with comparable size (r (PEG5000)=2.21 nm and r(PNA22)=2.02 nm) is slightly higher by a
factor of ~1.5.
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The nonionic parameters of PNA were determined indirectly by the measurements on charged PNA
at high HCl concentrations (Fig. 18c) to ∆T (PNA) =−23.5 ·10−16 NK and a(PNA) =−7.9 ·10−24
m2 kg
s2 K .
Radius
Although it has been found for charged molecules that ST is proportional to r2, the measurements on
uncharged PEG indicate a linear increase of SNiT (Fig. 16d). This is also suggested by Würger in his
theoretical description of the thermal diffusion coefficient for uncharged molecules DNiT based on entropy
production [15].
For PEG, DNiT shows a slight increase with the radius of PEG (Fig. 16e). The expected sharp change
at the low molecular weight end could not be observed [12], since the smallest investigated polymer with
750 Dalton is yet larger than a Kuhn monomer [94]. This fits the predictions according to equation 11
and the measurements on PEG polymers in water [12, 13]. DT increases with temperature similar to the
diffusion coefficient, where viscosity is the important parameter. DT was calculated by DT = ST D and
Stokes equation.
Debye length, Hofmeister
Charged polymers in electrolyte solution are largely influenced by ionic strength and ion species. It was
tested whether thermophoresis of uncharged polymers is also influenced by ions, although they do not
interact by electrostatics. As expected, it has been found for an uncharged PEG molecule of 20kD and
a PNA 22-mer, that the ionic strength has no large effect and SNIT is independent of Debye length (Fig.
17a).
Figure 17: Dependence of the Soret coefficient of uncharged polymers on salt concentration and
species. a) For PEG and PNA molecules, no dependence of SNiT on Debye length in electrolyte solutions
of potassium chloride (KCl) was found. Because the charged ions in solution are not expected to interact
with the polymer to a large extend, this is in agreement to theory. b) Moreover no significant effect upon
salt species was found for PEG according to the Hofmeister series. The lines represent the mean value
to guide the eye.
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Moreover, for the Soret coefficient of PEG no correlation has been found between the salt species
and the Hofmeister series [102, 103] in the investigated range (Fig. 17b). In the presented data, the
investigated salts range from kosmotropic to chaotropic in the following order:
(NH4)2 SO4→ KF →MgSO4 ≈ KCl→CaCl2
As the two most extreme salts with respect to the Hofmeister series show high ST for PEG and the
other salts species show slightly lower ST , observed differences are attributed to measurement inaccuracy.
Moreover, also for these various salt species no significant dependency on Debye length is observed.
More tests on PEG-Polymers in electrolyte solution can be found in the Bachelor Thesis of Michael
Haslauer [81]. Here, additionally an attached Atto488 dye with one negative charge and detailed tem-
perature dependency for PEG in various salt species is presented. As shown in [81], the dependence of
the Soret coefficient on temperature in electrolyte solution is similar to Fig. 16a and ST decreases with
temperature.
In appendix 7.2 preliminary data on thermophoresis of PEG in various solvents is presented. The
results are quite puzzling. For the nonionic contribution it can be concluded, that a fundamental model
is still missing, which explains the ST of an uncharged polymer in various solvents. First models based
on interaction energies still leave a large gap between experiment and theory [13].
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4.3 Charge transition of a polymer
In the following it is shown how the behavior of ST completely changes with temperature T , when a
PNA22 polymer undergoes the transition from uncharged to charged state. Note that the lines in the
graph are predictions by the full theoretical model.
Figure 18: Transition of the Soret coefficient from uncharged to charged PNA. a) A PNA 22 mer
completely changes behavior when the charge is increased (indicated in Graph) by different concentra-
tions of HCl (in mM) compared to 1 mM Tris pH 7.6 (T1). The absolute value of ST decreases mainly
on behalf of the Seebeck effect. The transition of the slope of ST over temperature from decreasing to
increasing matches the predictions. b) In basic environment a similar trend is found. The slopes of ST for
NaOH and KOH (at 100 mM) are in good agreement to the predictions. Even the different thermophoretic
behavior of sodium and potassium ions (see Fig. 6 ) is observed. c) At 100 mM HCl concentration PNA
molecules of different length (5-, 10- and 22-mer) show a similar trend as DNA polymers in 1 mM Tris
pH 7.6 at 500 mM KCl with comparable slope of ST with temperature and charge. Data of DNA taken
from [8, 20]. d) The effective charges for the underlying fits are in good agreement to the calculated
charges according to Henderson–Hasselbalch and charge condensation.
When the HCl concentration is increased, the Soret coefficient of the PNA polymer gets smaller
while the slopes of ST over temperature get steeper (Fig. 18a). This is in correlation to the increasing
pH and thus assumed increase in charge according to chapter 3.5 by the pKa of the nucleobases (Fig.
18d). Since the 22-mer gets more positively charged, ST overall decreases due to Seebeck effect, which
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drags the polymer to the hot, because of the large Soret coefficient of the H+ ion. Moreover the capacitor
model also gives less pronounced contribution at higher concentration. The increasing slopes of ST with
temperature are connected to diffusiophoresis in this picture as shown in detail in the next chapter.
When PNA is brought in basic environment the trend is similar (Fig. 18b), although it is hard to
access experimentally because the fluorescence of the Bodipy dye is observed to be unstable in that
range. Nevertheless similar to in the acidic case, it can be observed, that the more hydroxide salts are
added, the steeper the slopes of ST with temperature get and the ST is also decreasing. It cannot be
distinguished whether this is on behalf of electrophoresis or diffusiophoresis just by this observation,
since both, the charge of PNA and the electric field due to the high ST of hydron and hydroxide [68],
change sign (Fig. 18a compared to Fig. 18b).
The behavior of PNA in NaOH compared to KOH is also very intriguing. Since KCl and NaCl were
found to have a slightly different temperature dependency (see [66]), ST of potassium and sodium are
also behaving differently (Fig. 6). This is also monitored in the case of PNA, where the slope of ST (T )
of PNA is more flat in NaOH than in KOH electrolyte. The predictions for the charge of PNA in KOH
are not exactly according to the Henderson–Hasselbalch equation. This might be attributed to the high
solubility of carbon dioxide in water and correlating carbonic acid, that can alter the pH of the solution
[104].
Next, the ST of PNA of different length at very acidic conditions is tested (Fig. 18c). Interestingly,
the slope of ST is also increasing with size and charge. For a detailed investigation whether the steepness
of ST (T ) is related to Q or Q² (or r vs r²), very precise measurements of the charge and radius would
be important in addition to the exact characterization of ST of the salt ions. The result is very similar to
DNA molecules in 500mM potassium chloride, where the steepness is influenced by length.
Unfortunately, due to a changing contribution by the Seebeck effect for charged PNA molecules, the
screening with Debye length is more complex than described by the capacitor model alone. , Because
of the fixed HCl amount, the ratio of the ionic species in solution is changing when screening with
potassium chloride. Therefore, the ratio of potassium and hydron ions would largely change. In contrast,
screening with HCl would result in a different charging of the molecule (Fig. 6d), which also makes the
capacitor model not directly accessible.
The effective charges by calculation of Henderson–Hasselbalch and charge condensation after chap-
ter 3.5 (Fig. 6d) are in good agreement with the charges for the underlying fits as indicated by the
respective numbers in Figure 6a-c.
Altogether the transition of the PNA molecule from uncharged to charged state supports the theory
that the increase with temperature is most likely attributed to a charge effect. In the following, a detailed
picture on the influence of the various contributions will be presented.
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4.4 The different contributions to thermophoresis
The different contributions on the Soret effect all play together to form ST according to our current model
(chapter 2.2). Here it is shown how these different contributions effect the overall thermophoresis for a
DNA 22-mer in detail (Fig. 19) at the variation of ionic strength and temperature.
Furthermore, the effects of explicit and local equilibrium forces are shown more generally for the
studied DNA and PNA molecules (Fig. 20).
It can be observed that at high salt concentration all contributions are rather low for a DNA 22-mer.
The temperature dependency mainly stems from the salt ions by SDP−CMT followed by S
EL
T and S
DP
T . A
similar picture is found at low salt concentrations. Here the largest contribution onto temperature stems
from SDPT , which is larger than S
DP−CM
T . Over Debye length it is observed at a base temperature of 25
°C, that due to the low SMXT of the salt ions at this temperature, S
CM
T dominates thermophoresis followed
by a much smaller SR+EST . For a high temperature of 65 °C it can now be seen that diffusiophoretic and
electrophoretic effects are larger, with similar behavior as SR+EST . According to chapter 3.5 the effective
charge of DNA was set to -9.4 e and the radius to 2.02 nm.
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Figure 19: Theoretical predictions for the different thermophoretic contributions of a DNA 22-mer
on temperature and ionic strength. ST over base temperature at high (a) and low salt concentration
(b) is dominated by the capacitor model (CM), which predicts higher ST at low ionic strength. Diffusio-
phoretic (DP and DP-CM) and Seebeck (EL) contributions are mainly responsible for the increase with
temperature. ST over Debye length is ruled by the capacitor model at 25 °C followed by the contribution
relying on interfacial tension (R+ES) (c). At higher temperature (d) it still makes up the largest con-
tribution, but the other contributions increase. Only the nonionic contribution (Ni) is small and almost
constant for DNA.
If one now combines SR+EST , S
DP
T and S
EL
T to S
Expl.
T , the following picture for PNA and DNA is
presented (Fig. 20).
The nonionic contribution is observed to be much larger for PNA than for DNA. For DNA it was
assumed, that ∆T = a = 0 according to eq. 11, that means only 1T remains for S
NI
T . For PNA on the other
side the ST is in a similar order of magnitude as for PEG (see chapter 4.2).
SExpl.T shows a slight change with temperature and Debye length. Nevertheless S
Expl.
T is too small to
explain the experimental data on DNA. For PNA the H+ Ion results in a large splitting for the differently
charged molecules because of the Seebeck effect. The temperature dependency here mainly stems from
diffusiophoresis as presented in Fig. 19.
When turning to the contributions arising from the local equilibrium approach, one finds the tem-
perature dependency further increased by the additional diffusiophoretic contributions on behalf of the
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capacitor model (Fig. 20a,c,d). Finally the capacitor model with the largest contribution sets in and leads
to the characteristic behavior for DNA in water over Debye length at 25°C (Fig. 20b).
Figure 20: Quantitative predictions of the various contributions for the investigated DNA and PNA
molecules. For DNA (a,b) and PNA (c,d) molecules it is shown how the ST is affected by the different
contributions: SNiT , S
Expl.
T and the two contributions from local equilibrium S
DPCM
T and S
CM
T . The typical
behavior over Debye length (b) is to a large extent caused by the capacitor model, which builds the largest
absolute contribution. For PNA (c,d) the explicit forces have a large impact on behalf of the Seebeck
effect by the hydron ion. Temperature dependency enters mainly by the diffusiophoretic contributions
which scale with temperature dependent ST of salt ions. The salt concentration, KCl and HCl, is indicated
in mM in the figures. Note: Data of ST of DNA over Debye length according to [8, 20].
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4.5 Consideration of alternative theoretical settings
In the following, alternative theoretical models are considered. First, it is tested whether electrophoresis
can also be the cause for the temperature dependency of ST . Next, it is shown if the explicit forces can
result in the perceived ST for DNA and PNA by settings of maximum charge without the contributions
from local equilibrium. Then it is shown how the incorporation of hydron ions into the Debye layer would
change the overall picture. Furthermore water polarization as additional effect is discussed as well as the
effect of a temperature dependent charge of the macromolecule in spite of the capacitor model.
4.5.1 Electrophoresis as reason for temperature dependency of the Soret coefficient
In the following, it is discussed why the increase of ST with temperature is not associated to a temperature
dependent Seebeck effect, which is linear in charge (∼Q), but stems from an effect which is proportional
to Q2, such as diffusiophoresis.
Figure 21: Temperature dependency of the Soret coefficient is not caused by Seebeck effect: a)
The measurements of oppositely charged PNA in 10 mM HCl and 100 mM KOH both show an increased
slope of ST with temperature compared to PNA in 1 mM Tris. Since both, charge and electric field
change, one cannot distinguish if the underlying effect is proportional to Q or Q². b) ST of PNA polymers
also shows an increase with temperature in 500 mM KCl with 10 mM HCl as well as negatively charged
DNA molecules in 500 mM KCl. Since the Seebeck conditions are almost identical, the assumption of
the Seebeck-term causing the temperature dependency for DNA would result in a completely different
prediction of ST (T ) for the oppositely charged PNA. The theoretical predictions of the Seebeck effect
alone being responsible for the temperature dependency of the Soret coefficient are shown by the lines.
The measurements of PNA in KOH and HCl do not solve the question whether the temperature de-
pendency is related to Seebeck effect (Fig. 21a). The temperature dependence of ST is similar. However,
although the charges are opposite in these cases, the reason for similar temperature dependency still can
be due to a change in the temperature dependency of the electric field E(T), which is caused by different
ions. Also ST of negatively charged DNA in 500 mM KCl (1 mM Tris) increases with temperature. For
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PNA in 1mM Tris there is a rather flat temperature dependence.
A measurement that directly supports the view of the temperature dependency of ST not being linear
to charge is found for a PNA 22-mer in 500 mM KCl and 10 mM HCl compared to a DNA 22-mer in
500 mM KCl (Fig. 21b). Here the charges are opposite and the electric field induced by the KCl elec-
trolyte is almost identical, as there is 50x more KCl than HCl. Nevertheless they both show a similar
trend of ST with temperature. Assuming a model where the Seebeck-term is responsible for the tem-
perature dependency of DNA, one would also expect a drastic decrease with temperature for positively
charged PNA (Fig. 21b).
4.5.2 Soret coefficient made up solely by non-equilibrium contributions
Here, it is tested how the Soret coefficients would look like for the predictions of only explicit forces
being active and neglecting the contributions from local equilibrium approach.
Figure 22: Explicit forces alone are unlikely to explain the thermophoretic behavior of DNA and
PNA without the contributions stemming from local equilibrium approach. a) The Soret coefficients
over Debye length are reasonably described at 25 °C by explicit forces, when the charges of DNA are
increased to the maximum (22-mer carries a charge of -22e then). Nevertheless for high and low tem-
perature the predictions are far off. b) The slope over temperature is matched very good for DNA. On
the other side the predictions fail the experimental data of PNA (without even increasing the effective
charge). Note: Data of ST of DNA over Debye length according to [8, 20].
Therefore, the effective charges of DNA 22, 10 and 5mer were increased to the maximal bare charge
(-22e, -10e, -5e). The dependency of ST on Debye length is matched poorly at 25 °C, even if the
maximum charges are applied (Fig. 22a). Moreover, for 65 °C and 25 °C the predictions of explicit
forces are completely off over Debye length.
Over Temperature the slopes of ST for DNA and PNA seem reasonable at high salt, but for PNA the
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offsets are not in the right range (Fig. 22b). It therefore can be concluded that even at best conditions for
the explicit forces, further contributions to thermophoresis are likely.
4.5.3 Hydron and hydroxide in Debye layer
The presented model shows a large discrepancy to the experimental data when the hydron or hydroxide
ions are incorporated into the Debye layer. For the measurements at neutral pH, e.g. for DNA, these
ions do not have a large impact on the model because c(H+) = c(OH−) =∼ 10−7, but for high hydron
or hydroxide concentration the situation changes completely.
Figure 23: The incorporation of H+ and OH- ions in the Debye layer would result in too high Soret
coefficients. H+ and OH- ions behave special in the presented theoretical model. For PNA molecules at
high HCl concentration, theory matches the experiment well when the hydron is neither incorporated in
the Debye layer, nor in diffusiophoretic contributions, but interacts solely by Seebeck effect (a,c). The
insertion of the hydron into the Debye layer would result in a large discrepancy between experiment and
theoretical model (b,d). This is mainly due to an enhanced diffusiophoresis.
In Figure 23 the effects of the incorporation of hydron into the Debye layer and diffusiophoresis is
shown. It can be observed that the predictions for ST are too high when incorporating H+. The increase is
mainly caused by enhanced diffusiophoresis of PNA because of the hydron ions. This astonishing result
has to be investigated in greater detail and tested. It was attributed to the special nature of H+ and OH-,
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since they differ from ordinary ions by their self dissociation and their special diffusion mechanisms
[105].
4.5.4 Water polarization
Another effect, which was taken into account, is the polarization of water. It was found in simulations
that thermal gradients also result in a polarization of water [59, 60]. The resulting electric field to a
thermal gradient is coupled by the ratio of phenomenological coefficients Lpq and Lpp.
E = (1− 1
εr
) · Lpq
Lpp
· ∇T
T
Therefore the effect on the Soret coefficient can be calculated by a balance of fluxes:
0 =−D∇c+ cµE =−D∇c+ cµ(1− 1
εr
) · Lpq
Lpp
· ∇T
T
From this follows the contribution of water polarization (SPolT ) to the Soret coefficient :
SPolT =−
µ
D ·T (1−
1
εr
)
Lpq
Lpp
(26)
Until now the numerical simulations do not yet converge to a common theory or picture for water
polarization. The size of the phenomenological coefficients varies largely for the temperature range
under investigation [59, 106–108]. Further experimental tests still need to validate the simulation results.
In the following, the effect onto SPolT is estimated for DNA using two extreme coupling constants
Lpq
Lpp
:
-0.5 V [107] on the one and 10 V [108] on the other side (Fig. 24).
The predicted impact of water polarization would in both cases be very extreme. For DNA the ST
over Debye length is matched by LpqLpp > 0 similar to the capacitor model, while the trend of ST over
temperature is matched by LpqLpp < 0 for DNA (Fig. 24). This is slightly contradictory, although it might
also be the case that the coefficients are not constant with temperature and salt concentration. Notably
this effect also scales with charge and would be mirrored for positive compared to negative charge.
Therefore it is most likely that the value for LpqLpp is much smaller. It is not excluded that water
polarization is responsible for the slight deviation of ST in the low temperature range.
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Figure 24: The effect of water polarization in a thermal gradient. The predictions for the ST (λ ,T ) of
DNA (22-, 10- and 5-mer). a) Data calculated by the variation of Debye length λ at constant temperature
(T = 25°). b) Temperature dependency of ST at constant Debye length at 500 mM KCl. On the left,
the experimental and theoretical values according to eq. 10. The contribution to the Soret coefficients
which is caused by polarization of water according to eq. 26 are shown for a coupling constant of 10 V
[108] in the middle and -0.5 V [107] on the right. Note: Measurements of ST of DNA over Debye length
according to [8, 20].
4.5.5 Temperature dependency of effective charge
So far the effect of a temperature dependence of charge was not considered, although this behavior was
found for some molecules like e.g. ferrite nanoparticles [21]. For the measurements on DNA molecules
no large shifts in charge are expected since pKa and pH are very distant. Also for the measurements on
PNA at high HCl concentration (e.g. 0.01 M), there should be only little deviations on pH, since the
change of pKW with temperature is mainly reflected in the concentration of hydroxide (∼ 10−12 M). But
changes in the pKa of the nucleobases are not excluded.
To obtain a broader view onto these effects on thermophoresis, an estimation of the capacitor model
(chapter 2.2.6) was performed on the basis of a linear temperature dependency of charge:
Qe f f (T ) = Qe f f 0 +a(T −T0) · e (27)
Here, a represents the slope of Q and T0 the temperature, at which the second term vanishes.
The additional part of the capacitor model, SCM−Q(T )T , which arises due to a change of the energy
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W = Q(T )
2
8πεR( R
λ
+1)
stored inside inside the capacitor [48] is calculated by:
SCM−Q(T )T =
1
kBT
∂W (Q(T ))
∂T
=
1
kBT
2 ·a · e(Qe f f 0 +a(T −T0))
8πεR(R
λ
+1)
(28)
As can be seen in Fig. 25, even a slight change of charge with temperature results in large effects
on ST . Here, the effect onto the ST of a DNA 22-mer is shown with a = ±0.01 and T0 = 5 ◦C, which
means dQ =±0.6e over the depicted temperature range. ST changes according to enhanced or increased
charge slightly. For negatively charged DNA (Q=-9.4e) the Soret coefficient decreases for a = 0.01 and
increases for a = −0.01. Remarkably, even this slight change in charge results in enormous effect by
the additional capacitor model contribution SCM−Q(T )T (eq. 28).
Note that for positively charged PNA 22-mer the effect would be opposite, that means larger ST for
a=0.01 and lower ST for a=-0.01.
For nonlinear charge dependency, the additional contribution can take arbitrary shapes and it is not
excluded that this is responsible for the deviations of our model and the experimental values in the low
temperature range.
Figure 25: Effects of a temperature dependent charge shown for a DNA 22-mer. Even slight changes
of charge result in large effects on ST (eq. 28). Here, the charge only changes linearly about |0.6e| over
the temperature range, but ST varies enormous. a) For the parameter a = 0.01, which is connected to the
charge by eq. 27, ST decreases since the absolute value of charge decreases. The changed ST without the
additional contribution from eq. 28 is also presented and deviates only slightly from the treatment with
constant charge. b) For a = −0.01, the absolute charge for DNA increases and so does ST . Nonlinear
effects in charge could might explain the deviations of the theoretical model to the measured ST in the
low temperature range.
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4.6 Finite element simulations on Capacitor Model
The capacitor model is based on a linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation [48]. In the following, it was
extended to a more realistic setting of the fluxes by electric field and concentration gradients directly
interacting by a finite element simulation (Nernst-Planck equation). Therefore two simulations in COM-
SOL Multiphysics 4.4 were performed, one which calculates ST with Debye length on behalf of the
changing energy stored inside a capacitor in a thermal gradient, the other one based on the assumption
that the ST can be calculated by the entropy of a system.
4.6.1 Capacitor model derived by electric potential
The following model was set up to test whether the capacitor model is also true for non-linearized
Poisson-Boltzmann equation. Two fixed spheres were placed in the center of a cylinder at radial sym-
metry (Fig. 26a). The properties of the spheres were chosen according to a DNA 22-mer with diameter
4.02 nm and typical homogeneous effective surface charge of −11e4πr2 (Q = -11). To avoid an interference
of the ion layers they were separated by 380 nm distance and the surrounding box was chosen to be
760 nm x 190 nm.
Furthermore, electrostatics were applied to the system together with diffusion of potassium and chlo-
ride ions at various concentrations from 1 mM to 500 mM. Moreover, a temperature gradient is applied
in the z-direction of 0.01 K. Permittivity and viscosity are assumed to be temperature dependent. The
base temperature was set to 25 °C.
Since the ions are now free to assemble as governed by electrostatic interaction, they build ionic
layers around the charged particles. The resulting electrostatic potential decreases faster to 1/e than
predicted by Poisson-Boltzmann (Fig. 26b). For 10 mM KCl this is the case after 1.3 nm instead of
3 nm as predicted by the Debye model. To some extend this may be caused by simplifications, such as
neglected size of ions and their influence on static permittivity [109].
Now the Soret coefficient is calculated by the energy difference between the energy stored inside
the two capacitors: ST = − 1kT dWdT . The electrostatic energy stored within the capacitor is calculated
by W = Q·V |sur f ace2 . The resulting ST follows a similar trend as predicted by the analytical model with
linearized Poisson-Boltzmann term (Fig. 26c). It is slightly lower than the predictions of the analytical
model, even without the 1/T -Term and constant density over temperature, which are both not incorpo-
rated into the simulation. Implementation of the finite size of the ions and ε (csalt) would be further
optional improvements. Nevertheless, this more realistic simulation yields remarkably similar results to
the analytical model.
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Figure 26: Explicit calculation of the capacitor model with non-linearized Poisson-Boltzmann
term. a) Two spheres are placed inside a box with electrostatics present and salt ions of variable concen-
trations. A temperature gradient of 0.01 K is applied along the z-direction. b) The potential around the
spheres decays very rapidly, even faster to 1/e than predicted by the Debye-Hückel model. Here simula-
tion at 10 mM KCl along the z-axis is presented. In the inset, it can be seen that the potential decreased
to 1/e after 1.3 nm instead of the expected 3 nm after Debye-Hückel model. c) The calculated ST , which
is evaluated by the difference in potential energy of the spheres, shows the typical increase with Debye
length. The analytical solution for the capacitor model for a charge of −11e is in good agreement with
the simulation with no linearized Poisson Boltzmann term. Furthermore, it is shown that the 1/T term
and the dependency of the density on temperature that are neglected in the numerical simulation bring
the analytical solution closer to the numerical solution.
4.6.2 Soret coefficient derived by entropy of the electrolyte
The idea that the Soret coefficient can also be accessed by the entropy S of the solute in an electrolyte
solution, was pioneered by Eastman [47, 52] and now could be written as: ST =−S/kT
The entropy of the ions in the solution can be calculated by their densities [110] :
S =−kB ·NA
ˆ
dV ·
(
cp · log
(
cp
cS
)
+ cn · log
(
cn
cS
))
For a univalent salt, cp and cn are the concentrations for the positively and negatively charged ions
and cs gives mean salt concentration. Thus, the Soret coefficient can be calculated by the entropy of the
solvent shell around a molecule:
ST =
ˆ
dV ·
(
cp · log
(
cp
cS
)
+ cn · log
(
cn
cS
))
NA
T
(29)
This was tested in an almost identical setting as above by finite element simulation (Fig. 27a). For
charge neutrality, two spheres of opposite charge were placed in an electrolyte solution with uniform
temperature of 25 °C. That means no temperature gradient is present. The entropy of the ions in the
solvent around a charged sphere was calculated according to eq. 29 by integrating over a volume of a
cylinder built around the negatively charged sphere (radius and length are 50nm). It turned out that the
result for a sphere with opposite charge would be identical as predicted by the capacitor model (∼ Q2).
The concentration of ions that assemble around the charged spheres can be read out (Fig. 27b). It
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can be seen that already at small distances, the concentration is in equilibrium again.
When calculating ST from the entropy, it is found that the shape is close to the analytical model, but
the magnitude of ST is too low for Q = -11 e. Interestingly, the application of the bare charge of DNA
(without condensation) Q = -22 e leads to a reasonable behavior. The slight decrease at very high Debye
length has also been found for some DNA molecules [8]. The use of bare charge is logical, since also
the adsorbed charges play a role in the picture of entropy around the molecule.
Nevertheless, the shape over Debye length is slightly deviating. Perhaps this is due to the simplified
model, where the ions are infinitely small and the change of dielectric constant with respect to ion
concentration is neglected [104, 109]. These effects might result in changes of the spatial distribution
and by that of the entropy and ST .
Figure 27: Soret coefficient calculated from the entropy around a charged particle. a) A finite ele-
ment simulation of two spheres in a box was performed. They were charged oppositely for overall charge
neutrality at constant temperature of 25 °C. From the concentration of ions around the charged molecule
(indicated by the box) the entropy and the ST can be calculated via eq. 29. b) The ion concentrations
around the molecules of potassium and chloride show an increase or decrease in concentration around
the spheres. In the inset, the simulation result for the concentration along the z-axis at 10 mM KCl is
shown. c) The obtained ST for this simplified DNA 22-mer is in good agreement with the analytical
Debye theory (eq. 22), when a bare charge of -22 e instead of -11 e is applied. Since for the entropy
also the adsorbed ions play a role, it is plausible that the simulation only works for the bare charge of the
DNA molecule.
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4.7 Thermophoresis of complex macromolecules
In this section, the thermophoresis of complex polymers is presented.
First, the phase transition of an uncharged copolymer is shown where thermophoresis allows the
determination of cloud point at low volume format. The presented data also suggests, that nonionic ST is
very low and the hydrophobic backbone plays a major role. The connected publication can be found in
the appendix [23].
Second, the thermophoretic properties of disease related α-synuclein proteins are investigated in
its monomeric, oligomeric and fibrillar form. Here radius and charge were accessed independently by
various other techniques, as FCS, AFM and free flow electrophoresis. The determined Soret coefficients
over salt concentration and temperature are in good agreement to the theoretical model based on the
charge effects. More related information can be found in the attached article [84].
4.7.1 Phase transition of uncharged branched copolymers
So far only thermophoresis of polymers at good solvent conditions was investigated. In the following,
special polymers, that collapse at a certain temperature (theta temperature) are investigated with respect
to thermophoresis. This feature is interesting for biotechnological applications, as for example drug
delivery [111]. Here an OligoEthyleneGlycole methyl ether methacrylate (pOEG) copolymer of 100kDa
was studied that carries no net charge. This polymer changes the transition temperature according to salt
concentration.
It has been found, that the Soret coefficient decreases with the temperature for the coiled conforma-
tion at low temperature (Fig. 28). At the theta temperature, the ST increases. At high temperatures, the
collapsed polymers begin to agglomerate and the ST decreases again with temperature. In accordance to
the findings on the nonionic PEG-polymer, the decrease of ST with temperature is plausible for the pOEG
copolymers (chapter 4.2). The increase of ST around the transition can be understood in a change of the
radius according to eq. 11. Further agglomeration makes it hard to differ whether the ST after transition
is related to the typical nonionic property or ongoing agglomeration. Since these measurements were
performed with the photomultiplier to gain insight into the transition temperature of pOEG copolymers
at nanomolar dilute condition, some errors in ST might also occur because of spatial bleaching and rather
short detection time span.
The ST of pOEG copolymer is an order of magnitude smaller than the one of PEG 20000 at com-
parable size. This is remarkable, since PEG of 20kD has around the same radius of hydration as the
non-collapsed branched OEG copolymer. This indicates that the hydrophobic interaction of the back-
bone has a large impact on the thermophoresis of the pOEG polymer.
Another interesting observation can be drawn, when comparing the studied pOEG copolymer to
PNIPAM polymers[112, 113]. There it was found that for the linear PNIPAM polymer, DT undergoes a
huge drop [112] and ST increases linearly with temperature for the PNIPAM microgel [113]. Since these
polymers presumably carry charges, whereas pOEG is purely uncharged, the large Soret coefficient and
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different behavior compared to pOEG are attributed to complex changes in the ionic shell.
Figure 28: Thermophoresis of 100 kDa OligoEthyleneGlycole (OEG) methyl ether methacrylate
copolymer was investigated at variable salt concentrations. The ST of this uncharged branched
copolymer (shown on the left) is very low compared to charged PNIPAM [113]. As found for nonionic
PEG, ST of uncharged coiled pOEG copolymer decreases with temperature at low base temperatures.
When the polymer collapses, ST increases in accordance to eq. 11. Afterwards the polymers begin to ag-
glomerate with temperature and ST decreases again with temperature. These Soret coefficients obtained
at variable salt concentrations can be transformed to determine the fraction of condensed polymers and
the transition temperature at which the polymers collapse (shown on the right). Reprinted with permis-
sion from [23]. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
The measurements of OEG copolymer allow to determine the transition temperature after the cor-
rection of base temperature by ∆T/2 according to chapter 3.4.3. The thermophoresis based assessment
at low volume and diluted condition is in good agreement with the traditional cloud point extinction
spectrophotometry (Table 29). Moreover, the determination of the transition temperature by the Soret
coefficient needs much less polymer and is compatible with the native biological environment.
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Figure 29: Transition temperature determined with cloud point measurement is in good agreement
to the thermophoresis measurements. Advantages of thermophoresis to the conventional method are
the low volume and low concentration requirements joined with the compatibility to native biological
environment. Reprinted with permission from [23]. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
4.7.2 Quantitative predictions of the Soret coefficient of α-synuclein
Thermophoresis of proteins is interesting in terms of biological and disease related research [114]. But
although microscale thermophoresis (MST) is a powerful tool to detect binding of proteins in native
environment by change of thermophoretic depletion [114], the thermophoresis of protein polymers is not
yet understood.
Here a study on thermophoresis of α-synuclein is presented. This class of proteins supports the
interesting feature to study several sub-species which differ in size and charge. Since this protein is
related to Parkinson’s disease, the study of assembly and development of treatments is accompanied
by huge scientific interest [115]. The development of drugs also requires high throughput screening
techniques over a large set of binding partners. Here thermophoresis of proteins is investigated in spite
of the current model (eq. 10). Also in view onto the nonionic contribution proteins are presumed to
reveal novel findings on hydrophilic and hydrophobic effects.
It is shown, that the ST can be predicted by the electrostatic properties of the proteins and that
the change of the ionic environment can lead to a change of ST according to the current model. The
monomeric, oligomeric and fibrillar α-synuclein molecules differ in their size and also electrophoretic
mobility as determined by FCS and free flow electrophoresis (see Table 2 and Reference[84]). The radii
of monomers and oligomers are almost differing by a factor of 3 from 2.8nm to 7.5nm. Nevertheless
charges in free flow electrophoresis only differ by a factor of 5 with -10.9 e and -50.4 e albeit a typical
oligomer is made up by 30 monomers [116]. Fibrils are highly ordered protein structures which were
determined to a radius of 4 nm and a length of 200 nm. Electrophoresis measurements suggest a charge
of -(200-300) e [84]. These elongated objects also yield an interesting test of the changed capacitor for
rod-like molecules (eq. 21 and 23). Here the ST of Tris was assumed to be the same as sodium. This is a
good approximation as ST (Tris) was determined to 0.0031/K based on a fit based on changing Seebeck
effect by changing salt concentration [84].
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Figure 30: Thermophoresis of α-synuclein protein at various temperatures and ionic strengths.
a) The Soret coefficients of monomers b) oligomers and c) fibrils can be described by the full model of
thermophoresis without other nonionic contributions else than 1/T. The decrease of ST with ionic strength
is mainly on behalf of the capacitor model contributions. The temperature dependency is described to a
good extend by diffusiophoresis alone. Due to the underlying Soret coefficients of sodium and chloride
in our model (Fig. 6), the electric field is constant with temperature and temperature dependency of
the Seebeck effect plays a negligible role. d) The different α-synuclein species largely differ in Soret
coefficient according to their size and charge in 1 mM Tris pH 7.4. In contrast to the attached article
[84], thermophoresis of a α-synuclein is described by the full thermophoretic model (eq. 10) and no
nonionic effect other than 1/T is needed (∆T = a = 0 according to eq. 11). The predictions are in good
agreement, although the charge determined by thermophoresis and electrophoresis differ by a factor of
1/2, which is open to discuss.
The Soret coefficient of monomers, oligomers and fibrils depends on the salt concentration according
to the current model, dominated by the capacitor part (Fig. 30). Furthermore it is now possible to
associate the increase of ST with temperature directly to the temperature dependence of diffusiophoresis
as shown in chapter 4.4. Note that electrophoresis in the case of Na and Cl gives a constant offset over
temperature. In case of the fibrillar structures the ST at 10 mM is compared to the case of 1mM Tris.
The Soret coefficient of monomers, oligomers and fibrils also differs largely due to their different size
and charge (Fig. 30d). Here no additional nonionic contribution else then 1/T was assumed, that means
∆T = a = 0 according to eq. 11.
The charges which were obtained by the best fit of the thermophoretic model are in a reasonable
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range. For monomers minimal deviation is achieved by -6.6 e, for oligomers -22.1 e. For Fibrils the fit
according to the elongated capacitor model gives -78 e (eq. 21 and eq. 23).
Still, the charges obtained by electrophoresis and thermophoresis differ by a factor of 2 and the tem-
perature dependency is not yet fully matched (Fig. 30). If this is on behalf of the still simplified models,
an additional unknown SNiT or uncertainties in the ST of salts is not yet clear. Nevertheless the predictions
of the model are in good agreement to experiments without any empirical nonionic contribution other
than 1/T.
Figure 31: Electrostatic changes of the environment alter the ST of α-synuclein. a) In accordance to
the Seebeck effect, the addition of 70 µM unlabeled monomers leads to a decrease of the ST of monomers
and oligomers. b) The binding of the charged nanobody Nb-Syn2 [117] also results in lower ST due to
the reduced charge of the monomers and oligomers. The fit suggests binding of one nanobody to the
monomer and three nanobodies to the oligomer.
Additionally the influence of changes in the electrostatic environment around α-synuclein was stud-
ied (Fig. 31). The effect of additional 70 µM unlabeled monomeric species with ST (unl.Monomer) =
1
T +S
CM
T = 0.023/K according to the Seebeck effect results in a decrease of ST (Fig. 31a). One reason
for the experimentally lower ST to the one predicted by the model might rely on the fact that STris
+
T here
was set to SNa
+
T , whereas it is presumably slightly lower [84].
Furthermore, the effects of binding of nanobody Nb-Syn2 [117] was studied over a large temperature
range (Fig. 31b). The nanobody is assumed to inhere a charge of +1.5 e at this pH [84]. As reflected
by the change of charge from -4.7 e to -3.1 e for the monomers and -20.2 e to -15.4 e oligomers, the
thermophoresis curves suggest the binding of one nanobody to the monomer and three nanobodies to the
oligomer. The change of ST could also be used to obtain the kD to 124 nM for monomers and 234 nM
for the oligomers by microscale thermophoresis (see attached article [84]). Interestingly also for binding
of uncharged epigallocatechin gallate a change of the ST can be found for oligomers and fibrils (see
attached article [84]). Since these complexes are not thought to inhere a charge, possible explanations
might be found in a change of size or hydrophobicity and the connected nonionic contribution.
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4.7 Thermophoresis of complex macromolecules 4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
These measurements show that the presented model explains the behavior of complex molecules over
salt concentration and temperature qualitatively and quantitatively.
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In this work, a novel theoretical model of thermophoresis has been developed, which combines contribu-
tions from non-equilibrium and equilibrium effects. It could be successfully applied to a wide collection
of polymers and predicts the different thermophoretic behavior of charged and uncharged polymers with
respect to Debye length and base temperature (chapter 4.1).
Uncharged PEG and PNA molecules are not affected by ionic strength (chapter 4.2), whereas charged
DNA molecules show a characteristic increase with Debye length in agreement with the capacitor model
(chapter 4.4).
The increase of the Soret coefficient with the base temperature, which was formerly attributed to
nonionic effects [17], could now be traced back to a charge effect, namely diffusiophoresis (chapter 4.4).
This effect scales linearly with the ST of salt, which in turn increases with temperature (see appendix
7.3). On the other hand, only decreasing slopes of ST with respect to temperature were observed for
uncharged polymers (chapter 4.2). The transition between these two states was monitored by tuning the
charge of PNA polymers with pH (chapter 4.3).
Moreover, alternative theoretical settings were discussed (chapter 4.5). It was shown that the temper-
ature dependency of the ST cannot be explained by electrophoresis, since oppositely charged polymers in
similar electrolyte solutions both show increasing ST (chapter 4.5.1). Furthermore, it was concluded that
explicit forces alone are unable to explain thermophoresis of DNA (chapter 4.5.2). The incorporation of
the hydron and hydroxide in the Debye layer would result in large discrepancy based on diffusiophoresis
(chapter 4.5.3). Additional effects of water polarization (chapter 4.5.4) and temperature dependency of
the charge (chapter 4.5.5) were analytically investigated and were found to be capable to result in signif-
icant contributions. It is not excluded that they are responsible for small discrepancies between the so far
developed model and the experiments.
Furthermore, finite element simulations successfully confirmed that the capacitor model still holds
if the Poisson-Boltzmann term is not linearized (chapter 4.6). The ST was additionally accessed by the
entropy of the ionic species around the charged molecules and proven to be in good agreement with the
theory.
Thermophoresis was then applied to a set of more complex macromolecules (chapter 4.7). It was
shown that the phase transition from coil to globule for smart pOEG copolymers can be detected by
thermophoresis in low volume and dilute (nM) format (chapter 4.7.1).
Moreover, thermophoresis of α-synuclein proteins in monomeric, oligomeric and fibrillar forms was
studied (chapter 4.7.2). Although they vary widely over size and charge, the dependencies of ST on ionic
strength and temperature matched the theoretical model without the application of an additional SNIT term
other than 1/T. This leads to the conclusion that changes in the hydration shell play a minor role for the
thermophoresis of charged polymers.
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Although the developed model predicts the thermophoresis of charged polymers to a large extend, further
investigation would be desirable to explain deviations at low base temperature and the discrepancy of
charge determined by thermophoresis and electrophoresis (see attached article [84]).
One important step for a more crucial understanding would be gained by more precise predictions of
the Seebeck effect and diffusiophoresis. The reinvestigation of thermophoresis of the electrolyte would
help to obtain the full picture of Soret coefficients of single salt ions with temperature and concentration.
So far, the complete parameter space can only be approximated by single data sets. Techniques as
Terahertz spectroscopy [118] or molecular dynamics simulations [66] might access the single ion Soret
coefficient indirectly by entropy of the surrounding water molecules or directly by determination of the
change in concentration.
Moreover, it would be highly interesting to investigate the special position of hydron and hydroxide
for the thermophoresis of polymers, since they only seem to interact via the Seebeck effect, but not by
the Debye layer.
Further refinement of the underlying model can be achieved by including the concentration depen-
dency of permittivity, viscosity and density (~10% [104]).
Additional thermophoretic effects are still open to investigate as the direct experimental assessment
of the polarization of water in thermal gradients or the expansion of the theory to diffusiophoresis with
no net charge [119–121]. Also, thermophoresis of nonionic polymers yet lacks the full microscopic
understanding, as e.g. how the solvent shell or hydrogen bridges are changed by temperature [57].
On the experimental side, very accurately characterized samples in terms of size and charge, as
for example Gold nanoparticles [122, 123] , could help to settle the dispute over non-equilibrium and
equilibrium contributions.
The full understanding of this effect can improve established [114] but also novel applications as
e.g. in the fields of microfluidics [124] or laser driven PCR (GNA Biosolutions and see appendix 7.1.2).
Novel applications of thermophoresis are imaginable in the field of polymer phase transitions, where
polymers that do not agglomerate after coil to globule transition are invisible to classical photo spec-
trometry.
Another special case is presented by thermophoresis in 2D systems, like supported lipid bilayers.
Apart from basic research, thermophoresis of lipids can result in interesting applications in binding
assays (see appendix 7.1.1).
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7.1 Assorted Projects
7.1.1 Thermophoresis of lipids in a supported lipid bilayer
Introduction Supported lipid bilayers (SLB) represent an interesting arrangement of molecules [125,
126]. Lipid molecules can form 2D films of fatty acids on a support by self assembly (Fig. 32a). Due to
their high density, diffusion is rather low [127] compared to molecules of the same size in free solution.
These 2D lipid landscapes and the molecules attached to it are easily accessible by various methods as
AFM, surface acoustic waves [128], electric fields [129–131]. Due to this interesting applications as
2D-electrophoretic devices or flatland factories [128, 132, 133] may emerge. Lipid membranes are also
interesting physical model systems for phase separation [134] and artificial minimal systems [135, 136]
So far thermophoresis has only been investigated for lipid vesicles but not on supported lipid bi-
layers. Yet first theoretical considerations evolved for lipid membranes in thermal gradients [137]. An
experimental realization and first results for thermophoresis of lipids in Supported Lipid Bilayers will be
presented in the following.
Materials and Methods For the experiments small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) of 1% NBD-DOPE
(1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(7-nitro-2-1,3-benzoxadiazol-4-yl (ammonium salt)),
Avanti Polar lipids, Alabaster, USA) and 99% DOPC (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine, Avanti
Polar lipids) were prepared according to reference [132]. They were soaked into the capillary (50 µm x
500 µm capillary) by a microsyringe (ILS) connected with a PE-tube. Afterwards they were flushed with
MilliQ for 5 times. The supported lipid bilayer that had formed could be observed on the upper and lower
inner rim of the Capillary. Then the desired salt species (KCl, NaCl and KF) buffered in 0.5 mM Tris
pH 7.6 was flushed in at concentrations of 1, 10, 100, 500 mM salt. Afterwards the buffer was cleaned
by milliQ again and the next electrolyte solution was flushed in.
For the experiments laser heating was performed from the bottom through a silicon wafer with an
infrared laser. The base temperature was set to 23 °C and the temperature gradient had a peak of 8.55 °C,
determined by BCECF beforehand.
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Figure 32: Thermophoresis of lipids. a) Cartoon of a lipid bilayer which is heated by an infrared laser.
The membrane, which consists of binary mixture of labeled and unlabeled molecules, is demixing in the
thermal gradient. b) Thermophoretic time trace of fluorescence of NBD-DOPE molecules in a supported
bilayer of DOPC at 100mM NaCl. The extracted diffusion coefficient of 3.8 µm
2
s is in good agreement
with literature [127]. The thermal diffusion coefficient of ∼ 0.03 µm
2
sK is low compared to PEG polymers
with ∼ 5 µm
2
sK (see chapter 4.2). c) ST of the examined lipid is rather insensitive towards salt concentration
and species. Calculations suggest that the lipids demix in the hot zone.
Results and discussion The typical thermophoretic behavior (compare Fig. 12) is also found for
SLB’s, starting with temperature response of the dye, the slow onset of thermal diffusion and according
behavior when the laser is set off. (Fig. 32b). The Soret coefficient is rather low with ~0.01/K for all
salt species (Fig. 32c). It is observed to be slightly lower for KF. Moreover ST stays constant for the
various salt concentrations. since there is only single negative charge assumed, no major changes for the
capacitor model are expected.
The obtained diffusion coefficient (see Binding evaluator chapter 3.5) of the NBD-DHPE molecules
within the SLB at 100mM NaCl gives a typical diffusion coefficients of 3.8 µm²/s. For comparison
FRAP measurements of NBD-DHPE in POPC membranes show diffusion coefficients of comparable
size (3.7 µm²/s) at 20°C ) [127]. Thermophoresis thus can additionally be used as a novel way to asses
diffusion coefficient, which is conventionally measured by Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching
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[138–140] or Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy [141].
The thermal diffusion coefficient is very low 0.027 µm²/s/K compared to PEG with ~5 µm²/s/K (see
Fig. 16). If this can be traced back to the concentrated regime, the 2D thermal diffusion or the almost
equal size of the lipids has still to be theoretically and experimentally investigated.
One can also argue whether the depletion of labeled NBD-lipids is caused by expansion of the mem-
brane. The calculation suggests that the change in the area per head is smaller than the perceived signal.
For a typical expansivity of 0.0029/K for a DOPC membrane[142] the fluorescence should decrease by
2.4%. In thermophoresis a depletion of ~5% and more measured in the center. That means on the other
side that the ratio of unlabeled to labeled lipids changes in the hot zone and a demixing occurs.
Outlook: It has been shown that there is thermal diffusion ongoing in SLBs which is most likely
resulting in a demixing and not just expansion of the whole bilayer system. This might also have high
potential for binding affinities between small attached molecules and also is a more interesting natural
environment for pharmaceutical conditions, since the a large proportion of medications developed targets
membrane proteins.
It also would be interesting to test whether the binding of two proteins can also be monitored indi-
rectly, quasi “label free”, by monitoring a change of ST of the lipids. There is also potential to combine
this binding approach with microfluidic flatland factories binding assays.
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7.1.2 Thermophoresis of gold nanoparticles coated with DNA
Gold nanoparticles have great features because of their plasmonic properties. They also have proven to be
useful for rapid cycling (GNA biosolutions, Martinsried, Germany). Here the thermophoretic properties
of gold nanoparticles of 60 µm diameter which were chemically modified with DNA linkers were studied
(GNA biosolutions):
S235ECLNPR5C+2∗∗A35 SP9 60 5 ′T hiolAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
/iSp9//iSp9/GGT TCAGGCACAGCACATCAA
Here complementary DNA-sequences, labeled with 6-HEX, were annealed to the macromolecule at
a ratio of 187:1 with a final concentration of 160 pM nanoparticles and 30 nM attached DNA of the
sequence: 5’-Hex–TAGTGTGCTGTGCCTGAAC. A sketch is presented in Fig. 33a.
These particles were brought to the following Buffer conditions: a) 100 mM NaCl, 4 mM Phosphate
buffer- 0.8 mM EDTA and 0.08% Tween b) 0.5 mM Tris pH 7.2 c) 0.5 mM Tris pH 7.2 and 20 mM KCl.
Therefore the buffer was exchanged by centrifugation of the nanoparticles and following replacement of
the excess solvent by buffer. This step was performed for 10 times. Due to the slow diffusion of these
large objects, the thermophoresis was monitored at a frame rate of 0.1 Hz for 1940 s to minimize minimal
bleaching. Furthermore temperature jump was neglected in analysis since 6-Hex is very insensitive
towards temperature. Additionally to the thermophoretic measurements, the charge and radius of these
complex molecules were determined by a Zetasizer Nano S (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK).
Results: The radius of the construct was determined at 0.5 mM Tris pH 7.2 and 20 mM KCl to 52 nm.
The value is in a reasonable range for 30 nm Gold particle and 20 nm for DNA with spacers.
At 100 mM NaCl, 4 mM Phosphate buffer- 0.8 mM EDTA and 0.08 % Tween the Soret coefficient
of the construct increases with temperature until the DNA detaches (Fig. 33a). There a peak of the ST
occurs, perhaps because of the change of charge after detachment at around 60 °C. Note that an overlay
of bound and unbound DNA is monitored then. Afterwards the ST of DNA decreases to a small value,
presumably because the DNA is monitored instead of the cold nanoparticle constructs.
For a more detailed investigation the particles were investigated at 0.5 mM Tris pH 7.2 with or
without the addition of 20 mM KCl. Interestingly the ST at low salt is lower in contrary to the predictions
of the capacitor model (Fig. 33b). The charges obtained by the thermophoretic model are -232 e for
0.5 mM Tris and -640 e for 0.5 mM Tris with 20 mM KCl and the Nonionic parameters: ∆T = 0 NK and
a = 8.3 ·10−23 m2 kgs2 K .
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Figure 33: Thermophoresis of gold nanoparticles with conjugated, labeled DNA. a) The Soret coef-
ficient increases with temperature for these macromolecules. For higher temperatures the DNA detaches
and the ST of the free, labeled DNA polymers is measured as a secondary effect. Multiple different
measurements show the reproducibility. A cartoon of the macromolecule is shown in the inset. b) The
measurements on salt concentration first seems to contradict the capacitor model, since the ST at low salt
is higher. The predictions of the model can only be brought into accordance by alternating charges. Here,
they are set to -232 e in 0.5 mM Tris and -640 e in 0.5 mM Tris with 20mM KCl. c) The zeta potential
for these two buffer conditions interestingly stays the same. d) This, consequently, would also suggest
different charges for the different buffer conditions. This agrees with the finding for thermophoresis,
although the charges differ by a factor of around two, similar to the case of α-synuclein (chapter 4.7.2).
Interestingly, the change of charge at different KCl concentrations is also found in the zetasizer. First
of all the detachment of DNA can also be monitored over temperature, second the zeta potential stays
the same for 20 mM KCl with 0.5 mM Tris (pH 7.2) and 0.5 mM Tris (pH 7.2) at 20 °C (Fig. 33c). This
suggests that the charge is more negative at high salt concentration (Fig. 33d), perhaps because of more
charge condensation of Cl− onto the highly positively charged gold nanoparticles. This explains higher
ST at higher salt concentration, which seems contradictory. Nevertheless, there is a deviation between the
charge computed by Soret effect to the charge from zeta sizer. Perhaps this is also due to the simplified
treatment of these highly charged complex macromolecules.
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7.2 Thermophoresis of PEG molecules in extreme solvents (preliminary)
Additional experiments on the ST of PEG on extreme changes of the solvent were performed (Fig. 34).
Since these measurements were experimentally challenging, large errors are connected to the ST values.
Nevertheless, they are shown for the sake of completeness, since at least some qualitative results can be
drawn out of them.
In contrast to the theory the ST of PEG 20000 is slightly changing with pH (Fig. 34a). It is also found
that the measured ST is lower compared to Fig. 16a. These findings are most likely caused by errors due
to non-automatized focusing at the time of acquisition. Additional errors might stem from a wavy stage
[81] or changes of refractive index with temperature and pH.
Since PEG is highly soluble in a variety of solvents, additional measurements in Ethanol (EtOH) and
Methyl Ethyl Ketone (MEK) were performed (Fig. 34b). The solvent properties differ much for these
liquids, starting with a high static permittivity of H20 compared to MEK and EtOH. MEK as organic
solvent has on the other side no hydroxyl group, thus it does not perform autoprotolysis, has a low dipole
moment and no ability to perform hydrogen bonds. The viscosity of H20 and EtOH is comparable, while
MEK is less viscous [104].
Figure 34: Effect of pH and solvent on the Soret coefficient of PEG (preliminary data). a) ST of
PEG 20000 does not significantly depend on pH. Lower ST compared to the measurements in Fig. 16
are attributed to non-automatized z-focus. b) Preliminary data on the ST of PEG of different molecular
weight in MEK and EtOH compared to H20. In MEK the Soret coefficient of PEG is higher, whereas in
EtOH even the sign of ST switches compared to water. This behavior is counterintuitive, since in MEK
no hydrogen bonds can be formed. Lines are drawn to guide the eye.
For the measurements of PEG in MEK, indirect heating was applied by a chrome layer (~200 nm) at
the bottom of a capillary. The capillary was connected to a microsyringe (ILS, Stützerbach, Germany).
For ethanol, the absorption in the infrared was used and a temperature calibration was performed with
Cy5-dye in EtOH.
For those measurements, flows to either side of the capillary were observed. Therefore, the maximum
depletion or accumulation over the course of time was taken to evaluate ST , although the concentration
distribution of PEG in the thermal gradient might not have been yet at the steady state. The drifts may
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result from lower viscosity of these solvents, on the one hand, and leakiness of the capillaries, on the
other hand. Also inhomogeneities of the chrome layer might play a role here.
Although SMEKT (PEG 20000) is larger to the ST in water, it is interesting that the behavior for PEG
in MEK is so similar to the one in H20. Since these solvents differ drastically in their ability to establish
hydrogen bonds. Like in water, ST of PEG in MEK decreases with temperature. This implies that for the
thermophoresis of PEG hydrogen bridges play a minor role in contrast to recent findings [57, 58].
Surprisingly, the behavior of ST of PEG in EtOH is completely different to the one in water, although
the solvent is closer to H20 than MEK with respect to hydrogen bond formation and viscosity. ST of PEG
in EtOH is negative and also decreases with temperature. This behavior was also observed by Wang and
coauthors [13] for small PEG of 2200 g/mol. The negative Soret coefficient for PEG in EtOH [143] is,
moreover, expected by a lattice model based on interaction energies [144]. Nevertheless this decrease of
ST with temperature contrasts these predictions.
The effect of different solvents on PEG-molecules is quite puzzling and should be observed in greater
detail, starting from precise measurements with no drift. In future investigations, one has to exclude that
H2O gets soaked into MEK by contact with the air, and might thus effect thermophoresis.
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7.3 Single Ion Soret coefficients
Due to the lack of detailed data on SMXT (c,T ), the model was set to reasonable values as depicted in Fig.
6. For NaCl and KCl, the model is based on the temperature dependency of the latest measurements of
Römer and coauthors [66]. Since the concentration is very high with 500mM [66], the Soret coefficient
was scaled by a factor of two to be closer to predictions for the lower concentration range [67, 71] :
SNaClT (T ) = 0.01(1− e−(T−283)/55)K−1 (30)
For the Soret coefficients of the sodium SNa
+
T and chloride ions S
Cl−
T , the same steepness of ST over
temperature was assumed. Furthermore, the ratio of the Soret coefficients at 25 °C set is according to
Takeyama [62] SNa
+
T (25°C)/S
Cl−
T (25°C) = 6.5.
By the relation for the sum of ions SNaClT =
1
2
(
SNa
+
T +S
Cl−
T
)
the single ion Soret coefficients are
obtained:
SCl
−
T (T ) = S
NaCl
T (T )−0.0017K−1 = SNaClT (T ) = 0.01(1− e−(T−283)/55)K−1−0.0017K−1 (31)
SNa
+
T = S
NaCl
T (T )+0.0017K
−1 = 0.01(1− e−(T−283)/55)K−1 +0.0017K−1 (32)
Following the presented procedure for NaCl, the Soret coefficient of KCl is:
SKClT (T ) = 0.0196(1− e−(T−293)/102)K−1 (33)
According to eq. 13, the Soret coefficient of potassium is assigned to
SK
+
T (T ) = 2 ·SKClT (T )−SCl
−
T (T ) = 2 ·0.0196(1− e
−(T−293)
102 )K−1−0.01(1− e
−(T−283)
55 )K−1 +0.0017K−1
(34)
For the Soret coefficients of H+ and OH−, the best fits of the theoretical model to the PNA measure-
ments resulted in:
SH
+
T (T ) = 0.01399 · (1− e
(293−T )
102 )K−1 +0.0274911K−1
SOH
−
T (T ) =−0.00431 · (1− e
(349−T )
−16 )K−1 +0.035311K−1
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7.4 Equations for the analytical model
In the formulas below, all the values are in SI-units, r is the radius, Q [e] is the charge. They were
implemented in a Labview code.
Solvent, constants and general relations:
Constants
k = 1.3806504E−23, e = 1.602176487E−19, pii = 3.14159265359, Na = 6.02214129E +23
T k = T +273.15
Permittivity
eps = (−6.7121+94.545 · exp(−(0.0042005 ·T ))) ·8.854187817E−12
depsdt = 94.545 · (−0.0042005) · exp(−(0.0042005 ·T )) ·8.854187817E−12
Density
rho = (0.99995+0.000020207 ·T − .0000059174 ·T ·T +0.00000001569 ·T ·T ·T ) ·1E3
drhodt = (0.000020207−2 · .0000059174 ·T +3 ·0.00000001569 ·T ·T ) ·1E3
Viscosity
eta = 0.00013752+0.0010386 · exp(−0.019758 ·T )+0.00061092 · exp(−0.065462 ·T )
Polymer, Ionic shielding
Ionstrength= 1/2 ·rho/997.4 ·(0 ·cH+cCl+cNa+0 ·cOH+cPNA ·Q ·Q+CMON ·QMON ·QMON) ·
1E + 3 (0->H+and OH- in Debye layer are excluded; last term for experiment on addition of unlabeled
monomers)
debye = sqrt(eps · k ·T k/2/Na/e/e/Ionstrength)
D = k ·T k/(6 · pii · eta · r)
henry= 1+0.5/(1+2.5·debye/r/(1+2·exp(−r/debye)))/(1+2.5 ·debye/r/(1+2 ·exp(−r/debye)))/(1+
2.5 ·debye/r/(1+2 · exp(−r/debye)))
zeta = Q · e/(4 · pii · eps · r · (1+ r/debye))
mu = 2/3 ·henry · eps/eta · zeta
special parameters for fibrils: L = 171E−9, r f = 4E−9
Salt ions
ST KCLT HEO = 0.0098 · (1− exp(−(T k−293)/102))
ST NACLT HEO = 0.005 · (1− exp(−(T k−283)/55))
i f (NAKselect == 1)ST SALT = ST NACLT HEO;elseST SALT = ST KCLT HEO
STCL = (0.00415−0.00599 · exp(−0.018 ·T )) ·2
ST NA = (2 ·ST SALT − (aa+bb · exp(−dd ·T )+ ee · (T − cc))) ·2
ST H = 0.01399 · (1− exp((293−T )/102)))+0.0274911
STOH =−0.00431 · (1− exp((349−T )/−16)))+0.035311
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Thermophoretic contributions
Capacitor Model
STCM = e · e ·Q ·Q/(16 · pii · k ·T k ·T k · eps ·debye · (1+ r/(debye)) · (1+ r/(debye))) · (1− (T k/rho ·
drhodt)− (T k/eps ·depsdt) · (1+2 ·debye/r))
STCMROD=(Q ·e) ·(Q ·e)/(k ·(T k ·T k) ·4 · pi ·eps ·(2 ·r f ·(r f/debye+1)+(L−2 ·r f )/ln(debye/r f +
1)) ·(2 ·r f ·(r f/debye+1)+(L−2 ·r f )/ln(debye/r f +1))) ·(r f ·r f/debye+(L−2 ·r f ) ·debye/r f/(2 ·
(ln(debye/r f +1)) ·(ln(debye/r f +1)) ·(debye/r f +1))+T k/eps ·depsdt ·((L−2 ·r f ) ·debye/r f/(2 ·
(ln(debye/r f +1))·(ln(debye/r f +1))·(debye/r f +1))−r f ·r f/debye−2 ·r f−(L−2 ·r f )/ln(debye/r f +
1)))
Seebeck effect
ST SEE = −(k ·T k)/(e ·D) ·mu · ((cH · ST H − cCl · STCL− cOH · STOH + cNa · ST NA)+ cPNA ·Q ·
STCM+CMON ·QMON ·ST MON)/(cH+cCl+cNa+cOH+cPNA ·Q ·Q+CMON ·QMON ·QMON)
Diffusiophoresis (DP)
ST SALT SUM = 1 · (0 · cH ·ST H + cCl ·STCL+0 · cOH ·STOH + cNa ·ST NA)/(0 · cH + cCl + cNa+
0 · cOH) (0->H+and OH- in Debye layer are excluded)
psi = 1 · e · zeta/k/T k; gamma = tanh(psi/4)
lb = 1 · e ·1 · e/(4 · pii · eps · k ·T k)
Dd p = k ·T k/eta · (−ln(1−gamma ·gamma)+0 ·0.5 ·beta · psi)/(2 · pii · lb)
ST DP = (1 ·Dd p/D) ·ST SALT SUM
Diffusiophoresis capacitor model (DP CM)
Di f f uCM = Q · e ·Q · e/(16 · pi · eps · k ·T k)/debye/(1+ r/debye)/(1+ r/debye)
ST DPCM = Di f f uCM ·ST SALT SUM
ST Di f f uCMROD=(Q ·e ·Q·e·((2 ·r f ·r f )/(debye·debye)+(L−2 ·r f )/((ln(debye/r f +1)·ln(debye/r f +
1)) ·(debye/r f +1) ·r f )))/(4 ·eps · pii ·(2 ·r f ·(r f/debye+1)+(L−2 ·r f )/ln(debye/r f +1)) ·(2 ·r f ·
(r f/debye+1)+(L−2 · r f )/ln(debye/r f +1))) ·debye/2 ·ST SALT SUM/k/T k
Electrostrictive
STWUERGER = 6 · pii · r/k/T k/T k · eps · zeta · zeta/12 · (1−T k/eps ·depsdt)
Nonionic
STOFF = 1/T k+ koehlA ·6 · pii · r/k/T k− koehlB/pow(r,al phani) ·6 · pii · r/k/T k
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ABSTRACT: Environmentally responsive polymers are be-
coming increasingly important in the biomaterials field for use
as diagnostic reagents, drug carriers, and tissue engineering
scaffolds. Characterizing polymer phase transitions by cloud
point curves typically requires large milliliter volumes of
sample at high micromolar solution concentrations. Here we
present a method based on quantification of thermophoretic
Soret diffusion that allows determination of polymer phase
transitions using only ∼1 μL of liquid at dilute nanomolar
concentrations, effectively reducing the amount of sample
required by a factor of 106. We prepared an oligo(ethylene glycol) (OEG) methyl ether methacrylate copolymer via RAFT
polymerization. End-group modification with fluorescent BODIPY-maleimide provided a dye-labeled pOEG-BODIPY conjugate
with a lower critical solution temperature (LCST) in the range of ∼25−35 °C. Thermophoresis measurements in dilute solution
demonstrated a marked change in polymer thermodiffusion in the vicinity of the LCST. We measured the temperature
dependence of thermodiffusion and transformed these data sets into sigmoidal curves characterizing the phase transition of the
polymer. Finite element modeling suggested a correction to the measured values that brought the transition temperatures
measured by thermophoresis into accord with the cloud point curves. Our results demonstrate that observation of polymer
thermodiffusion in a low volume dilute format is a facile method for determining polymer phase transition temperatures.
Environmentally responsive polymers represent a class ofmacromolecules with tunable properties that undergo
dramatic conformational changes in response to slight changes
in environmental conditions (e.g., temperature, pH, and
light).1−6 Such polymers have been developed for use in
biological applications, including as drug delivery vehicles,7,8
tissue engineering scaffolds,9 and reagents for affinity separation
of diagnostic targets.10 Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (pNI-
PAm) is among the most widely studied thermoresponsive
polymer systems, and attachment of this polymer to biological
entities such as antibodies, enzymes, and nanoparticles has
proven advantageous in biotechnology applications, including
molecular diagnostics11 and cell-surface interface engineering.12
PNIPAm, however, also has associated limitations, including a
significant hysteresis upon cooling. Due to intramolecular
hydrogen bonding, it is generally difficult to completely
rehydrate pNIPAm after hydrophobic collapse,13 requiring
cooling well below the LCST.
More recently, polymers made from oligo(ethylene glycol)
(OEG) have proven versatile both in terms of synthetic
flexibility and biochemical properties.14 Poly−OEG (pOEG)
consists of a hydrocarbon backbone with comblike OEG side
chains of variable length. Poly(OEG) can be synthesized using
a variety of living free radical polymerization methods,
including ATRP and RAFT,15,16 facilitating control over
molecular weight, block architecture, and functional end-
group incorporation. Although they are more hydrophobic
than standard poly(ethylene glycol), pOEGs are still biocom-
patible and water-soluble. Moreover, pOEGs possess a
temperature-responsive LCST behavior and have smaller
hysteresis than pNIPAm. The transition temperature of
pOEG can be tuned from 0−100 °C, by varying the side-
chain length of the OEG macromonomers.17
To measure the transition temperature of a polymer solution,
light extinction is typically monitored as the temperature is
slowly raised, resulting in a so-called “cloud point” curve
describing the lower critical solution temperature (LCST). The
cloud point process in fact involves two processes: the coil-to-
globule transition of individual polymer chains and interchain
aggregation that increases solution turbidity. Interactions with
biomolecules can affect the LCST of biohybrid protein−
polymer conjugates.18 This makes determining the precise
transition point of a conjugate in specific biological milieu
challenging. Performance of environmentally responsive
materials in vivo may not be optimized correctly based on
bulk cloud point measurements alone, therefore an assay to
detect the transition point using small sample volumes at
biologically relevant nanomolar solution concentrations would
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be an advantage in conjugate optimization studies for biological
applications.
Thermophoresis, or the Ludwig-Soret effect, describes the
tendency of molecules to move along temperature gradients.
Although the effect has been known for more than 150 years,
the underlying theory is still fragmentary. Several predictions of
the electrostatic and electrophoretic contributions to the Soret
coefficient (ST) have been supported by experimental data on
DNA and charged beads,19−26 but the contribution of nonionic
interactions remains less clear.27−29 Meanwhile, the importance
of developing a solid theoretical framework is highlighted by
several newly discovered applications of bioanalytics, bio-
detection, and molecular trapping.30,31 Differences in thermal
diffusion of a labeled binding partner can be used to detect the
presence of a second binding partner. This assay format
requires minimal sample volume and has proven facile, rapid,
and compatible with a wide range of samples.32
Hydration water and its associated entropy are also suspected
to contribute to thermodiffusion. Since release of “caged”
hydration water molecules is known to play a role in smart
polymer phase transitions,33 we postulated that a smart
polymer system would be an informative sample for
thermodiffusion measurements. We tested whether the
thermodiffusion behavior of an environmentally responsive
polymer would be indicative of its conformational changes near
the LCST. A prior report on thermodiffusion of pNIPAm using
a different measurement method (i.e., thermal diffusion forced
Rayleigh scattering34) also suggested the phase transition could
potentially be observed in changes of the Soret coefficient with
temperature. We selected a synthetic route that included
cleavage of the RAFT chain transfer agent and subsequent
modification with an uncharged BODIPY-FL derivative. This
allowed the thermophoretic depletion to be measured using
LED-induced fluorescence detection and IR-laser heating inside
a microcapillary. The thermodiffusion of the thermoresponsive
fluorescent polymer could therefore be directly characterized
using small volumes and dilute solutions. A computational
steady-state model was further used to validate the
experimental results and predict a correction to the
experimental data.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The synthetic steps en route to an end-labeled thermores-
ponsive pOEG polymer are shown in Figure 1a. The pOEG-
BODIPY was synthesized using thermally initiated RAFT
polymerization. We used a dithiobenzoate chain transfer agent
together with AIBN as the thermally activated initiator. A
RAFT agent to initiator ratio of 4:1 was used. The target
molecular weight of the polymerization was 100 kDa.
Poly(ethylene glycol)8.5 methyl ether methacrylate and di-
(ethylene glycol)2 methyl ether methacrylate were loaded into
the polymerization feed at a molar ratio of 1:4 (i.e., 20 mol %
OEG8.5). Our previous work had indicated that this ratio would
provide an LCST of ∼37 °C in standard PBS buffer containing
137 mM NaCl.15 Since OEG8.5 is more hydrophilic than OEG2,
inclusion of this monomer at higher loadings tended to
decrease the transition temperature of resulting copolymers.
Following purging with N2 to remove inhibitory oxygen, the
reaction proceeded for 15 h at 70 °C. The reaction mixture was
then cooled and the product recovered by precipitation and
dialysis. The molecular weight of the product was estimated by
extinction spectrophotometry of the dithiobenzoate end group
contained in the polymer prior to aminolysis (see Experimental
Section). We determined the extinction coefficient of the chain
transfer agent to be ελ=300 nm = 1.47 × 10
4 mol cm−1, and the
pOEG molecular weight to be Mn = 92.3 ± 6.5 kDa. Following
purification, the polymer was freeze-dried and transferred into
dimethylformamide for aminolysis. A 10-fold excess of
triethylamine and butylamine was used to cleave the
trithiocarbonate group at the end of the RAFT agent, resulting
in a thiol group that could be modified directly with BODIPY
FL-maleimide, as previously described.35 Shown in Figure 1b is
the absorbance spectrum of the polymer following BODIPY
labeling. The absorbance spectrum exhibited peaks at 300, 360,
and 510 nm with a chromophore shoulder extending out to
560 nm, consistent with successful aminolysis and fluorescent
labeling of the polymer. Following fluorescent labeling, the
Figure 1. Preparation of an end-labeled thermoresponsive oligo(ethylene glycol) copolymer. (a) Copolymerization of oligo(ethylene glycol) methyl
ether methacrylates (n = 2, m = 8.5) using a dithiobenzoate RAFT agent resulted in a thermoresponsive pOEG copolymer. Following purification
and aminolysis of the RAFT agent, labeling of the resulting thiol groups with BODIPY-maleimide produced the final 100 kDa pOEG-BODIPY
conjugate. (b) Absorbance spectrum of the polymer exhibited chromophore absorbance at 505 nm and peaks associated with the cleaved RAFT
agent at 300 and 360 nm. (c) LCST behavior of the fluorescent copolymer in 10 mM phosphate buffered saline at pH 7.4 with variable NaCl showed
a decrease in LCST with increasing NaCl. The LCST values were then compared with those determined from thermodiffusion measurements of the
same samples.
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polymer was purified using aqueous HPLC, and a narrow
sample fraction under the monomodal elution peak was
collected to further decrease sample polydispersity prior to
thermophoresis measurements. Figure 1c shows normalized
cloud point curves of the BODIPY-labeled pOEG obtained in
water with variable amounts of NaCl. An increase in the
amount of NaCl clearly depressed the LCST values due to the
well-known Hofmeister effect.36
The experimental setup for measuring thermodiffusion is
depicted in Figure 2a. An upright microscope was equipped
with a photomultiplier tube in the detection path, a cyan LED
(λex = 505 nm) for fluorophore excitation, and an IR laser that
locally heated the sample liquid within a confocal volume inside
the rectangular glass microcapillary. Rectangular capillaries were
used to minimize fluid transport due to thermal convection,
which can confound thermodiffusion measurements.20 The
PMT was used to measure fluorescence emission from the
same region of the sample that was heated by the IR laser,
providing a measure of heat-induced depletion of fluorescently
labeled polymer when the IR laser was switched on.
Fluorescent labeling of the sample is therefore a prerequisite
for the measurement. Thermophoresis curves in aqueous
buffers were obtained following previously described protocols
for such a setup.21,30,32,37, The fluorescence signal measured by
the PMT was monitored over time within 4 distinct zones of
the thermophoresis curve (Figure 2b). In zone I, the IR laser
was off and the homogeneous fluorescence distribution within
the capillary was nearly constant or decreasing slightly due to
photobleaching. At t = 5 s, the IR laser was switched on and a
temperature gradient was quickly established on a short time
scale (∼50 ms). This temperature rise resulted in a rapid drop
in fluorescence (Figure 2b, II) due to an inherent temperature
dependence of dye emission. Approximately 0.5 s of data
following the switching on of the IR laser were excluded from
the calculation of the intensity in zone II to exclude the
temperature dependence of dye emission. After this temper-
ature jump, the IR laser remained on while thermodiffusion
took place on a slower timescale, eventually approaching a
steady state at t ≈ 50 s (Figure 2b, III). While the IR laser was
on (t = 5−50 s), the fluorescence intensity decreased
monotonically, indicating that the labeled pOEG molecules
were depleted from the heated zone and migrated toward the
cooler zone, exhibiting a positive Soret coefficient. After a
steady-state had been reached, the IR laser was switched off at
time t = 50 s, and the pOEG molecules diffused back into the
now cool detection region for the remainder of the curve
(Figure 2b, IV). The Soret coefficient, ST, was calculated from
such a curve, according to eq 1,
= − Δ ≈ − Δc c T T/ exp( S ) 1 SIII II T T (1)
where cIII/cII is the average fluorescence in zone III divided by
that of zone II and ΔT is the temperature difference between
the hot and cold regions. Typically ΔT will depend on setup
parameters such as IR laser power and capillary dimensions. We
calibrated the setup using a pH/temperature sensitive dye 2′,7′-
bis (2-carboxyethyl)-5-(and-6) carboxyfluorescein (BCECF)
and found that with rectangular capillary dimensions of 0.1 ×
1 mm2, the temperature difference between hot and cold
regions was ΔT = 9.4 ± 0.8 K. Thermophoresis curves such as
that shown in Figure 2b were collected over a range of Peltier
base temperatures (T0). From this data set, we were able to
monitor how ST changed with temperature as the polymer
underwent its phase transition. On the basis of the results of a
steady-state computational model described in further detail
below, we corrected the temperature axis by adding ΔT/2 to
the Peltier base temperature (T0). The temperature axes in
Figures 2 and 3 therefore represent T0 + ΔT/2. Due to the
temperature dependence of ST, thermodiffusion of sample
molecules is not constant but rather changes depending on a
molecule’s position within the Lorentzian temperature
distribution imposed by IR heating, and this effect was
accounted for with the correction of ΔT/2. Apparently
thermodiffusion in an inhomogeneous temperature field strictly
averages to half of the peak thermal field as shown by
simulations and calculations below.
As shown in Figure 2c, the Soret coefficient of pOEG in
450 mM NaCl exhibited three distinct zones with differing
slopes. From 23−28 °C, a negative slope of −7.1 ×
10−4 K−1 °C−1 was obtained. In the intermediate range from
28−34 °C, a positive slope of 7.7 × 10−4 K−1 °C−1 was
observed, while in the upper range again a negative slope of
−12.4 × 10−4 K−1 °C−1 was found. The two portions of the
curve showing negative slope are fitted with solid lines. The
absorbance cloud point curve (Figure 1c, 450 mM) for the
same sample indicated the LCST of pOEG in 450 mM NaCl
was ∼31 °C. Since the ST crossover point from negative to
positive slope observed in Figure 2c occurred near the polymer
LCST, we interpreted this zigzag pattern as an indication that
the pOEG had two distinct thermodiffusion regimes above and
below the cloud point. The positive slope portion of the curve
near the LCST then represented the transition of pOEG from
one regime to the other.
To assist in analysis and pinpoint the observed crossover
point more precisely, we transformed the ST versus temperature
Figure 2. Measuring thermophoretic diffusion of thermoresponsive
polymers. (a) Schematic of the setup. A photomultiplier tube (PMT)
was inserted into the detection path of an epi-fluorescent microscope
outfitted with a light emitting diode (LED) for fluorescence excitation,
and an infrared (IR) laser for generating temperature gradients within
the capillary. IR laser heating was used to induce Soret diffusion of the
polymer sample. (b) Raw data trace showing a typical polymer
thermodiffusion curve with regions as follows: region I, IR laser was
off; region II, IR laser was on and fluorescence rapidly dropped due to
temperature dependence of the dye; region III, near steady-state
thermodiffusion of the sample occurred; region IV, IR laser was turned
off and sample diffused back into the depletion zone. (c) The Soret
coefficient (ST) was calculated over a range of sample Peltier
temperatures from time traces as in (b) using eq 1. (d) Thermal
melting analysis (eq 3) was used to transform curves as in (c) into
LCST curves that reported the transition temperature of the
thermoresponsive polymer. The temperature axes show T0 + ΔT/2,
as described in the finite element model (see below).
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data into sigmoidal plots using an analysis method originally
developed for thermal melting of DNA strands.38 The results
from such a transformation are shown in Figure 2d. We
assumed the two thermodiffusion regimes fitted in Figure 2c
with solid lines represented a two-state system. The fitted
baseline from 23−28 °C we will call ST, low. This equation of a
line is a function of temperature and indicates the expected ST
values that would be measured if the whole system did not
exhibit a phase transition. We call the fitted line from 35−
43 °C, ST, high, which indicates the expected ST values for the
system above the LCST, where the pOEG is collapsed and
dehydrated. When the polymer underwent its transition, the ST
values we measured were in fact a superposition of ST values
from the fraction of molecules above transition (θ) together
with the fraction of molecules below transition (1 − θ). Since
ST, low and ST, high are linear with respect to temperature, the
measured signal can be expressed according to eq 2:
θ θ= + −S S (1 )ST,measured T,high T,low (2)
Rearranging and solving for θ, we obtained the following
expression for the fraction of condensed polymers, eq 3:
θ = −−
S S
S S
T,measured T,low
T,high T,low (3)
We note that ST, low and ST, high are both linear functions of
temperature and are evaluated at the temperature at which
ST, measured was determined. From these transformed data, we
could then obtain a sigmoid fit using the Hill equation (Figure
2d, solid line) and determine the midpoint of the transition.
The midpoint of the phase transition in this case was found to
be 31.6 ± 0.15 °C, in agreement with the Abs50% cloud point
measurement of 30.9 ± 0.3 °C. It is important to note here that
correction of the base temperature T0 by adding ΔT/2 was
required to achieve agreement between the cloud point and
thermophoresis data. This correction was supported by the
finite element model described below.
The key finding here is that differences in thermodiffusion
behavior of the polymer molecules are indicative of its
conformational change. The ST curves were obtained in dilute
solution (∼1 nM or 100 ng/mL) on a timescale of 50 s. Since
the polymer design ensured an uncharged molecule save only a
single ionizable carboxyl group at the polymer’s ω end, ionic
contributions to Soret diffusion are kept to a minimum. The
ionic contribution to Soret diffusion might otherwise over-
whelm the signal and no transition behavior would be observed
in ST.
To further confirm that the changes in ST that we measured
were in fact indicative of the phase transition, we obtained
thermophoresis curves for pOEG over a range of base
temperatures (T0) and salt concentrations from 137−
1000 mM NaCl. We performed data analysis as described
above by first fitting linear regions of the ST versus temperature
curve, and then transforming the data into a format that could
be fitted with a sigmoidal function to estimate the transition
temperature under each buffer condition. The results from such
an experiment are shown in Figure 3. The midpoints of the
fitted sigmoidal curves (Figure 3, right column) steadily shifted
to lower temperatures as the amount of NaCl increased,
consistent with the Hofmeister effect that was observed in the
absorbance cloud point curves.
A comparison between the absorbance-based cloud points
and the thermophoresis-based transition temperatures is
presented in Table 1. On the basis of this comparison, it is
clear that the thermophoresis result is consistent with the cloud
point method and reproduces the transition points with high
accuracy. The thermophoresis measurement, however, had
several advantages, such as requiring 1000-fold less sample
(∼1 μL instead of 1 mL). Additionally more dilute samples
could be used because the fluorescence measurement was much
more sensitive than the absorbance-based measurement. Cloud
point curves are typically obtained using a high concentration
of the polymer (e.g., ∼micromolar or milligram per milliliter
range) in order to produce a sharp rise in signal at the
characteristic temperature. Our thermophoresis-based measure-
ment allowed us to measure the transition temperature using
concentrations of only ∼1 nM (100 ng/mL). This concen-
tration range could be an advantage when studying interactions
between thermoresponsive polymers and biological compo-
Figure 3. Characterization of Hofmeister effect on LCST using
thermodiffusion measurements. Soret diffusion coefficients (ST) and
phase transition curves (θ) of the labeled pOEG copolymer at 1 nM
(100 ng/mL) in PBS buffer with variable NaCl show that the
transition temperature dropped steadily with increasing NaCl.
Table 1. Comparison of pOEG Transition Temperatures
Determined Using Thermophoresis and Absorbance-Based
Cloud Point Curvesa
[NaCl] (mM) θ midpoint (°C) Abs. cloud point (°C)
137 35.3 ± 0.34 35.4 ± 0.3
250 33.8 ± 1.89 33.6 ± 0.3
450 31.6 ± 0.15 30.9 ± 0.3
750 29.3 ± 0.46 26.9 ± 0.3
1000 25.7 ± 1.34 25.7 ± 0.3
aThe errors for θ indicate ± one standard deviation of the midpoint fit
parameter of the Hill equation. The absorbance cloud point was
defined as the temperature that reached 50% maximal absorbance. The
0.3 °C error for all cloud points represents the resolution of the
temperature controller used in the extinction spectrophotometer.
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nents, which may themselves be present only in exceedingly
low quantities (e.g., < nanomolar).
To understand the interplay between the base temperature
and the observed thermodiffusion coefficients (ST), we used a
finite element method to model the system at steady state. An
overview of the modeling results is shown in Figure 4. Two sets
of given information went into the simulation. First, the
temperature distribution was assumed to Lorentzian (Figure
4a) with base temperature T0 = 20 °C, a ΔT at the peak of
9.4 °C, and a laser spot size of 40 μm according to the relation
T = 20 °C + 9.4 °C [1/(1 + (x/40 μm)2]. Second, the
temperature dependence of the Soret coefficient (Figure 4b)
was considered to be linear with temperature and follow the
relation: ST(T) = 2.6 × 10
−2 K−1 − 7.1 × 10−4 K−1 °C−1 × T.
We furthermore presumed a concentration of 1 at the
boundaries. At steady state, we assumed the net flux of
molecules at each position was zero according to eq 4,
= − ∇ − ∇ =j C S C TD D 0TD (4)
where jD is the molecular flux, D is the diffusion coefficient, C is
the polymer concentration, ST is the Soret coefficient, and T is
the temperature. This transport equation accounts for diffusion
of the sample in the first term and thermodiffusion in the
second term. At steady state, jD = 0 and the diffusive flux is
equal to the negative of the thermodiffusive flux. Since D
appears in both fluxes, it cancels out for the steady state and the
solution is independent of the diffusion coefficient. This steady
state equation along with the two given sets of information
were programmed into a finite element modeling program
(FEM-LAB), and the normalized 1D concentration was
determined at each point. The size of the bounding simulation
box was kept very large (50000 μm) to minimize edge effects.
The results from such a simulation are shown in Figure 4c
(right plot, blue ○). The simulation result confirmed that
thermophoretic depletion of pOEG from the heated zone
should occur in accordance with the positive Soret coefficients
across this temperature range. It also estimated the magnitude
of this depletion given the Lorentzian temperature profile, and
the temperature-dependence of the thermodiffusion behavior.
In a second step, we calculated the expected CIII/CII
distribution based on eq 1. We determined how well eq 1
predicted the simulated CIII/CII profile given a correction to the
Soret coefficient. We calculated CIII/CII at every point from eq
1 by plugging in a ST at the base temperature T0 = 20 °C and a
ΔT(x) = T(x) − T0 or the distance-dependent temperature
difference from the base temperature. We found that with no
correction, eq 1 overestimated the depletion in comparison
with the finite element model (Figure 4, right plot, dotted red
line). When we corrected the ST values by assuming ST = ST(T0
+ ΔT(x)/2), eq 1 was found to be consistent with the steady-
state simulation (Figure 4, right plots, solid blue line). This
accordance between the steady-state solution and eq 1 with a
corrected ST value supported the interpretation that the finite
steepness of the temperature gradient necessitated a correction
to the measured ST values or rather a shift in the temperature
axis from T0 to T0 + ΔT/2. Apparently molecules with Soret
coefficients that are linearly dependent on temperature
establish a concentration profile in a Lorentzian temperature
field according to Soret coefficients evaluated at a temperature
of T0 + ΔT(x)/2, following eq 5,
= − | ·Δ+Δc x c S T xln[ ( )/ ] ( )T T T x0 ( )/20 (5)
This correction holds for all kinds of microscale thermopho-
resis measurements and implies that the finite steepness of the
temperature profile should, for example, also be taken into
account in analysis of temperature-dependent binding curves or
thermophoresis experiments on protein unfolding. However, it
remains to be determined if the ΔT/2 correction also holds for
systems with a nonlinear temperature dependence of ST or for
non-Lorentzian temperature distributions.
Since the CIII/CII fluorescence ratios that were measured
experimentally were analyzed using eq 1 to obtain relevant
Soret coefficients, the simulation results imply a temperature
axis shift by ΔT/2 is required. It is noted that the correction in
this case was necessary to bring the transition temperatures
determined by thermodiffusion into agreement with the LCST
cloud points. This is also a further confirmation of the validity
of the model, since the transition point of the polymer is
expected to be independent of the method used to measure it.
In summary, we prepared a thermoresponsive pOEG
polymer using RAFT polymerization and fluorescently tagged
the polymer with an uncharged fluorophore using aminolysis in
tandem with maleimide-BODIPY labeling. We characterized
the LCST of the fluorescently labeled pOEG as a function of
added NaCl using cloud point curves and further investigated
pOEG thermodiffusion behavior over base temperatures (T0)
that ranged above and below the LCST. A correction to the
temperature axis from T0 to T0 + ΔT/2 that was predicted by a
Figure 4. Finite element model of the system predicts a base temperature correction of ΔT/2. (a) A Lorentzian temperature distribution was
centered at the origin with a height of T0 + ΔT = 20 + 9.4 °C. (b) The temperature dependence of the Soret coefficient ST was assumed linear over
the range from 20−30 °C. (c) Simulation result (○) showing fluorescence depletion (CIII/CII) calculated from a steady-state finite element model of
transport eq 4. The CIII/CII fluorescence depletion predicted by eq 1, assuming an ST equal to 12 × 10
−3 K−1 [i.e., ST at the base temp, ST(T0)]
overestimates thermophoretic depletion (red dashed line). Correcting ST by an amount corresponding to ST(T0 + ΔT(x)/2) results in good
agreement between eq 1 and the finite element simulation (blue solid line).
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finite element steady-state model brought the LCST values
determined by thermodiffusion measurement into accord with
those determined using conventional cloud point curves. By
transforming the data using an analysis method originally
developed for DNA melting curves, we found that the phase
transition could be accurately determined based solely on
thermodiffusion data. The measurement was performed at a
polymer concentration of ∼1 nM (100 ng/mL) using only
∼1 μL of sample, making our approach compatible with
determination of polymer LCST at low concentrations in
biological milieu (e.g., small volume cell lysate). Since both
thermophoresis and thermoresponsive polymers are compatible
with measurement in biological liquids,32,39 moving into
biological liquids should be straightforward with this method
and requires further experimental work. This approach should
prove useful for determining phase transition behavior of
biohybrid environmentally responsive polymer systems in a
low-volume dilute format.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Polymer Synthesis. Oligo(ethylene glycol)8.5 methacrylate
(Mn 475, 100 ppm MEHQ, 200 ppm BHT inhibitor, product
number 447943) and di(ethylene glycol)2 methyl ether
methacrylate (Mn 188.22, 95% pure, product number
447927) were purchased from Sigma and purified through a
neutral aluminum oxide column prior to use. The RAFT chain
transfer agent 4-cyano-4-(phenylcarbonothioylthio)pentanoic
acid (DTB, Mn 279.38, 97% pure, product number 722995)
was purchased from Sigma and used as received. The initiator
2,2′-azobis(2-methylpropionitrile) (AIBN, Mn = 164.21) was
purchased from Sigma and recrystallized from methanol. In a
typical polymerization with a target molecular weight of 100
kDa, a reaction vial with Teflon stopper was loaded with 1.6 g
of di(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate and 0.4 g of
the oligo(ethylene glycol)8.5 methacrylate. Next, 6.4 mg of the
DTB chain transfer agent and 540 μg of the initiator dissolved
in dioxane were added. Two grams of dioxane were then added
such that the mass ratio of dioxane to monomers was 1:1. The
flask was purged for 30 min with N2. The reaction proceeded at
70 °C for 17 h and was then precipitated into hexane at 4 °C.
The precipitate was next dissolved into tetrahydrofuran and
precipitated two more times into chilled hexane. Finally, the
product was collected by centrifugation, dried under vacuum,
and recovered via dialysis and lyophilization.
Aminolysis and BODIPY Labeling. The lyophilized
polymer was dissolved at 300 mg/mL in dimethylformamide
(DMF). A 10-fold excess of butyl amine and triethylamine were
added, and the reaction proceeded overnight at room
temperature. The reaction progress was monitored by UV-
spectrophotometry. The product was recovered via precip-
itation into an ice cold 1:1 hexane:ether mixture, followed by
drying under vacuum. Next the polymer was dissolved in PBS
buffer, pH 7, 4 °C, 2 mg/mL. Ten microliters TCEP disulfide
reducing slurry (Pierce) per milliliter polymer solution was
added. The TCEP slurry was mixed with polymer for 1−2 h at
room temperature and removed via centrifugation. The
BODIPY-maleimide dye was dissolved at 10 mM in DMF
and added in a 10-fold molar excess to the polymer in PBS
buffer. The reaction was allowed to proceed overnight at 4 °C.
The product was recovered using gel filtration (GE Healthcare
PD-10 column) and HPLC.
Polymer Analysis. To estimate the molecular weight of the
polymer, the molar extinction coefficient of the DTB chain
transfer agent was determined. Since DTB is not water-soluble,
we first determined the molar extinction coefficient of DTB in
methanol (see main text). Next, the polymer absorbance at
known mass concentrations was determined in both water and
methanol. The DTB molar extinction coefficient was then
corrected by the ratio of polymer absorbance in water/
methanol. This provided a measure of the molarity of DTB and
therefore polymer chains in the aqueous polymer sample. On
the basis of this mass/molarity ratio, we calculated the average
molecular weight of the polymer to beMn = 92.3 ± 6.5 kDa. To
further decrease polydispersity prior to thermophoresis
measurements, HPLC (GE Äkta, Superdex gel filtration
media) was used to isolate a narrow fraction under the primary
monomodal elution peak.
Absorption Spectrophotometry. Cloud point curves of
the polymer dissolved at 1 mg/mL in water with variable NaCl
were obtained using a UV−vis spectrometer (Jasco GmbH,
Germany) equipped with a temperature controller (PAC-743)
with control accuracy of ±0.3 °C. We acquired an absorbance
spectrum of our sample at 15 °C and blanked the instrument.
Next a heating ramp of 0.3 °C/min was applied, with
measurements taken every 0.2 °C at a wavelength of 400 nm.
We used a sample volume of 1 mL in poly(styrene) cuvettes
with an optical path length of 1 cm. Data curves were
normalized by the maximal absorbance above transition.
Thermophoresis Measurements. The thermophoresis
measurement setup has been described previously.20,31,32 We
modified an AxioScope Vario fluorescence microscope (Carl
Zeiss GmbH, Germany) with a 1480 nm IR laser (Fibotec
Fiberoptics, Germany). A Partec Objective (40×, 0.80 mm
working distance, 0.8 NA) was used to focus both LED
excitation light and IR laser light. The pOEG polymer was
dissolved at 1 nM (100 ng/mL) in phosphate-buffered saline/
Roti-block (nonspecific blocker, Carl Roth) with variable
amounts of NaCl. Polymer samples were loaded into
rectangular borosilicate capillaries with dimensions of 0.1 ×
1 mm2 (Vitrocom, Mountain Lakes, NJ) by capillary action
within a few seconds. Afterward, the open ends were sealed
with wax (Tight Sealing Wax, NanoTemper, Munich,
Germany) and the outer surface cleaned with isopropyl-alcohol
and a piece of clean tissue. Then the capillaries were placed on
a Peltier element and heated from below. The base temperature
T0 of the Peltier element was set using feedback control
programmed in LabView. The CIII/CII fluorescence ratios were
determined by averaging the PMT signal over a time period of
2 s within the respective regions of the thermophoresis curves.
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Understanding the similarity in thermophoresis between single- and double-stranded DNA or RNA
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Thermophoresis is the movement of molecules in a temperature gradient. For aqueous solutions its microscopic
basis is debated. Understanding thermophoresis for this case is, however, important since it proved very useful to
detect the binding affinity of biomolecules and since thermophoresis could have played an important role in early
molecular evolution. Here we discuss why the thermophoresis of single- and double-stranded oligonucleotides
- DNA and RNA - is surprisingly similar. This finding is understood by comparing the spherical capacitor
model for single-stranded species with the case of a rod-shaped model for double-stranded oligonucleotides. The
approach describes thermophoresis of DNA and RNA with fitted effective charges consistent with electrophoresis
measurements and explains the similarity between single- and double-stranded species. We could not confirm
the sign change for the thermophoresis of single- versus double-stranded DNA in crowded solutions containing
polyethylene glycol [Y. T. Maeda, T. Tlusty, and A. Libchaber, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 109, 17972 (2012)],
but find a salt-independent offset while the Debye length dependence still satisfies the capacitor model. Overall,
the analysis documents the continuous progress in the microscopic understanding of thermophoresis.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.91.062709 PACS number(s): 87.15.−v, 82.40.Ck, 66.10.−x, 83.80.Rs
I. INTRODUCTION
The theoretical understanding of thermophoresis is becom-
ing increasingly important since biologists over the world are
using thermophoresis to measure biomolecule affinities from
the thermophoretic contrast between bound and unbound
molecules [1–4]. Recently, a microscopic mechanism for the
thermophoresis of charged molecules was experimentally
confirmed for Debye lengths both larger and smaller than
the molecule size [5]. The main contribution to charge-based
thermophoresis could be rationalized by the transition from a
spherical to a plate capacitor model of ionic shielding.
As an interesting detail in these experiments, double-
stranded DNA did not behave much differently from its
single-stranded counterparts, despite the naı̈ve expectation of
twice the molecule charge and the expected influence of the
large persistence length of double-stranded oligonucleotides.
The latter makes it hard to assume a spherically shaped
molecule for Debye lengths shorter than the molecule size.
Here, we will explain in more detail why such a spherical
capacitor model, despite the nonspherical geometry, is still a
good approximation. This is confirmed by measurements of
single- and double-stranded oligonucleotides. In addition, we
will revisit results for double- and single-stranded DNA under
crowded conditions where we obtain conflicting results with
previous reports.
Below, we will use the term “capacitor model” (see
Fig. 1) for the model originally proposed by both Dhont and
Braun [6,7], building on thermodynamic local equilibrium
approaches previously elaborated on by Dhont [8,9], later
extended [10] to include a temperature-dependent charge. In a
similar adaptation of particle geometry, the effect of molecule
geometry was studied for elongated virus particles [11] under
the assumption of a constant surface charge density. The length
*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: di-
eter.braun@lmu.de
of the viruses is, however, always longer than the Debye length
and therefore capping effects at the end can be neglected, in
contrast to the geometry of short double-stranded DNA or
RNA. Alternatively the authors proposed to approximate the
geometry by a string of spheres [11].
The electrical, local equilibrium theoretical description
that is used here to describe thermophoresis has been under
scrutiny by opposing approaches, most notably by theories de-
scribing thermophoresis as similar to electrophoresis [12–14].
However, thermophoresis differs from electrophoresis in an
important point. In electrophoresis, the shielded particle dis-
plays no overall charge and thus its enthalpy does not depend
on the location along the electrical field. In thermophoresis,
the electrical field energy stored with the particle does depend
on its position and—if the Peclet number and temperature
variations are small—a diffusion-based mechanism can be
envisaged that brings about a drift of the particle towards its
local Boltzmann distribution.
It is true that the microscopic, electrical force mech-
anisms for local equilibrium thermophoresis have yet to
be revealed [15] to obtain a fully convincing picture of
thermophoresis. It is well possible that short-range, non-
electric mechanisms in thermophoresis lack the long-range
field mechanisms to enforce a local equilibrium. We think
that the confirmation of thermophoresis across the transition
from a spherical to plate capacitor over a considerable
range of molecule sizes without fitting parameters [5] is a
strong case for the local equilibrium approach followed here.
These experiments yet have to be explained by an effective
slip flow approach to thermophoresis [13,14,16] with recent
arguments supporting a local equilibrium approach for the
limit of R < λDH [16] and significant progress being made
for thermophoresis in the nondilute regime [17]. Notably, the
results were recently confirmed for hard particles [18].
Much discussed is the discrepancy between thermophoresis
measurements on the size scaling. Single-particle tracking
together in combination with fluorescence depletion used
in this study allowed us to measure the size scaling of
1539-3755/2015/91(6)/062709(7) 062709-1 ©2015 American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Models of thermophoresis for single- and double-
stranded oligonucleotides. (a) A charged molecule, here DNA or
RNA, is screened by the counterions in solution. This can be modeled
as a spherical capacitor with the molecule as the inner shell with
radius R and the counterions at the outer sphere. (b) The spherical
capacitor model is extended to a rod shape with spherical end caps
for double-stranded DNA. The radius of the sphere and the cylinder
is R; the overall length is L.
carboxyl-modified polystyrene beads with a diameter from
20 nm to 2 μm. The particles were cleaned by washing, and pH
stabilized with buffers; their surface charge was determined
from electrophoresis. Both the dependence on the Debye
length and the size scaling matched the capacitor theory [7].
No fitting parameters were necessary since the effective charge
was determined from electrophoresis. Measurements on the
size scaling of similar beads over a shorter size range indicated
a different size scaling ST ∝ R [19,20]. However, the surface
charge was not determined to compare the theory quantita-
tively and no dependence on the Debye length was measured.
Most importantly, in both studies washing of the particles and
a stabilization of pH was not documented. It is well possible
that the significant Seebeck effect from the thermophoresis of
dissociated water (H+ or OH−) or from stabilization agents
that remained in the solution from the production of the beads
leads to a Seebeck-dominated thermophoresis that scales with
ST ∝ R. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the
Soret coefficients reported in [20] and reviewed in [21] were
consistently larger than in [7], indicating a possible additional
mechanism of particle movement. This is important to note
since for equally charged particles, a dissipative flow theory of
thermophoresis would actually predict a considerably smaller,
not larger, Soret coefficient. On a similar line of argument,
the now well confirmed Seebeck effect allows for an elec-
trophoretic explanation of the experimentally observed particle
attraction from pseudo–slip flows at the particle surface [22].
Here, we follow a direct analytical method with a full
geometrical description, valid for Debye lengths both smaller
and larger than the molecule size. To model an extended
molecule, we insert a cylindrical capacitor into the spherical
capacitor model [5,6] (see Fig. 1). All shielding capacitors are
acting in parallel. Such a cylinder, capped at the ends with
hemispheroids, was also used in modeling of electrophore-
sis [23]. The subsequent study will show in detail that the
persistence length of DNA and RNA does not significantly
affect the thermophoresis for a range of salt concentrations
and lengths below 50 bases.
After the experimental and theoretical discussion of the
rod capacitor model for double-stranded oligonucleotides, we
will show that this model still holds to a good extent in an
environment with a crowding agent. We model this with an
additive contribution to the Soret coefficient, i.e., the strength
of thermophoresis, originating in the depletion force. Maeda
and Libchaber [24] reported a fundamental difference between
single- and double-stranded DNA, claiming that molecular
crowding enforces only double-stranded DNA motifs to
accumulate in a heated spot. We repeated their experiments, but
this time we used fluorescence labels covalently attached to the
DNA for both the single- and double-stranded measurements.
In [24], intercalating dyes were used for the double-stranded
measurements, possibly leading to artifacts due to the different
temperature-dependent fluorescence of the two labels. We
could confirm the weaker accumulation for single-stranded
molecules. But we find that the difference between single- and
double-stranded molecules is rather an additive contribution.
In contrast to [24], we do not find a robust sign change or a
convergence towards zero effective Soret coefficients for larger
salt concentrations. The capacitor model is still confirmed in
these crowded environments.
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Experiments
The setup consisted of a modified fluorescent microscope
with infrared heating as described previously [5,7]. The follow-
ing sequences were used in the experiments, where the below
described strand was labeled at the 5′ end with the fluores-
cent dye Hex (6-carboxy-2′,4,4′,5′,7,7′-hexachlorofluorescein,
Biomers, Germany). The sequences were designed to have
minimal secondary structure also in the single-stranded version
to form a random coil.
DNA:
22-mer: 5′–Hex–ATT GAG ATA CAC ATT AGA ACT
A–3′
50-mer: 5′–Hex–ATA ATC TGT AGT ACT GCA GAA
AAC TTG TGG GTT ACT GTT TAC TAT GGG GT–3′
RNA:
22-mer: 5′–Hex–AUU GAG AUA CAC AUU AGA ACU
A–3′
50-mer: 5′–Hex–AUA AUC UGU AGU ACU GCA GAA
AAC UUG UGG GUU ACU GUU UAC UAU GGG GU–3′
Double-stranded probes contained an equal amount of
complementary sequence and the complementary strand was
unlabeled. DNA and RNA were used in a final concentration
of 1 μM. The buffer for the first experiments in Fig. 2
contained 1 mM TRIS (2-amino-2-hydroxymethyl-propane-
1,3-diol) with pH 7.8 at 25 °C and the Debye length was
titrated with KCl. In all experiments, the monovalent TRIS
buffer was accounted for when calculating the Debye length.
The measurements can be seen in Fig. 2. For the 50-mer we
do not find any difference between single-stranded and double-
stranded DNA, and also the 22-mer oligomers are surprisingly
similar. Unexpectedly, the double-stranded polymers even
show a lower Soret coefficient. Since the charge of a particle
enters Eq. (3) quadratically, one could expect a factor of 4
difference between single-stranded and double-stranded DNA
and RNA. However, their Soret coefficients are quite similar
with a similar effective charge (see Table I). This can be
explained by the Manning charge condensation theory also
in the case of DNA [25]. Single- and double-stranded DNA
062709-2
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The thermophoresis of double-stranded DNA and RNA. The data can be fitted as a rod with radius R = 1 nm
and a length of L = 7.5 and 17 nm for 22-mer and 50-mer, respectively. Single-stranded oligonucleotides can be viewed as spheres with a
hydrodynamic radius of 2 and 3.7 nm for the 22-mer and the 50-mer, respectively. In each case the other model geometry can be similarly
fitted to the thermophoresis measurements. The sphere and the rod fit and yield very similar effective charges Zeff for the double-stranded
measurement data (see Table I) The Debye length was titrated using KCl including the 1 mM TRIS buffer at pH 7.8. The measurements were
conducted at 25 °C.
show for the same length about the same charge. Accordingly,
the electrophoretic mobility of single- and double-stranded
oligomers is very similar [26]. If the geometry does not add
additional factors, thermophoresis, due to a similar effective
charge, does not discriminate between single- and double-
stranded RNA or DNA. In particular, the thermophoretic
depletion does not differ by a factor of 4 due to the doubling
of the charge and the Q2eff factor in the thermophoresis
models [5,6,7,10]. The fits shown in Fig. 2 are explained in
the next section.
B. Theory
1. Nonspherical geometry
In previous studies short DNA was used as a model system
to experimentally test the capacitor model of thermophore-
sis [5]. The persistence length of single-stranded DNA does
depend on salt concentration with values ranging between
10 and 32 Å, i.e., a length ranging from two to seven bases [27].
So a spherical shape does not fully approximate the molecule
shape, but the molecule might be better modeled by a rod,
since their persistence length is about 170 base pairs [28].
Wang et al. [11] calculated the Soret coefficient for a long
TABLE I. Effective charges assumed for the fits in Figs. 2
and 4. We fitted Zeff and assumed the radius to be R = 2.0 nm
and R = 3.7 nm for 22-mer and 50-mers based on measurements of
the diffusion coefficient in the absence of PEG. The temperature was
assumed to be 25 °C, the relative permittivity of water εr = 78 and
its temperature derivative ∂lnε/∂lnT = −1.35.
Zeff for Fig. 2 Zeff for Fig. 4 Zeff for Fig. 4
without PEG with 3% PEG with 6% PEG
50-mer ssDNA sphere 20.3 ± 1.3 6.2 ± 0.9 10.6 ± 1.4
50-mer dsDNA sphere 19.5 ± 1.0
50-mer dsDNA rod 18.6 ± 1.0
22-mer ssDNA sphere 11.6 ± 0.4 6.1 ± 0.4 4.2 ± 0.3
22-mer dsDNA sphere 7.1 ± 1.0
22-mer dsDNA rod 6.9 ± 1.0 4.7 ± 0.4 3.4 ± 0.5
22-mer ssRNA sphere 12.9 ± 0.6
22-mer dsRNA sphere 9.7 ± 0.3
22-mer dsRNA rod 9.3 ± 0.3
cylinder with neglected end effects and for a known surface
charge density. Here, we will adapt the spherical capacitor
model to elongated rods. The molecule shape is modeled as
a sphere, which is cut in halves, with an inserted cylinder of
the same radius (see Fig. 1). Thus, also the end effects can be
included in the model. For comparison we will calculate all
three models: the sphere, the cylinder without end caps, and
the combined structure, which we call a rod.
2. Calculation
The rod capacitor (capacitance Crod) is composed of two
capacitors in parallel: a spherical capacitor (Csphere) and a
cylindrical capacitor (Ccylinder with the length L reduced by
2R, i.e., the length of the end caps). Thus we start with the
capacitances in Eq. (1).
Csphere = 4πεR(R/λDH + 1),
Ccylinder = 2πεL
ln(λDH/R + 1), (1)
Crod = Csphere + Ccylinder,
with ε being the dielectric constant of water;
λDH =
√
εkT
NAe2
∑
i ci z
2
i
the Debye-Hückel screening length,
or Debye length in short; k the Boltzmann constant; T
the absolute temperature; NA the Avogadro constant; e the
elementary charge; ci the concentration of the ion species i
and zi the charge number of the ion species i; R the radius
of the sphere and of the cylinder; and L the overall length;
see Fig. 1. The energy stored in a capacitor is W = Q2/(2C),
with Q = Zeffe being the effective charge of the particle,
and Zeff the effective charge number in multiples of the
elementary charge e. Using Eq. (1) we find the energies
[Eq. (2)]:
Wsphere = Q
2
8πεR(R/λDH + 1) ,
Wcylinder = Q
2ln(λDH/R + 1)
4πεL
, (2)
Wrod = Q
2
4πε[2R(R/λDH + 1) + (L−2R)/ln(λDH/R+1)] .
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Thus, the Soret coefficient of the sphere ST sphere, the
cylinder ST cylinder, and the rod ST rod can be calculated from
the temperature derivative of the electric shielding energy [5–
7,10,11] [Eq. (3)]:
ST = 1
kT
∂W
∂T
,
ST sphere = Q
2
kT 216πελDH(R/λDH + 1)2
[
1 − ∂lnε
∂lnT
(
1 + 2λDH
R
)]
,
ST cylinder = Q
2
kT 24πεL
[
λDH(1 + ∂lnε/∂lnT )
2R(λDH/R + 1) −
∂lnε
∂lnT
ln(λDH/R + 1)
]
,
ST rod = Q
2
kT 24πε[2R(R/λDH + 1) + (L − 2R)/ln(λDH/R + 1)]2
{
R2
λDH
+ (L − 2R)λDH/R
2(λDH/R + 1)ln2(λDH/R + 1)
+ ∂lnε
∂lnT
[
(L − 2R)λDH/R
2(λDH/R + 1)ln2(λDH/R + 1) −
R2
λDH
− 2R − L − 2R
ln(λDH/R + 1)
]}
. (3)
In case the length of the rod is exactly the diameter of the
sphere (L = 2R), i.e., no cylinder is inserted, the equation
for the rod does yield the spherical equation. The three
equations are calculated in Fig. 3(a) resembling a 22-mer.
Single-stranded DNA with no secondary structure is a random
coil roughly in the shape of a sphere since the persistence
length is about two to seven bases [27]. The hydrodynamic
radius of the sphere depends on the DNA length, i.e., 2 and
3.7 nm for a 22-mer and a 50-mer, respectively. However, the
radius of the rod or the cylinder is that of the DNA strand:
1 nm and the length of double-stranded DNA is (number of
base pairs)×0.34 nm, i.e., 7.5 and 17 nm for the 22-mer and
the 50-mer, respectively.
3. Debye length larger than the molecule size
For the limit at small salt concentrations, when the Debye
length is larger than the hydrodynamic radius, the geometry
difference between a sphere or a rod should not affect the
capacity energy and thus the Soret coefficient. In the case of
an infinite Debye length, a particle can be considered a point
charge, regardless of its shape. Formally, ST cylinder goes to
infinity for low salt concentrations, but for the rod the end
effects become much more important, since the surface of the
outer sphere (i.e., of the end caps) grows as λ2DH, whereas the
surface of the outer cylinder only grows with λDH. For this
limit, we obtain
ST sphere = −Q
2∂lnε/∂lnT
kT 28πεR
. (4)
Therefore the Soret coefficient becomes constant for very
large λDH. For the rod the final value equal to a sphere with
the same radius is approached only for Debye lengths far too
long to be achievable for real electrolytes. Thus, the Soret
coefficient of an elongated particle is considerably lower than
the Soret coefficient of a sphere with same diameter and charge,
and it is about as large as the Soret coefficient of a particle with
the same surface.
4. Debye length smaller than the molecule size
For the limit of high salt concentrations, i.e., small Debye
lengths, the capacitance changes with surface area similar to
a plate capacitor, since the areas of the two plates hardly
differ. The Soret coefficient of a plate capacitor is linear in
Debye length. Here, the spherical part and the cylindrical
parts are separated, because the shielding of both parts does
not overlap for such small screening lengths. The area for
a spherical and a rodlike molecule of the same radius will
differ, and thus the slope of the Soret coefficient will differ.
However, the capacitor part of the Soret coefficient will in
both cases vanish for the limit of very high salt concentrations.
The surface of the two capping half spheres at the end of the
rod (together 4R2π ) is exactly as large as the surface of the
additional cylinder, if the cylinder was extended all the way to
the end (2πRL with L = 2R). Thus, for the limit of high salt
concentration the Soret coefficient of the rod is equal to the
Soret coefficient of a cylinder with neglected end effects [see
Eq. (5)].
lim
λDH→0
ST sphere = Q2/(kT 216πεR2)(1 − ∂lnε/∂lnT )λDH,
lim
λDH→0
ST cylinder = Q2/(kT 28πεLR)(1 − ∂lnε/∂lnT )λDH
= 2R/L lim
λDH→0
ST sphere, (5)
lim
λDH→0
ST rod = Q2/(kT 28πεLR)(1 − ∂lnε/∂lnT )λDH
= lim
λDH→0
ST cylinder.
This agrees with the approximations by Wang et al. [11].
They calculated and compared the Soret coefficient of a
particle with constant surface charge. In contrast, we calculate
and compare the Soret coefficient for a particle with constant
charge, since in our experiments we know the effective charge
of the molecule, determined from a length-dependent charge
per base [5,7]. This charge per base is approximately the
same for single- and double-stranded DNA [26]. If a constant
surface charge is maintained, then the charge Q scales
with the aspect ratio L/(2R). Since the Soret coefficient is
062709-4
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proportional to the square of the charge Q, our equation
matches the one of Wang et al. [11] for the limit of high salt
concentrations.
The sphere in Fig. 3(b) again models a 22-mer ssDNA.
Additionally, rods of different aspect ratios but with the same
surface areas are shown. The aspect ratios for the 22-mer and
the 50-mer are 3.75 and 8.5, respectively. Only for dsDNA
longer than about 50 bases, i.e., an aspect ratio L/(2R) = 9,
we start to see deviations from the spherical curve. For compar-
ison, the persistence length of dsDNA is about 170 bases [28].
Considering this, the theoretical Soret coefficients are similar
for single- and double-stranded oligomers in the range of ex-
perimentally accessible Debye lengths. The effects of the elon-
gated shape and the smaller radius approximately cancel each
other.
5. Fitting
Since the theoretical curves for the spherical and the rod
model are alike, measurements of double-stranded DNA can be
fitted equally well with a spherical and a rodlike model (Figs. 2
and 3). As free fitting parameters we choose the number of ef-
fective elementary charges and a salt concentration–dependent
molecule specific offset, which includes other contributions
to the Soret effect such as the ideal gas contribution 1/T ,
the nonionic contribution or the Seebeck effect [5], and a
depletion contribution from molecular crowding, discussed in
the second part of this paper. Both the spherical and the rod
model yield very similar effective charge numbers as fitting
parameter (Table I).
C. Measurements in the crowding agent polyethylene
glycol (PEG)
1. Theory
We shortly recapitulate the theoretical influence of a crowd-
ing agent on thermophoresis through depletion forces. As will
be seen, the difference between single- and double-stranded
DNA is moderate. If the sample concentration is on the order of
1 wt %, or if a crowding agent, e.g., PEG (polyethylene glycol)
is present in the solution, an additional excluded volume effect
can be noticed in thermophoresis measurements. It can be
approximated according to [19,29,30]. The change in Soret
coefficient for the molecule of interest, here DNA, has been
described by
ST = −2π
(
SPEGT − 1/T
)
RDNAR
2
PEGcPEG, (6)
with SPEGT the infinite dilution Soret coefficient of the crowding
agent, e.g., PEG; RPEG its hydrodynamic radius; RDNA the
hydrodynamic radius of the particle of interest, e.g., DNA;
and cPEG the concentration of the crowding agent.
The Soret coefficient of the molecule of interest, which
has a low concentration, depends on the Soret coefficient
and concentration of the added crowding agent. If the Soret
coefficient of the crowding agent has the same sign as
the one of the probed molecule, the crowding agent will
accumulate on the cold side and displace the molecule of
interest. Jiang et al. measured the Soret coefficient of beads
FIG. 3. (Color online) Calculation of the cylinder rod and sphere
models for a 22-mer DNA. (a) The single strand is modeled as a
sphere with radius R = 2 nm and the double strand as a cylinder with
R = 1 nm and length L = 7.5 nm. Between rod and sphere not much
difference is found. (b) In comparison to the sphere of (a), we plot rods
with different aspect ratios L/(2R) but with the same surface area
as the sphere. The typical errors for the Soret coefficient are around
0.01 K−1 and given that the effective charge is known to be about 20%
and modulates the Soret coefficient quadratically, the rod model and
the spherical model cannot be distinguished experimentally for the
plotted aspect ratios. A 22-mer and a 50-mer dsDNA have aspect
ratios of 3.75 and 8.5, respectively. The Soret coefficients were
calculated at temperature T = 25 ◦C with an effective charge of
Q = −10 e.
in a solution of the crowding agent PEG in the absence of
salt [29].
2. Experiments
An apparently robust sign change in the thermophoresis
between single- and double-stranded DNA was reported
recently [24]. To reassess these results, we conducted salt-
dependent experiments of 22-mer ssDNA and dsDNA and
50-mer ssDNA in 3 wt % and 6 wt % PEG poly(ethylene
glycol) 10000 (Fluka, Sigma-Aldrich) as crowding agent. We
used PEG at a molecular weight of 10000 Da, very similar
to the conditions used before [24]. For the reported 5 vol%
in solution we used 6 wt %, since pure PEG is a solid with
a density of 1.2 g/cm3. The buffer for the 22-mer contained
10 mM TRIS pH 7.5 and 1 mM TRIS pH 7.8 for the 50-mer,
corresponding to a maximal Debye length of 3.0 and 9.6 nm,
respectively. The Debye length was reduced by adding NaCl.
In Fig. 4(a) both single- and double-stranded DNA of 22-
mer length show accumulation at 25 °C, in 3 wt % and 6 wt %
PEG. An accumulation is found when the Soret coefficient
becomes negative, i.e., the molecules wander towards the
hot side. Similar to the results in [24], the single-stranded
DNA shows a lower accumulation, but the difference is
rather a constant addition to the Soret coefficient, not a
sign inversion as argued for in [24]. Besides this offset, the
characteristic increase with Debye length according to the
capacitor model is found. As expected from Eq. (6), we find a
higher accumulation, i.e., lower Soret coefficients, for higher
PEG concentrations. The reduction in the Soret coefficient
caused by PEG is stronger for larger molecules, since the DNA
radius enters Eq. (6) [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]. The difference is
even larger, if we consider that without PEG the larger 50-mer
DNA has a higher Soret coefficient than the smaller 22-mer
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Thermophoresis of ssDNA and dsDNA with PEG in aqueous NaCl solutions. (a,b) Increased PEG concentration
leads to more negative Soret coefficients. In contrast to the study of Maeda [24] we find negative Soret coefficients, i.e., accumulation also
for ssDNA. We used covalently bound dyes for both dsDNA and ssDNA measurements, not intercalating dyes [24]. The spherical capacitor
model was fitted to the data with large Debye lengths. Circled data points were excluded from the fits since at low Debye length we suspect
deviations from sticking interactions to the measurement chamber or to PEG. (c) The sign change indicates no fundamental difference between
ssDNA and dsDNA, but is merely the result of differential contributions to the Soret coefficient as is shown by measurements under varied base
temperature. An empiric temperature dependence [31] was fitted to the data. The 50-mer was measured in 1 mM TRIS buffer at pH7.8, the
22-mer in 10 mM TRIS at pH7.5. TRIS was accounted for when titrating with NaCl. Measurements were conducted at 25 °C (a,b) and 10 mM
NaCl (c).
(Fig. 2). Similar to [24], we do find a stronger accumulation
for the 50-mer than for the 22-mer.
3. Discussion and Fitting
It was reported [24] that under crowding conditions, a
thermophilic behavior of DNA was not found for single
strands and only for double-stranded DNA, arguing that
the flexible ssDNA could slip through the pores of PEG
and show a distinct contrast to dsDNA sequences. We do
not find a sign change, but rather a constant shift in the
Soret coefficient between single- and double-stranded DNA.
Both single- and double-stranded 22-mers of DNA show a
thermophilic behavior in PEG. We were using the identical
covalent labeling for ssDNA and dsDNA in our experiments,
not relying on intercalating dyes for the dsDNA which
can show length and temperature-dependent binding for the
used short oligonucleotides. In addition, intercalating dyes
show a different temperature dependence which needs to
be subtracted to infer the Soret coefficient. Only at larger
temperatures, both molecules have the known tendency to
increase their Soret coefficient (see below), therefore showing
the typical thermophobic behavior for charged molecules. As
reported before [24], the depletion-based thermophilic effect
is enhanced for increasing PEG concentration levels.
Similar to the finding in pure buffer, we find an increase
of the Soret coefficient for decreasing salt concentrations
[Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)], given the fact that the effective Soret
coefficient introduced by [24] has an inverted sign character-
istic and has a positive sign for thermophilic thermophoresis
(Figs. 6 and 7 therein). This characteristic can fitted by a
capacitor model (Table I). This can be understood since
the PEG is uncharged and the Debye length should not be
affected. Interestingly, the fitted effective charges decrease
for increasing PEG concentration. It is known from both
electrophoresis and thermophoresis of single-stranded DNA
that the effective charge per base of the nucleotides decreases
for larger molecules [5]. We could speculate that the addition of
PEG could lead to a similar effect by increasing the interactions
of the single strands, therefore reducing their effective charge
in the crowded environment. For exceedingly large high salt
concentrations, the Soret coefficient increases, as indicated by
circles, which can be an artifact from the increased tendency
of DNA or RNA to stick to PEG or the capillary walls for
increased salinity.
We do not expect the DNA-PEG interaction to depend
on salt due to the lack of charges on the side of PEG.
Therefore the fit to the capacitor model was performed without
these outliers at small Debye lengths. The fit parameters are
given in Table I, showing an about twofold reduction of the
effective charge in the crowded environment. If we assume
that the hydrodynamic radius does not depend significantly
on the PEG and salt concentration, the fit yields about half of
the effective charge which is found in aqueous solutions. This
could mean that residual charge could enter the solution by the
introduction of PEG and thus lead in reality to a reduced Debye
length. Alternatively, a larger radius of the DNA would have
to be assumed, which is, however, in contradiction with the
crowding effect. The decrease of amplitude for the capacitor
model likely requires the influence of PEG which requires
additional contributions, more likely an added discussion of
diffusiophoresis.
As a side note, one should not discriminate too strictly
between positive and negative Soret coefficients. The sign is
merely reporting which components of the Soret coefficients
dominate. For example, when the base temperature of the ex-
periment is varied in Fig. 4(c), we find a change in the sign for
50-mer ssDNA in PEG. But similar temperature dependences
were measured before without PEG [5]. It is possible to fit the
empiric temperature-dependence equation [31],
ST = S∞T
[
1 − expT
∗ − T
T0
]
, (7)
to the data. It yielded S∞T = 0.052 ± 0.013 and 0.024 ±
0.017; T ∗ = 32.4 ± 2.7 and 73.8 ± 6; T0 = 35.4 ± 9.8
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and 46.0 ± 15.2 for the 3% and 6% PEG solutions,
respectively.
III. CONCLUSION
We have shown that single- and double-stranded DNA of
the same length behave surprisingly similarly in a temperature
gradient. We derived an analytical capacitor model for elon-
gated rods with arbitrary Debye lengths. The spherical and
rod-shaped capacitor model behave alike with respect to the
Debye length, as shown both theoretically and in experiment.
We reassessed the thermophoresis in the crowding agent PEG
for single- and double-stranded DNA [24], but now with
covalent markers. We cannot confirm a sign change between
single- and double-stranded DNA, but find an additive shift in
the Soret coefficient. Even for 3% and 6% PEG, we can fit the
salt dependence of DNA thermophoresis with the capacitor
model. With PEG, both single- and double-stranded DNA
accumulate to comparable extents.
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Quantitative thermophoretic 
study of disease-related protein 
aggregates
Manuel Wolff 1, Judith J. Mittag2, Therese W. Herling3, Erwin De Genst3, 
Christopher M. Dobson3, Tuomas P. J. Knowles3, Dieter Braun1 & Alexander K. Buell3,†
Amyloid fibrils are a hallmark of a range of neurodegenerative disorders, including Alzheimer’s and 
Parkinson’s diseases. A detailed understanding of the physico-chemical properties of the different 
aggregated forms of proteins, and of their interactions with other compounds of diagnostic or 
therapeutic interest, is crucial for devising effective strategies against such diseases. Protein aggregates 
are situated at the boundary between soluble and insoluble structures, and are challenging to study 
because classical biophysical techniques, such as scattering, spectroscopic and calorimetric methods, 
are not well adapted for their study. Here we present a detailed characterization of the thermophoretic 
behavior of different forms of the protein α-synuclein, whose aggregation is associated with 
Parkinson’s disease. Thermophoresis is the directed net diffusional flux of molecules and colloidal 
particles in a temperature gradient. Because of their low volume requirements and rapidity, analytical 
methods based on this effect have considerable potential for high throughput screening for drug 
discovery. In this paper we rationalize and describe in quantitative terms the thermophoretic behavior 
of monomeric, oligomeric and fibrillar forms of α-synuclein. Furthermore, we demonstrate that 
microscale thermophoresis (MST) is a valuable method for screening for ligands and binding partners of 
even such highly challenging samples as supramolecular protein aggregates.
Protein aggregation into highly ordered, insoluble amyloid fibrils and their oligomeric precursors is a hallmark of 
a range of disorders, many of them neurodegenerative in nature, such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases1. In 
the latter condition, intracellular amyloid deposits, known as Lewy bodies, of the intrinsically disordered protein 
α-synuclein form a major characteristic of the pathology2. To date, no cure for this disease exists, a consequence 
at least in part of the lack of fundamental understanding of the mechanism of aggregation and its associated tox-
icity, as well as the incomplete characterization of the interactions between aggregates of α-synuclein and other 
compounds, including small molecules and proteins.
Such interactions are important for both diagnostic (e.g. for positron emission tomography3) and therapeutic 
purposes (e.g. for targeted aggregation inhibitors4). In this context there is an urgent need for experimental tech-
niques that can be used for high throughput screening to identify such compounds. Standard techniques, such as 
isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)5 or surface plasmon resonance (SPR)6 can provide important information, 
but suffer from a number of limitations, including high levels of sample consumption (ITC), potential surface 
artifacts (SPR) and high sensitivity to solution conditions (both ITC and SPR).
Analytical methods based on thermophoresis have recently been introduced as alternatives to these estab-
lished methods for the measurement of binding interactions of biomolecular compounds7,8. Thermophoresis, 
also known as the Soret effect9, corresponds to the directed net diffusional flux of particles under the influence of 
a temperature gradient. If the temperature gradient is stationary, the molecular concentration eventually reaches 
a steady state through the simultaneous and opposite effects of thermal diffusion (with coefficient DT) and stand-
ard (Fick) diffusion (with coefficient D). The phenomenon of thermophoresis was first described in the 19th 
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century9,10 and has recently seen a surge in attention, due to its many potential biophysical applications11 and even 
possible role in the origins of life12.
In a thermophoretic experiment, the concentration of thermally diffusing particles or molecules, c, can be 
described by a combination of local equilibrium and non-equilibrium effects, and follows an exponential distri-
bution: = − −   c x c x S T x T x( )/ ( ) exp( ( ( ) ( ))T0 0 0 0 13, where ST = DT/D is the Soret coefficient. Through the crea-
tion of well-defined temperature gradients and the subsequent measurement of concentration distributions at 
steady state, the intrinsic propensities of particles to exhibit thermophoresis can be determined. Temperature 
gradients can be created through Joule heating14, the generation of a hot reservoir15 or by absorption of infrared 
(IR) laser radiation (Fig. 1c)16, and the concentration profiles of the species undergoing thermophoresis can be 
mapped via measurements of variations in refractive index17, light scattering18 or fluorescence intensity16, pro-
vided that the species are suitably labeled or show intrinsic fluorescence11.
The increasing recognition of the potential importance of thermophoresis for the characterization of bio-
molecular binding equilibria is paralleled by extensive fundamental research activity on the thermophoretic 
properties of polymeric and colloidal systems16,19–21, as well as solvent mixtures22. Despite the current lack of an 
overarching theory of thermophoresis of different systems, interesting trends have been observed in a variety 
of systems. For nonionic polymers a saturation of the thermal diffusion coefficient after several Kuhn segments 
has been found in a large set of nonpolar solvents23 as well as in water20,24. Nevertheless, no general tendency of 
increasing or decreasing Soret coefficient with size for uncharged polymers has been observed20,25 and theoretical 
models are still under debate26,27. For charged polymers, substantial progress has been made in the understanding 
of ionic effects in recent years. Thermal gradients lead to the development of concentration gradients for the ionic 
species28, which contribute to the movement of charged polymers by the build-up of electric fields16,29 and diffu-
siophoresis30. Furthermore, thermal gradients also introduce contributions to the Soret coefficient which arise 
from the change in free energy of the Debye layer associated with the temperature change31 and can be described 
by considering local equilibrium13. These models have been successfully tested for spherical particles by variation 
of ionic strength16,32,33 and extended to elongated structures, such as viruses34 and DNA35. The Soret coefficients 
of proteins and various other charged polymers have also been found to increase with temperature in a manner 
that is described by an empirical formula17. Although fundamental research into the origin of this temperature 
dependence is ongoing, the Soret effect has already been exploited for particle separation15 and the detection of 
phase transitions36.
Figure 1. Quantitative thermophoresis of proteins. AFM images of oligomeric (a) and fibrillar (b) forms of 
the protein α-synuclein, associated with Parkinson’s disease. The oligomers have an average diameter of 15 nm 
in solution, as determined by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy. (c) An initially homogeneous solution, 
or a suspension of a protein species, here illustrated with fibrillar aggregates, is subjected to localized heating 
by an IR-laser inside a borosilicate capillary, which leads to directed movement of molecules and complexes 
along the temperature gradient, until a steady state is established. (d) The radially averaged temperature 
profile (typically established within less than a second after turning on the laser), and the concentration profile 
(usually established within seconds to minutes) are illustrated schematically at steady state. A schematic fibril is 
displayed undergoing positive thermophoresis, i.e. migrating away from the heated spot.
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The binding of a ligand to a biomolecule can in many cases induce a change in thermophoretic behavior that 
is sufficiently large to be detected, and hence a binding curve can be obtained through measurements of a dilution 
series of one of the binding partners. It has been shown, for example, that binding constants for protein-ligand 
interactions can be obtained rapidly in this way, even under the most challenging solution conditions and using 
only minute quantities of sample8.
Despite the increasing attention being focused on such effects and the great potential of thermophoresis for 
high throughput screening, it is not yet possible to predict from first principles the value of the Soret coefficient 
of any protein under a given set of conditions, or even the sign and magnitude of a change in the Soret coefficient 
induced by the binding of a ligand. Indeed, very few studies have so far addressed the problem of quantitative 
measurements of the thermophoresis of proteins17 or protein assemblies37. The aim of the studies described here 
is to advance our fundamental understanding of protein thermophoresis through the study of distinct forms of 
the protein α-synuclein. We have chosen this protein because of its relevance to Parkinson’s disease, as well as its 
well-established ability to form different types of stable aggregates, such as oligomeric structures38 and mature 
amyloid fibrils39. In addition, the monomeric protein is kinetically highly stable in bulk solution, and in the 
absence of catalytic surfaces it does not aggregate at a detectable rate even at high concentrations40,41, facilitat-
ing its study by biophysical techniques. Therefore, α-synuclein represents an excellent system through which to 
study the influence of the size and nature of protein assemblies on their thermophoretic behavior. In particular, 
we have used a combination of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS)42 and microfluidic free flow electro-
phoresis43, along with measurements of the Soret coefficients of fluorescently labeled monomeric and aggregated 
α-synuclein to examine the importance of electrostatic effects in protein thermophoresis. We find that while 
the different aggregated species cannot be discriminated based on their electrophoretic mobilities, they exhibit 
very distinct thermophoretic mobilities. In addition, we show that the binding of a high affinity single domain 
antibody (nanobody) as well as of a natural small molecule, epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG44,45) to α-synuclein 
aggregates can be probed by exploiting changes in thermophoretic behavior upon binding. These results establish 
thermophoresis as a useful method for binding studies to a highly challenging class of target structures.
Results
Thermophoresis of protein structures is size-dependent.  We have produced fluorescently labeled 
monomeric, oligomeric and fibrillar α-synuclein (see supplementary section 2 for detailed protocols) and char-
acterized these different species by atomic force microscopy (AFM, Fig. 1) and FCS (supplementary section 5). 
For the aggregated forms of the protein, we used a minimally invasive labeling strategy, in which only a small 
fraction of the protein molecules within each aggregate is labeled. We then measured the Soret coefficients, ST, of 
these three distinct and well-defined forms of α-synuclein at low ionic strength (1 mM Tris buffer) as a function 
of temperature (Fig. 2a), using a thermophoresis setup with laser heating and a camera16 (see supplementary 
Figure 2. Thermophoretic characterization of three distinct α-synuclein species. (a) The Soret coefficients, 
ST, of monomeric, oligomeric and fibrillar α-synuclein (in 1 mM Tris buffer at pH 7.4) as a function of 
temperature, showing their strong size-dependence. Inset: The thermal diffusion coefficient, DT = DST, as a 
function of temperature. (b) Fit of the temperature dependence of ST of α-synuclein monomers (blue) and 
oligomers (green) at different concentrations of added NaCl. The data are globally fitted to a model that 
includes the electrostatic effects relevant for thermophoresis and where the effective charges of the species and 
the Soret coefficient of the Tris ion are the only free parameters. (c) The charges determined from the fits in 
(b) compared with the charges determined from an analysis of the electrophoretic mobilities (supplementary 
section 6). For the monomer, the charge expected from the amino acid composition is also plotted. Inset: The 
free flow electrophoretic mobilities43 of fluorescently labeled monomeric, oligomeric and fibrillar α-synuclein 
(in 5 mM Tris buffer pH 7.4) are plotted against their diffusion coefficients (from FCS measurements42, and 
supplementary section 5).
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section 4) to record the time evolution and steady-state distribution of the concentration of fluorescently labeled 
protein aggregates. In these experiments unlabeled protein molecules and aggregates are invisible. The absolute 
magnitude of ST was found to increase with the size of the α-synuclein structure (Fig. 2a). A size dependence of 
the Soret coefficient has been observed previously13,21,46, but the question of whether or not the thermal diffusion 
coefficient DT = DST also depends on size has been controversial, although most results point towards the size 
independence of DT for simple colloid systems24,46. We find here that while monomeric and oligomeric forms of 
α-synuclein have very similar thermal diffusion coefficients, DT is markedly smaller for the fibrillar form of the 
protein (Inset to Fig. 2a). In order to investigate the origin of the size dependence of ST in more detail, therefore, 
we have performed experiments under a range of different solution conditions.
The thermophoresis of proteins is dominated by electrostatic effects.  We first explored the effects 
of variations in ionic strength on the thermophoretic behavior of the various proteinacious species studied here, 
as significant effects have been observed previously for DNA16. The magnitude of the Soret coefficient decreases 
when the ionic strength is increased for monomeric and oligomeric α-synuclein species (Fig. 2b). The absolute 
change in ST for a given variation in ionic strength is, however, observed to depend on the size and charge of the 
α-synuclein species, with a more pronounced dependence being observed for the oligomers. Similar experiments 
for fibrillar α-synuclein were not pursued because an increase in ionic strength can induce higher order assembly 
of fibrils, as reported previously39, making an accurate determination of the absolute Soret coefficient difficult.
We have recently presented a theoretical description that for DNA quantitatively captures the various elec-
trostatic effects important in thermophoresis, such as the capacitor effect and the Seebeck effect16 and (see sup-
plementary section 7). The most important parameters in this model are the size, charge and electrophoretic 
mobility of the macromolecule under investigation. We have here been able to determine all of these parameters 
independently for the three distinct types of α-synuclein species (inset to Fig. 2c) by using FCS42 to measure the 
standard (Fick) diffusion coefficients (supplementary section 5); the latter can be used to determine the dimen-
sions of the structures. Assuming spherical geometry38, we obtain hydrodynamic diameters of 5.6 nm and 15 nm 
for the monomeric and oligomeric α-synuclein, respectively. In addition, the (sonicated) fibril length distribu-
tions were characterized in detail by AFM and we found an average length of ~200 nm and a diameter of ~8 nm. 
Furthermore, we used microfluidic free flow electrophoresis43 and (supplementary section 6) to determine the 
electrophoretic mobility of each species (inset to Fig. 2c). We have fitted the data to a model that takes both the 
capacitor and Seebeck effects into account (supplementary section 7), allowing us to decompose the Soret coef-
ficient into charge-dependent effects and non-ionic contributions. The fits yield an effective charge that appears 
to be responsible for the strong dependence of the thermophoresis on the ionic strength of the solution. We can 
also estimate the charges of the distinct α-synuclein species from their electrophoretic mobilities. To that end, the 
monomeric and oligomeric forms of α-synuclein were approximated as spheres and the fibrils as rods, enabling 
us to use the theoretical framework already developed for colloids47, yielding charges of − 10.9 e for the monomer, 
− 50.4 e for the oligomer and a value in the range from − 200 e to − 300 e for the fibrils (supplementary section 
6). The value for the monomer is in good agreement with that calculated from the amino acid composition at 
this pH (− 9.1 e) in addition to the charges carried by the fluorescent label (− 4 e). It is interesting to see that 
the oligomers, despite being composed of ca. 30 monomers on average38, have a net charge only about 5 times 
higher than that of the monomer. This difference between expected and determined charge, which is even more 
pronounced for fibrillar α-synuclein, can be explained through a shift of the pKa values of the ionizable residues 
in the aggregates with respect to the monomeric state, as well as the absorption and incorporation of counter ions 
into the oligomers and fibrils48. The values of the effective charges (see Fig. 2c for an overview) of the α-synuclein 
monomers and oligomers calculated from the thermophoretic data (− 6.9 e and − 29.2 e) are significantly smaller 
than those resulting from the fits to the electrophoretic mobilities (− 10.9 e and − 50.4 e). Due to the lack of exper-
imental data on the ionic strength dependence of the ST values of the fibrils, we cannot estimate the thermopho-
retic charge of the fibrils. Since studies that directly compare effective charges determined from electrophoretic 
and thermophoretic measurements are rare30,33, the data shown here provide an important benchmark through 
which to improve the theoretical descriptions of both electrophoretic and thermophoretic phenomena of complex 
biomolecular structures such as protein molecules and supramolecular protein aggregates. Note that the Soret 
coefficient of the positively charged Tris ion was determined from a global fit to the ionic strength dependence of 
the thermophoresis of monomeric and oligomeric α-synuclein to be 0.0031/K, and the value obtained is at least 
comparable in magnitude to the one of the sodium ion with 0.00469/K16,49.
We next tested whether or not the presence of an excess of unlabeled monomeric α-synuclein leads to a 
change in the thermophoresis of the fluorescently labeled monomeric, oligomeric and fibrillar α-synuclein 
(Fig. 3). We find that the thermophoresis of both labeled monomeric and oligomeric α-synuclein is decreased 
by the presence of an excess (70 μM) of unlabeled monomeric α-synuclein (Fig. 3a). Furthermore, we find that 
the Soret coefficient of fibrillar α-synuclein at 20 °C in the presence of 40 μM unlabeled monomeric α-synuclein 
shows also a decreased value compared to the sample without added monomeric protein (Fig. 3b). Under these 
conditions of low ionic strength and relatively low temperature, the rate of incorporation of monomeric protein 
into the amyloid fibrils is negligibly slow39. However, when we heat the samples for 20 min to 70 °C, and again 
determine the Soret coefficient (Fig. 3b), we find that ST has significantly increased for the sample with the added 
monomer, whereas the increase is smaller for the sample without any added monomer. Analysis of the length 
distributions of the amyloid fibrils before and after the incubation at 70 °C illustrates that the fibrils have increased 
in length due to monomer incorporation (Fig. 3c). As the temperature is increased, the structural rearrangements 
and/or desolvation necessary for the incorporation reaction of the α-synuclein monomers into the fibrils are 
significantly accelerated39,50.
These results suggest that the presence of unlabeled monomeric α-synuclein does indeed affect the thermo-
phoresis of monomeric and aggregated α-synuclein. In order to elucidate the physical origin of this effect, we have 
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computed the predicted decrease in Soret coefficient due to the additional Seebeck and capacitor effects caused by 
the presence of the unlabeled monomer, treating the latter as an additional salt species with the Soret coefficient 
and charge as determined above for labeled monomer (mean value over the examined temperature range: 
= .S 0 031/KT
mon ). The predictions are shown in Fig. 3a as solid lines and show that the decrease in Soret coeffi-
cient induced by the presence of the unlabeled monomer can be quantitatively described by treating the unlabeled 
α-synuclein monomer as a dissolved electrolyte. It is surprising that this simple approximation yields a relatively 
good description of the observed behavior, given the limited validity of Debye Hückel theory when treating highly 
charged macromolecules, such as the α-synuclein monomers, as counterions in the capacitor effect. Indeed, the 
Debye length at the ionic strength that can be formally attributed to the presence of the 70 μM unlabeled 
α-synuclein (ca. 5 nm) is much shorter than the average distance between the protein molecules at this concen-
tration (ca. 30 nm). Nevertheless, based on the agreement between the experiments and the modeling, the 
decrease in Soret coefficient of the three α-synuclein species in the presence of an excess of unlabeled monomeric 
α-synuclein appears to be caused, at least in part, by the electrostatic effects exerted by the latter on the former. In 
the case of labeled α-synuclein monomer, the addition of unlabeled monomer is of course equivalent to an 
increase in the total concentration of the protein, and it has been reported previously that an increase in concen-
tration of a charged species decreases the Soret coefficient16. Since the concentration of unlabeled monomer is far 
below the overlap concentration (~0.01 Mol/l), effects of the added species upon viscosity are expected to play a 
minor role here. Furthermore, even at higher viscosities, the steady state distributions of molecules in a tempera-
ture gradient are not necessarily affected, due to the dependence of both D and DT on viscosity23, which can lead 
to viscosity independent Soret coefficients ST. Therefore the results of our particular experimental design where 
only part of the protein molecules are visible allow us to conclude that the effect of an increase in concentration 
on thermophoresis can be understood in the general framework of electrostatic interactions in the dilute regime.
Measurement of ligand binding constants to monomeric and aggregated α-synuclein. Having 
established the general principles governing the thermophoresis of protein aggregates, we proceeded to investi-
gate the application of this technique for ligand screening and characterization of the binding of ligands to the 
aggregates. For this purpose, we investigated the effects of the binding of a single domain camelid antibody (nano-
body), which has been shown to bind to the disordered C-terminal region of α-synuclein5, on the thermophoresis 
of different α-synuclein species. We first determined the ST values of monomeric and oligomeric α-synuclein in 
the presence of a saturating concentration of the nanobody (Fig. 4a) and found that in both cases the bound state 
displays a reduced thermophoretic effect. The nanobody is positively charged at neutral pH (+ 1.5 e), and there-
fore the net global charge of the protein-nanobody complex is lower than that of the protein alone. If the observed 
decreases in Soret coefficient are attributed solely to decreases in charge, it would correspond to a change in 
charge of + 2.7 e for the monomer and + 7.0 e for the oligomer (compare solid lines in Fig. 4a). Therefore, at least 
for the monomer, which is known to bind with a stoichiometry of 1:1 to the nanobody, the observed effect appears 
larger than expected purely on electrostatic grounds. One reason for this enhanced effect might be the change in 
overall size and hydrophobicity51 associated with the binding of the nanobody. For the oligomers, the value of the 
reduced charge suggests a stoichiometry much larger than 1:1, which is consistent with the fact that the oligomers 
consist on average of 30 monomers. However, due to lack of detailed structural information for the oligomer, 
and hence the accessibility of the binding epitopes, it is difficult to estimate the stoichiometry. We were unable 
to perform similar experiments with fibrillar α-synuclein, as the charge reduction associated with the binding of 
Figure 3. The effect of unlabeled (and hence invisible) monomeric α-synuclein on the thermophoresis of 
the distinct α-synuclein species. (a) Temperature dependence of ST for labeled monomeric and oligomeric 
α-synuclein in the presence and absence of a high background concentration (70 μM) of unlabeled monomeric 
α-synuclein in 1 mM Tris buffer pH 7.4. The solid lines are predictions if the unlabeled monomer is treated as an 
ionic species within the theoretical thermophoretic model used here (see main text and supplementary section 7). 
(b) The Soret coefficient of fibrillar α-synuclein at 20 °C, in the presence and absence of 40 μM unlabeled 
monomeric α-synuclein, before and after a 20 min period of heating to 70 °C. (c) Length distributions of the  
α-synuclein fibrils with added unlabeled monomer before and after 20 min heating to 70 °C.
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the nanobody led to almost instantaneous formation of macroscopic assemblies of fibrils, that rendered accurate 
determination of the Soret coefficient impossible.
Based on the observed change in Soret coefficient upon nanobody binding, however, we tested if the binding 
constant of the nanobody to both monomeric and oligomeric α-synuclein could be measured by using a sim-
plified thermophoresis setup that monitors the time evolution of the total fluorescence intensity in the area of 
elevated temperature, rather than the full spatial distribution as in the setup used for the determination of the 
Soret coefficients (integrated vs. spatially resolved approach, see supplementary section 4). In Fig. 4b, we show the 
corresponding binding curves from the integrated measurements. We obtain binding affinities of the nanobody 
to monomeric α-synuclein that are in excellent agreement with a previously determined value, obtained from 
ITC measurements (124 ± 35 nM vs. 130 ± 23 nM5). The binding affinity to the oligomers (234 ± 49 nM) had not 
previously been reported, partly due to the challenge of obtaining sufficient quantities of pure oligomers, which 
we have been able to overcome by exploiting the low sample requirements of thermophoresis. Interestingly, the 
thermophoresis values of the oligomer-nanobody system in the fully bound state do not reach a stable plateau, 
but rather decrease linearly. This effect could be caused by the electrostatic influence of the excess free nanobody 
on the thermophoresis of the oligomer-nanobody complex. In general, electrostatic effects of free ligand mole-
cules might in this way be able to distort binding curves of charged molecules determined by thermophoresis, if 
the affinity is sufficiently low such that high ligand concentrations need to be employed. However, in the present 
case, we do not expect a significant influence on the Kd value, due to the small net charge of the nanobody and 
the relatively high affinity.
We then investigated the binding of the small molecule epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG), one of the main con-
stituents of green tea, to α-synuclein aggregates. This molecule has been reported to bind to various species on the 
aggregation pathway of α-synuclein and even to remodel mature amyloid fibrils44. We again first probed whether 
or not the binding to fibrillar and oligomeric α-synuclein manifests itself in a change in Soret coefficient. Despite 
the fact that EGCG is not charged, we measured a decrease in Soret coefficient upon its binding to both oligomeric 
and fibrillar α-synuclein (Fig. 5a). The global charge of the aggregates is not expected to change upon binding; 
indeed, the electrophoretic mobilities of the oligomers and fibrils of α-synuclein are very similar with and without 
bound EGCG (see inset of Fig. 5a). Therefore it is likely that changes in the overall protein-solvent interactions 
are responsible for the observed change in ST. Indeed, it has been proposed that thermophoresis represents a 
way of probing interactions of particles and molecules with the solvent32. Such a proposition is rendered plausi-
ble by a significant, temperature-dependent non-electrostatic contribution to ST (see supplementary section 7) 
that we were able to determine by subtracting the electrostatic contributions from the overall value of ST.
Furthermore, as in the case of the nanobody, the binding constant of EGCG to oligomeric and fibrillar 
α-synuclein can be determined by using the rapid and straightforward integrated approach (Fig. 5b). In these 
experiments, we found that the ratio of labeled to unlabeled protein within the aggregates is an important exper-
imental parameter, in particular in the case of a compound that is able to influence the fluorescence intensity 
of the label upon binding, such as EGCG. In addition, if the ratio of the labeled to the unlabeled protein is 
too high, the surface properties, and hence the binding behavior of α-synuclein aggregates can change signifi-
cantly as compared to a completely unlabeled structure (supplementary section 4). Using an optimized ratio of 
labeled to unlabeled protein of ~0.02–0.03 for both aggregate species, we determined the binding constant of 
EGCG to α-synuclein amyloid fibrils and oligomers under these conditions to be 2.5 ± 0.4 μM and 4.3 ± 0.8 μM, 
Figure 4. Measurements of the effects of the binding of an antibody on the different α-synuclein species. 
(a) Temperature dependence of ST for monomeric and oligomeric α-synuclein in the presence and absence of 
the single domain camelid antibody (nanobody) Nb Syn2 (structure of Nb Syn2 with coordinates taken from 
PDB 2X6M53). The solid lines are fits that allow the determination of the reduction in effective charge due to the 
binding of the nanobody. (b) Binding curves of Nb Syn2 to monomeric and oligomeric α-synuclein obtained 
with a thermophoresis setup that monitored the time course of the fluorescence intensity at the position of 
heating. Each data set combines the results from three independent experiments. The data for the monomer 
were shifted up by 40‰ for better clarity.
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respectively. The affinity for the fibrils is approximately one order of magnitude lower than the value reported 
previously under conditions of higher ionic strength44, whereas the affinity of EGCG for oligomers has not previ-
ously been measured. It has, however, been reported that EGCG can induce structural changes in amyloid fibrils 
and other protein aggregates44, and such a substantial structural rearrangement can be expected to affect the 
thermophoretic behavior, complicating the determination of binding constants. In order to test whether or not 
such effects occurred during our binding studies, we incubated oligomeric and fibrillar α-synuclein for 12 h in 
the presence of 100 μM EGCG followed by AFM imaging, to allow for sufficient time for even slow remodeling 
processes to take place. The resulting images are shown as insets in Fig. 5b and reveal no noticeable change in 
morphology compared to freshly prepared oligomers and fibrils (compare with Fig. 1c,d), suggesting that under 
the conditions employed here, no significant remodeling of fibrils and oligomers is induced by EGCG.
Discussion
We describe in this paper the results of a comprehensive experimental approach that has allowed substantial 
progress to be made towards a quantitative understanding of the thermophoresis of monomeric and aggregated 
forms of proteins. The approach consists of a combination of precise control of sample preparation (solution 
conditions, labeling position and density), independent and quantitative measurements of size, electrophoretic 
mobility and thermophoretic mobility, as well as theoretical modeling. With this strategy, we have shown that 
electrostatic effects, in particular electrophoresis in the field created by the temperature-induced ion gradient 
(‘Seebeck effect’), as well as the temperature dependence of the ion cloud extension and its associated electro-
static energy (‘capacitor effect’) (supplementary section 7 and for details of the modeling process)16, are impor-
tant factors in the thermophoresis of proteins and protein aggregates. These conclusions are consistent with 
those reported previously for nucleic acids16,32, and therefore suggest that there may be universal principles that 
govern the thermophoresis of charged macromolecules. Such a general understanding of the well-established 
physico-chemical phenomenon of thermophoresis represents an important step in the further development of 
this technique as an experimental strategy for characterizing biomolecular interactions.
We were able to combine the advances made using custom built research tools, which allow for the charac-
terization of a range of well-defined physical properties (diffusion coefficient, electrophoretic mobility and Soret 
coefficient), with the ease of use of a simplified thermophoresis setup that can be applied in a straightforward 
manner for the determination of binding constants. This dual strategy has allowed us to exploit the precise control 
of sample preparation for the detection and characterization of the binding of a range of ligands (small molecules 
and macromolecules) to different types of disease-related protein aggregates. Indeed, we were able to investi-
gate structures ranging from soluble monomeric protein molecules to oligomeric structures and mature amyloid 
fibrils. Because of the importance of electrostatic effects in defining the magnitude of the observed thermopho-
retic effect, these results show that thermophoresis is very well suited for the study of binding events that lead to 
a change in charge.
Even in cases where there is no change in global charge, however, we found that thermophoresis allowed for 
detection of binding events, due to the additional dependence on parameters such as size and interaction with the 
solvent. Indeed, we observed that protein aggregates that are very different in size and structure, but which display 
a very similar electrophoretic mobility, such as oligomeric and fibrillar α-synuclein, show a marked difference 
Figure 5. Measurement of binding of EGCG (structure shown in a) to α-synuclein aggregates. (a) Measurements 
of the Soret coefficients of oligomeric and fibrillar α-synuclein in the presence and absence of 100 μM EGCG. In 
contrast to thermophoresis, the electrophoretic mobilities remain virtually unchanged in the presence of EGCG (see 
inset). (b) Binding constants for the interactions of EGCG with oligomeric and fibrillar α-synuclein were measured 
using the integrated thermophoresis approach. Each data set is an average of three independent experiments. The 
insets show AFM images (image sizes are 1 μm × 1 μm) taken after incubation of oligomers and fibrils for 12 h with 
100 μM EGCG. No morphological changes could be detected (compare with Fig. 1a,b).
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in thermophoretic mobility. Furthermore, the binding of a ligand that does not lead to a change in global charge 
and electrophoretic mobility, such as of the compound EGCG, to oligomeric and fibrillar α-synuclein leads to a 
detectable change in thermophoretic behavior. It has recently been shown in this regard that the binding of EGCG 
to α-synuclein oligomers changes their surface properties significantly, and renders them less disruptive to lipid 
membranes45. The thermophoretic response to changes in surface hydrophobicity reflects the physical complexity 
of systems with non-uniform temperature that leads to a potentially greater discriminatory power compared to 
other separation techniques based only on size or electrophoretic mobility.
Conclusions
The results of this study have contributed significantly to the rationalization of the size and charge-dependence 
of protein thermophoresis, and therefore have significantly advanced our fundamental understanding of this 
phenomenon and enabled a general strategy to be outlined that would deepen this understanding further in the 
future. This strategy consists of specifically designed sample preparation and labeling strategies, combined with 
state-of-the-art thermophoretic, electrophoretic and size measurements of the structures under study and theo-
retical analysis and modeling of the physico-chemical factors that determine thermophoresis. We have been able 
to show that species such as oligomeric and fibrillar protein aggregates show very similar electrophoretic, but very 
distinct thermophoretic behavior.
Equally importantly, we have also established the possibility of using thermophoresis for the screening and 
characterization of ligand binding to disease-related protein aggregates. Despite the fact that microscale thermo-
phoresis is in the process of becoming a well-established experimental technique for protein-ligand binding 
affinity measurements, it has not previously been reported for the study of ligand binding to supramolecular 
aggregates, such as amyloid fibrils. Due to their polymeric nature these types of samples are substantially more 
challenging to handle than most soluble monomeric proteins and we present here a comprehensive protocol for 
the use of microscale thermophoresis for amyloid-ligand binding assays. The possibility of characterizing novel 
types of ligands that bind to protein aggregates, both small and large molecules, at high throughput and using 
minute sample quantities is a highly valuable addition to the experimental toolbox available for the develop-
ment of diagnostic and therapeutic strategies against protein misfolding diseases. In particular, we would like to 
emphasize that oligomeric structures, which have been highlighted as the most toxic species on the aggregation 
pathway52, often occur only at low concentration and with short lifetimes and hence experimental methods that 
are rapid and require only small amounts of sample are vital for their study.
Materials and Methods
Detailed protocols for sample preparation and for the measurements of diffusion coefficients, electrophoretic 
mobilities, Soret coefficients and binding curves can be found in the supplementary materials.
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1 Chemicals and reagents
Thioflavin-T (ThT), Epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG), NaCl, Na2HPO4, NaH2PO4, PBS tablets and Tris-HCl were
purchased from Sigma Aldrich. BCECF, Alexa Fluor R© 568 C5 maleimide and Alexa Fluor R© 647 C2 maleimide were
purchased from Life Technologies Ltd (Paisley, UK).
2 Preparation of protein samples and protein labeling
2.1 Monomeric unlabeled and labeled α-synuclein
Wild type α-synuclein (α-syn) was recombinantly expressed and purified as reported previously [1]. After the last
step of the purification protocol, the protein solution (in 20 mM phosphate buffer) was divided into aliquots of 500-
1000 µl at concentrations between 200 and 300 µM, flash frozen with liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 ◦C. When the
monomeric protein was required in a different buffer, it was dialysed for 24 h against a thousandfold larger volume
of the required buffer. For the fluorescent labeling, we used the N122C variant [2], in order to be able to attach the
fluorescent label. This variant was expressed and purified similarly to the wild type protein, except that the lysis buffer
and all subsequent buffers contained 1 mM EDTA and 1 mM DTT. For the labeling, ca. 0.2 µmol of N122C variant
α-syn in 500 µl buffer was injected into a Superdex 200 Increase 10/300 GL gel filtration column (GE Healthcare,
Little Chalfont, UK) that had been incubated with labeling buffer (Tris or phosphate buffer at ∼pH 7, 5-20 mM).
The fluorescent dyes (maleimide derivatives) were dissolved at 10 mg/ml in DMSO or DMF and 100 µl of this stock
solution were added to the combined protein fractions immediately after elution. The protein was left to react with
the label for 1 h at room temperature and afterwards for 12 h at 4 ◦C. Then the solution was concentrated to 500 µl
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using Amicon centrifugal concentrators with 3 kDa MW cut-off (Millipore, Watford, UK) and injected into a Superdex
200 Increase 10/300 GL gel filtration column that had been incubated with the buffer the protein was required in,
i.e. 20 mM PB buffer pH 6.5 or 5 mM Tris buffer pH 7.4. The most concentrated fractions of the labeled protein
were combined and divided into aliquots of 25 µl. The aliquots were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at
-80 ◦C until use. Labeling efficiency was evaluated with mass spectrometry (Figure 1 a) and the protein concentration
was determined using amino acid analysis (both services provided by PNAC facility, Department of Biochemistry,
University of Cambridge). We also kept some of the fractions of free dye label for control experiments (see below).
The single chain camelid antibody NbSyn2 was expressed and purified as described in [3].
2.2 Preparation of labeled α-synuclein oligomers
The preparation of stable α-synuclein oligomers is similar to the protocol described in detail in [4]. In short, monomeric
α-synuclein is dialysed for 1-3 days against pure water. The solution is then freeze-dried and the lyophilized protein
is stored at -80 ◦C until use. For oligomer formation, the dry protein is dissolved in phosphate buffer saline (PBS) at
concentrations between 600 and 800 µM and incubated at 37 ◦C for several hours (10-20 h) under quiescent conditions.
In most cases, the protein solution had not visibly aggregated/gelled despite the high protein concentration after this
incubation period. It has been shown that quiescent α-synuclein solutions in the absence of pre-formed seeds [5] and
of other aggregation stimulating conditions, such as lipid bilayers [6] aggregate only very slowly, due to the fact that
the fibril nucleation is a heterogeneous process that requires catalytic interfaces, such as the air-water interface [7].
500 µl of the protein solution are then injected into a Superdex 200 Increase 10/300 GL gel filtration column, which
had been incubated with 5 mM Tris buffer. The protein is eluted at 0.5 ml/min and the oligomers elute as a small
peak of ca. 0.75 ml volume after ca. 20 min, followed by a largely dominant monomer peak (Figure 1 b).
In order to produce fluorescently labeled oligomers, we reasoned that it would be best to minimize the labeling
density; the lowest possible label density corresponds to one dye molecule per oligomer. Using various light scattering
techniques, we have in previous work determined these stable α-synuclein oligomers to consist of ∼30 monomers on
average [4]. Therefore, we used ratios of unlabeled to labeled protein of 30 or higher. Figure 1 b shows an example of
a chromatogram illustrating the relative populations of oligomers and monomers and giving an idea about the labeling
density.
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Figure 1: a) Mass spectrum of α-synculein N122C labeled with Alexa Fluor R© 647, showing the essentially quantitative
labeling. b) Example of a size exclusion chromatogram of a mixture of labeled (with Alexa Fluor R© 647) and unlabeled
α-synuclein, treated according to the protocol described above. The small peak to the left of the large monomer peak
corresponds to the oligomers (red: absorption at 647 nm; blue absorption at 280 nm). Fractions 22 and 23 were
combined and used as the oligomeric species. It can be seen that the labeled and unlabeled monomers have slightly
different retention times. Also, the relative absorptions at 280 and 647 nm are comparable for the monomer and
oligomer peaks, suggesting that the labeled monomer is incorporated statistically into the oligomers and that therefore
the labeling density of the oligomers corresponds to the initial proportion of labeled monomer.
Our attempts to label the oligomers proved insightful regarding their mechanism of formation. Adding the labeled
protein at different points in the oligomer formation protocol led to very different incorporation efficiencies. When
the labeled protein was added after the freeze-dried unlabeled protein had been dissolved in PBS, virtually no labeled
oligomers were obtained. Furthermore, the duration of the incubation had very little effect on the labeling yield.
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However, the best incorporation efficiency (equal to the ratio of added labeled protein) was achieved when labeled
and unlabeled protein were mixed before the dialysis against water. These findings strongly suggest that these stable
α-synuclein oligomers form during the process of dialysis and/or lyophilisation and are therefore possibly not directly
connected with the molecular pathway that leads to the formation of amyloid fibrils; we have drawn similar conclusions
in the past based on kinetic experiments with these oligomers [4].
After gel filtration, the most concentrated oligomer fractions were combined (typically ∼500 µl) and concentrated to
about ten times the eluted concentration, using Amicon centrifugal concentrators with 3 kDa MW cut-off (see above).
For the measurements of the Soret coefficients, we required the oligomers in 1 mM Tris buffer. In those cases we
diluted the concentrated oligomers 1:4 into water and re-concentrated them to the desired final concentration. Once
the oligomers were purified and concentrated, they were stable and could be used for several days, as confirmed by
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (see below).
2.3 Preparation of labeled α-synuclein fibrils
Fibrils with varying labeling densities were prepared by seeding a mixture of labeled and unlabeled protein with small
percentages (5% or less) of unlabeled fibrils prepared at pH 6.5 and sonicated to create short seeds as described in [5].
For the accurate measurements of ST , the seeds were incubated with the monomeric fractions (either directly as eluted
or concentrated) from the oligomer purification experiments, yielding the same range of labeling densities as for the
oligomers (≤ 1:30). Under the conditions of low ionic strength (5 mM Tris buffer, pH 7.4) under which the oligomers
were purified, the growth of the seed fibrils is relatively slow, due to electrostatic repulsion between the monomer and
the fibril end [8]. Therefore we incubated the seeded protein solution at elevated temperature (50 ◦C) for 2-3 days
under heavy stirring with a magnetic stirrer. We verified by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS, see below) that
the monomer content of these fibril samples was below 20%. Under those conditions of very low ionic strength, that
have to our knowledge not been studied in detail before, α-synuclein appears to have a relatively high concentration
of free monomer at equilibrium, presumably because the free energy of aggregation has an unfavorable electrostatic
component [9] that contributes more strongly at lower ionic strength. The yield can be improved by adding NaCl
(10 mM) to the seeded protein solution, which can be tolerated as the subsequent dilution of the fibril sample for the
thermophoretic measurement will sufficiently dilute the NaCl. Due to the slow dissociation of monomer from the fibril
ends, such a diluted fibril suspension will not immediately re-equilibrate to a high free monomer concentration. For
the measurements of the Soret coefficients and for FCS measurements, the fibrils were diluted 30-60 fold (to achieve
suitable signal intensity and particle counts) into 1 mM Tris buffer pH 7.4 and sonicated for 5 min with a Sonopuls
2070 sonicator with a MS 72 tip (Bandelin electronic, Berlin, Germany) at minimal power and 30% pulses.
Our overall strategy of the production of labeled fibrils was based on our previous extensive studies of α-synuclein
fibril formation and growth [5]. We avoided the production of labeled fibrils at higher values of the ionic strength,
as we had previously found that the higher order assembly (’flocculation’) of fibrils induced at higher ionic strength
values is only partly reversible upon dilution into lower ionc strength buffer, even after sonication. In all cases, we
produced labeled fibrils by seeded growth reactions, as we have previously shown that in seeded growth, the kinetics
of aggregation is independent of the ratio of labeled to unlabeled monomer [2]. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume
that the labeled monomer will be incorporated statistically into the growing fibrils, and that therefore the labeling
densities correspond to the initial proportions of labeled to unlabeled monomer.
For the measurements of small molecule binding using the commercially available Monolith instrument (Nanotemper,
Munich, Germany), the absolute concentration of the amyloid fibrils is an important parameter, and hence we prepared
the fibrils from mixtures of unlabeled and labeled protein solutions at known concentrations. 5% seed fibrils were
incubated with a total of 50 µM of monomeric protein with varying proportions of labeled and unlabeled α-synuclein
molecules in 20 mM phosphate buffer pH 6.5. The samples were incubated at 37 ◦C overnight, then they were diluted
1:2 into H2O, sonicated for 3 s and incubated at room temperature overnight. Then the samples were flash frozen in
liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 ◦C until used. No differences in morphology were observed by AFM between fibrils
prepared with different proportions of labeled protein.
3 Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
AFM images of purified oligomers and sonicated fibrils were taken using a Nanowizard II atomic force microscope
(JPK, Berlin, Germany) using tapping mode in air. The samples were diluted to ∼1 µM total protein concentration
in water and 10 µl were deposited on freshly cleaved mica (Agar Scientific, Stansted, UK) and left to dry. The length
distributions were extracted with in-house written Python code, where the ends of the fibrils were manually selected
and the program then draws a line onto the fibril, in order to avoid double-counting of fibrils.
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4 Thermophoresis experiments
We pursued a dual strategy in this work in order to both improve our fundamental understanding of the physical
origins of protein thermophoresis and to demonstrate its usefulness in screening strategies for ligands of disease-related
protein aggregates. We performed measurements of the Soret coefficients of different types of aggregates under different
conditions in order to test the applicability to proteins of the theoretical description of biomolecular thermophoresis
that we have presented in the past for the simpler case of nucleic acids [10, 11]. These experiments were performed
using a home-built setup, based on an inverted fluorescence microscope [11], that records the full spatial distribution
of fluorescence intensity, and hence concentration of α-synuclein species, as a function of time. Having optimized our
experimental protocols (labeling density, solution conditions etc.), we then performed detailed binding experiments
with monomeric, oligomeric and fibrillar α-synuclein and small molecule and protein ligands using a commercially
available instrument, that measures the total fluorescence intensity in the region of interest as a function of time.
For the measurements of Soret coefficients, the concentration of labeled α-synuclein was between 0.1 and 1 µM.
Correspondingly, the total protein concentration (by mass) was 30-50 fold higher in the case of the oligomers and
fibrils, as these species were produced from mixtures of unlabeled protein doped with 2-3% fluorescently labeled
monomer. For the measurements of the binding constants of the antibody NbSyn2 and the small molecule EGCG to
oligomeric and fibrillar aggregates, the total protein concentrations by mass were between 0.2 and 0.5 µM with the
concentration of labeled protein accordingly 30-50 times lower. For accurate measurements of binding constants, it is
important to keep the concentration of one binding partner constant at a value at or below the expected KD. The
resulting low concentrations of labeled α-synuclein were compatible with the sensitivity of the instrument (see below).
4.1 Measurements of Soret coefficients of monomeric and aggregated α-synuclein
Measurements were performed with an upright fluorescence microscope (Zeiss Vario Scope.A1) using an air objective
(Zeiss EC-Plan NeoFluar, 40x, NA=0.9), a CCD camera (Andor Luca DL-658M-TIL) and heating from an infrared
laser (Fibotec, λ = 1480 nm absorbed in water) [11], coupled into the optical path right above the objective. To
keep convection artifacts below experimental error, measurements were performed in borosilicate capillaries with an
inner rectangular cross section of 50 x 500 µm2 (VitroCom Vitrotubes #5005-050). The thin sample, low numerical
aperture and moderate concentration depletion (<50%) ensured that temperature and concentration profiles were
equally averaged along the optical axis. For a sketch of the setup, see Figure 2.
The chamber base temperature was controlled by a PID loop using Peltier elements (Telemeter Electronic GmbH,
PC-128-10-05) and a heat bath. The chamber height of 50 µm and the moderate temperature rise of less than 9 K
above base temperature kept thermal convection small. The measurement was automated and the LED, IR, motorized
stage, temperature, and camera trigger were controlled with LabVIEW. The response of the concentration of labeled
protein in space and time was recorded at 2.5 Hz by fluorescence imaging. Ten seconds of the equilibrated sample
were imaged, followed by different time periods of thermophoretic depletion (depending on the nature of the sample)
under optical heating and different time periods to monitor the back-diffusion after switching off the laser.
The profile of the intermittent local optical heating was measured using the temperature dependent fluorescence
of the dye BCECF (acid form, Invitrogen B-1151) at a concentration of 50 µM in 10 mM Tris, pH 7.8 (Figure
3a and b). First the peak temperature ∆T for the applied laser power was determined in two dimensions by the
assumption of Lorentzian temperature profile T (r) = T0 + ∆T
w2
(r2+w2) . Second the temperature dependence of ∆T as
a function of base temperature was assumed as predicted by COMSOL simulations and confirmed by measurements
(supplementary section 8). The Soret coefficient was deduced by evaluating the radial concentration profile at steady
state in correspondence to the image after temperature jump according to ST∆T (T, r) = − log
(
c(r)
c0
)
(Figure 3c and
d). The error bars for individual Soret coefficients are based on the uncertainties of the temperature jump ∆T (see
also supplementary section 8).
4.2 Measurements of ligand binding affinities of monomeric, oligomeric and fibrillar
α-synuclein
The measurements of the ligand binding constants were performed with a Monolith NT.115 instrument (Nanotemper,
Munich, Germany). We obtained the best experimental results (complete absence of sample absorption onto the inner
walls of the glass capillaries) using the hydrophobically coated glass capillaries provided by Nanotemper.
The binding experiments between monomeric/oligomeric α-synuclein and the nanobody NbSyn2 were performed as
follows. A dilution series was prepared in PBS buffer of the Nb (from 202 µM-6.2 nM, 10 µl at each concentration).
The labeled monomers (in PB pH 6.5) were diluted to a concentration of 0.4 µM into H2O, and then 10 µl of the diluted
protein solution were added to the 10 µl aliquots of the NbSyn2 dilution series, yielding a final monomer concentration
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Figure 2: Schematic illustration [12] of the thermophoresis setup for quantitative measurements of the Soret coefficients
of protein aggregates. The setup is based on a fluorescence microscope. The heating is carried out with an infrared
laser that is coupled into the light path. Detection can be performed either with a CCD camera or with a PMT.
of 0.2 µM. The glass capillaries were filled through capillary action and thermophoretic measurements were performed
(25 ◦C, 15% red LED intensity, 20 and 40% IR laser intensity, 30 s laser on). The labeled oligomers were diluted in
5 mM Tris buffer pH 7.4 to a concentration of approximately 1 µM, as estimated from the size chromatogram during
the isolation and purification of the oligomers. Then 10 µl of the oligomer solution were added to the 10 µl of the
NbSyn 2 dilution series and the capillaries were filled and thermophoresis measurements performed analogously to the
monomer case, except that the LED intensity was 60%. Representative data for nanobody binding to monomeric and
oligomeric α-synuclein are shown in Figure 4. In the case of the oligomers, the thermophoretic amplitude was measured
before steady state was reached (ca. 5 s after the heating laser was switched on), due to the fact that the data became
noisier at later times. This is presumably due to the higher order assembly of the oligomers, that experience a decrease
in charge due to the nanobody binding. In the case of the monomer, the thermophoretic amplitude was measured at
steady state, 30 s after the heating laser was switched on.
For the experiments with EGCG, we first prepared stock solutions of 50 mg/ml (109.08 mM) in dimethylsulfoxide
(DMSO) and then diluted it 50-fold into water to reach a concentration of 2.18 mM with 2% residual DMSO. We then
prepared a dilution series into water with 2% DMSO (10 µl per sample) and added 10 µl of the monomer (1.5 µM
total monomer, 2% labeled, 98% unlabeled monomer), oligomer or fibril (1.5 µM total protein, 2% labeling density)
samples. Then we performed thermophoresis experiments at 25 ◦C and 20 as well as 40% of the IR laser power.
During our experiments that probed EGCG binding to oligomeric and fibrillar α-synuclein, we noticed that the apparent
binding constant changed during the first hour after sample preparation; the binding was observed to become tighter
(Figure 5). While we are not certain about the origin of this change in apparent affinity, it is unlikely to be caused
by a pronounced change in aggregate structure (see AFM images in Figure 5 of main manuscript), but could indicate
multi-step binding with rapid kinetics of initial and slower kinetics of later stages. An alternative explanation could
also be a chemical modification of the fluorescent label by the bound ligand. The experiments shown in the main
manuscript were performed after 1 h incubation of the samples.
For all the measurements of binding constants, we combined data from three independent experiments.
We also performed binding and stability time course experiments with fibrils prepared with different percentages of
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Figure 3: Data evaluation for the quantitative measurements of the Soret coefficient. The temperature gradient which
was induced by the IR-laser was determined by BCECF fluorescence. a) The mean fluorescence on the CCD camera
drops when the temperature gradient is established within 300 ms. Afterwards thermophoresis takes place. When the
IR-laser is turned off the mean fluorescence recovers due to back diffusion. Dividing the picture after the temperature
jump (red bar) by the one beforehand (orange bar) gives the radial fluorescence profile as indicated in b). The radial
fluorescence profile is approximated by a Lorentzian function and the temperature gradient is then determined with
the help of a calibration curve. c) For the α-synuclein species, here illustrated with monomer, the mean fluorescence
is monitored over a longer period of time to reach a steady state. The change of concentration due to thermophoresis
is obtained by division of the mean picture at the steady state (dark blue bar) by the one after temperature jump
(light blue bar). d) The radial concentration profile together with the temperature profile gives the respective Soret
coefficient. Here the measurement of α-synuclein monomer at 1 mM Tris pH 7.4 is shown. The base temperature is
set to 25 ◦C in the presented examples.
incorporated labeled protein. Figure 6 a) shows a comparison of experiments with fibrils with 2% and 50% labeling
density. It can be seen that the apparent affinity and the time-dependent behavior depend on the labeling density. The
overall result of these studies was that the labeling density should be minimized. Obviously, it is always desirable to
minimize the impact that any label might have on the process under study, but if the label concentration is decreased
too much, then the signal is too weak at the low (µM) total protein concentrations that needed to be used in order
to probe the binding affinity accurately. We found that 2% of labeled protein in the fibrils gave consistently the best
results.
We also performed oligomer binding experiments with Thioflavin-T instead of EGCG (Figure 6 b), starting with a
2.33 mM ThT solution in H20 with 2% DMSO. A weak interaction could be detected, that displays no time dependence.
Furthermore, we found that also monomeric α-synuclein interacts with EGCG (Figure 6 c), whereas the free dye label
shows no change in thermophoresis upon incubation with an EGCG concentration series, confirming that the binding
curves presented in this work are not artifacts from ligand-label interactions.
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Figure 4: Microscale thermophoresis (MST) binding data of monomeric and oligomeric α-synuclein with the nanobody
NbSyn2. a) Raw MST curves for monomeric α-synuclein. b) Binding curve for monomeric α-synuclein. c) Raw MST
curves for oligomeric α-synuclein. d) Binding curve for oligomeric α-synuclein.
Figure 5: Change in apparent binding affinity of EGCG to oligomeric and fibrillar α-synuclein. For both species, the
binding appears to become tighter over the course of an hour, changing from 16.5±1.6 µM and 21.2±2 µM, for fibrils
and oligomers, respectively, to 2.5±0.4 µM and 4.3±0.8 µM.
5 Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) of monomeric and ag-
gregated α-synuclein
FCS measurements were performed on a Axiovert 200 microscope equipped with a ConfoCor2 unit (Carl Zeiss Jena,
Germany), a 543 nm and 633 nm helium-neon laser and an apochromatic 40x water-immersion objective with a
NA of 1.2 (Carl Zeiss). Fluorescence emission was separated from laser light using a bandpass filter (560-615 nm)
for excitation with 543nm and a long pass filter (650 nm) for excitation with 633 nm. Calibration was performed
with Alexa546 or Alexa633, respectively, to determine the dimensions of the observation volume. Samples were filled
in NUNC 8-Well-Plates (Thermo Scientific). All measurements were performed at room temperature (22 ◦C, air
conditioned). For analysis the ConfoCor2 software was used.
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Figure 6: a) α-synuclein amyloid fibrils with either 2% or with 50% of the constituent monomers labeled with Alexa 647
are incubated with increasing concentrations of EGCG. Thermophoresis measurements were performed immediately
after sample preparation and again after 1 h incubation period. It is apparent from this data that the labeling density is
an important experimental parameter, and that it should be minimized as much as possible. b) α-synuclein oligomers
show a weak interaction with Thioflavin-T, that does not change over time. c) Monomeric α-synuclein shows a weak
interaction with EGCG, which also displays some time dependence. d) Free Alexa Fluor R© 647 malimide does not
display any interactions with EGCG.
5.1 Data analysis
We follow here the procedures outlines in [13]. The normalized correlation function G(τ) is defined as:
〈F (t)F (t+ τ)〉
〈F (t)〉2
(1)
where angular brackets denote the average over time, F(t) the fluorescence signal at time t and F(t+τ) the fluorescence
signal at a later time t+τ . An ideal three dimensional Gaussian shape is assumed for the confocal volume. The
structure parameter ω describes the ratio of the half axis z0 to the radius of the laser beam w0. By fitting a model to
the experimental data, physically relevant information can be extracted from the correlation curve. The autocorrelation
curve for a single component freely diffusing in a 3D Gaussian element can be described by:
G(τ) =
1
N
(
1
1 + ττD
)(
1
1 + τω2τD
) 1
2
+ 1 (2)
where N is the number of particles inside the confocal volume, τD is the translational diffusion time of the species, τ
is the correlation time and ω the structure parameter. For samples containing two components of different size a two
component fit is used:
G(τ) =
1
N

(1− y)
(
1
1 + ττD1
)(
1
1 + τω2τD1
) 1
2
+ y
(
1
1 + ττD2
)(
1
1 + τω2τD2
) 1
2

+ 1 (3)
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where τD1 and τD2 are the diffusion times of the two components and y is the fraction of the second component. To
take optical dark states of the dye into account, a function that describes the triplet can be integrated into the fitting
equation:
GTriplet(τ) =
(
1 +
T
1− T exp
(
− τ
τT
))
(4)
τT is the triplet state relaxation time and T the fraction of fluorophores in the dark state. The total correlation curve
then becomes a product of the triplet function and the model G (τ):
Gtotal(τ) = GTriplet(τ)G(τ) (5)
The translational diffusion time describes the average dwell time of a molecule with diffusion constant D in the confocal
volume:
τD =
w0
2
4D
(6)
The hydrodynamic radius Rh of a spherical molecule can be determined with the Stokes-Einstein-equation:
Rh =
kBT
6πηD
(7)
where kB , is the Boltzman constant, T is the temperature in [K] and η the viscosity of the surrounding medium.
5.2 Results
We have determined the sizes of fluorescently labeled monomeric, oligomeric and fibrillar α-synuclein using FCS. Figure
7 shows the normalized correlation functions that clearly illustrate the difference in diffusion behavior between the
different species.
Delay time τ [μs]
Figure 7: Normalized correlation curves of monomeric (blue), oligomeric (green) and fibrillar (red) α-synuclein. FCS
measurements enable accurate determination of the diffusion coefficient and hence the (effective) hydrodynamic radii
of the different species, using the Stokes-Einstein equation (Equation 7). The shift to the right towards longer diffusion
times is an indicator for an increase in size.
The experiment shown in Figure 7 yields values of the diffusion coefficient of 8.2±0.34·10−11 m2s (monomer), 3.5±0.34·10−11 m
2
s
(oligomer) and 4.1±0.4·10−12m2s (fibrils). In the case of the monomers and oligomers, the Stokes-Einstein equation
(Eq. 7) can be directly applied in order to determine the hydrodynamic radii, as these species can be approximated as
spheres. As averages from several independent experiments, we obtain RM = 2.8±0.1 nm for the hydrodynamic radius
of the monomer and RO = 7.5±0.7 nm for the hydrodynamic radii of the oligomers. The average diffusion coefficient
measured for the sonicated fibrils is 4.1±0.4 ·10−12 m2s . In all cases when fibrillar samples were measured by FCS,
the quality of a two-component fit was considerably better, where the second component was fixed to have the size
of the monomer. The monomer component of the fibril samples varied between 15 and 23%, which also introduces
an error into the values of the Soret coefficients measured for the fibrils. In order to calculate the diffusion coefficient
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and subsequently the dimensions of the fibrils, we make use of the AFM images that we have taken of these fibrils
(see Figure 3 of main manuscript). These images in principle already provide us with the necessary information about
the dimensions of the fibrils, but we will nevertheless check whether the results of the FCS measurements that are
performed under the same conditions as the thermophoresis and electrophoresis experiments, are consistent with the
AFM images. According to the detailed analysis of the AFM images, the sonicated fibrils have an average length
of 171 nm and a thickness of approximately 8 nm. With these dimensions, we can calculate the rotational diffusion
coefficient, according to:
Dr =
kBT
γr
(8)
where γr is the rotational friction coefficient, given according to Broersma [14] by:
γr =
πηL3
3(log (2L/D)− cr)
(9)
where L is the length of the rod, D is its diameter and cr is a numerical factor that corrects for end effects:
cr = 1.57− 7
(
1
log (2L/D)
− 0.28
)2
(10)
The rotational diffusion coefficient has units of radians2/s. We obtain a value of ∼ 1725 rad2/s. The diffusion time
of a fibril through the confocal volume of the FCS instrument is approximately 5 ms, a value directly obtainable from
the FCS measurements. During this time, the fibril will rotate on average about 168◦. This is probably not enough
to assume complete orientational averaging, but some degree of averaging can be assumed. We can therefore expect
the difference between the measured apparent diffusion coefficient of the fibrils and the calculated diffusion coefficient
of a rod with 171 nm length and 8 nm thickness to be not too large. In order to calculate the translational diffusion
coefficient of a rod, we use the results by de la Torre [15]:
Dt =
kBT (log (L/D) + ct)
3πηL
(11)
where ct is again a numerical correction factor for end effects:
ct =
ct,⊥ + ct,‖
2
(12)
with
ct,⊥ = 0.5 + 4.2
(
1
log (2L/D)
− 0.39
)2
(13)
and
ct,‖ = −0.58 + 7.4
(
1
log (2L/D)
− 0.34
)2
(14)
We obtain ct = 0.0122 and Dt = 8.1·10−12 m
2
s . This value is in acceptable agreement with the value determined from
FCS (4.1±0.4·10−12 m2s , see above). The difference in these values is likely to stem from the polydispersity of the
fibrillar sample. The FCS measurements are likely to be biased towards the shorter fibrils, due to faster diffusion and
less likely absorption on the walls etc., whereas the AFM measurements might be biased towards the longer fibrils,
due to preferential absorption on the AFM substrate.
We have also performed FCS measurements of α-synuclein fibrils before and after incubation with additional
unlabeled monomeric protein at 70 ◦C, as in the experiment shown in Figure 3 of the main manuscript. The correlation
data of this experiment is shown in Figure 8, and the growth of the fibrils is clearly apparent from this data.
Finally, we also used FCS in order to probe the temporal stability of the purified oligomers. We measured a sample
of oligomers continuously for more than 60 h at RT (Figure 9) and found only a very slight trend towards increasing
sizes. This result confirms that the oligomers are thermodynamically highly stable and display negligible kinetics of
dissociation on the time scale of days. Therefore purified samples of oligomers were stored during up to several days
(at RT or 4 ◦C) and used for thermophoresis experiment throughout this period.
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Figure 8: Normalized correlation curves from FCS experiments of α-synuclein amyloid fibrils before and after a 20
min incubation period with 70 µM added unlabeled monomeric protein at 70 ◦C. The shift to the right towards longer
diffusion times is an indicator for an increase in size. This shift corresponds to a change in diffusion coefficient from
3.8±0.2·10−12 m2s to 2.4±0.2·10−12 m
2
s .
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Figure 9: Time course of FCS size measurements of labeled α-synuclein oligomers over more than 60 h, confirming the
high structural stability of these types of aggregates.
6 Free flow electrophoresis measurements of monomeric and aggregated
α-synuclein
As will be discussed in detail in the next section, the net charge and electrophoretic mobility are important parameters
for the quantitative description of thermophoresis. The thermophoresis of the salt ions in solution creates a macroscopic
electric field at steady state that leads to electrophoresis of the macromolecule under study, such as the monomeric
or aggregated α-synuclein in the present case. Furthermore, the potential energy stored in the double layer depends
on both the charge and the temperature and hence yields another temperature-dependent contribution to the Soret
coefficient. Therefore, independent estimates of the effective charges of the different α-synuclein species are important
for the quantitative analysis and understanding of the thermophoretic behavior.
We used a variant of microfluidic free flow electrophoresis that was recently developed in our laboratory [16] in
order to measure the electrophoretic mobilities of monomeric, oligomeric and fibrillar α-synuclein in 5 mM Tris buffer
at pH 7.4 (Figure 10).
The measured electrophoretic mobilities are -2.06±0.11 µm/sV/cm (labeled monomers), -3.09±0.46
µm/s
V/cm (oligomers) and
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Figure 10: Electrophoretic mobilities, measured via microfluidic free-flow electrophoresis [16]. The mobilities were
measured in 5 mM Tris buffer, pH 7.4. Error bars come from two independent repeats with independent sample
preparations.
-2.91±0.02 µm/sV/cm (fibrils). The values for both monomeric and fibrillar α-synuclein are well-defined and display a trend
of increasing mobility with increasing size. However, the variation in the values measured for the oligomers is much
larger, potentially reflecting a degree of polydispersity of the oligomer preparations [4]. In particular, oligomeric and
fibrillar α-synuclein display an essentially identical electrophoretic mobility. In the light of the very different sizes
and structures of oligomers and fibrils, this is a very interesting finding which highlights the power of thermophoresis
to discriminate more easily between different types of particles, compared to electrophoresis. For our quantitative
modeling of the thermophoresis data, we require the surface charge density or the absolute charge of the protein
monomers and aggregates, in addition to the electrophoretic mobilities. A comprehensive theoretical framework for
relating mobilities to surface potentials for colloid-like systems of all sizes has been first presented by Henry [17]. In
particular for particles that can be approximated as spheres, such as monomeric and oligomeric α-synuclein, this is
well-established.
6.1 From electrophoretic mobility to effective charge for monomeric and oligomeric
α-synuclein
The ζ-potential is the potential difference between the (neutral) bulk solution and the surface of a charged particle,
including tightly absorbed counter ions [18], and is therefore a measure for the charge density of the particle surface.
The electrophoretic mobility and the ζ-potential are related through Henry’s formula [17]:
µe =
2ε0εrζf(κR)
3η
(15)
where ζ is the ζ-potential, η the viscosity and f(κR) is Henry’s function with the argument κR, the product of inverse
Debye length κ and particle radius R. Henry’s function varies from 1.0 ≤ f(κR) ≤ 1.5. For κR  1, f(κR) =1.0
(Hückel limit) and for κR  1, f(κR) = 1.5 (Smoluchowski limit). Ohshima has presented a formula for f(κR) that
is valid for all values of κR and accurate to within 1% [19]:
f(κR) = 1 + 0.5
1
(1 + 2.5
κR(1+2e−κR) )
3
(16)
However, the applicability of Henry’s expression for the particle mobility depends on the absolute value of the charge
and mobility, due to the fact that Henry’s treatment neglects relaxation effects of the counterion atmosphere [18]. We
can define a reduced mobility:
µred =
3ηe
2ε0εrkBT
µe (17)
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Depending on the relative values of µred and κR, either Henry’s simplified treatment or a more sophisticated one has
to be applied. We obtain µred,M = -1.74 and µred,O = -2.62. From the FCS measurements (see above), we know that
the radius of the monomeric protein, Rm, is ca. 2.8 nm and the radius of the oligomers, Ro, is ca. 7.5 nm. The
free flow electrophoresis experiments were carried out in 5 mM Tris buffer pH 7.4, where the Debye length λ = 1/κ
= 4.7 nm. Hence κR = 0.6 for monomeric α-synuclein and 1.6 for oligomeric α-synuclein. It turns out that Henry’s
simplified treatment for the calculation of the ζ-potential is applicable for the monomer (with f(κR)=1.02), but for
the oligomer, we need to use Hunter’s inversion [18] of Booth’s formula [20]:
ζr =
µred
f(κR)
−
[
C3(µred/f(κR))
3 + C4(µred/f(κR))
4
f(κR) + 3C3(µred/f(κR))2 + 4C4(µred/f(κR))3
]
(18)
where ζr is the reduced ζ-potential:
ζr =
ζe
kBT
(19)
and where C3 and C4 are numerical coefficients that depend on the product κR and the limiting molar conductance of
the counter- and coions. Hunter [18] gives the expressions for these coefficients that we are not reproducing here. The
limiting conductances of the Tris+ ion and the Cl− ion are 2.97·10−3Ω−1m2mol−1 [21] and 7.64·10−3Ω−1m2mol−1 [22].
We are now in a position to calculate the ζ-potentials for monomeric (44.0 mV) and oligomeric (40.3 mV) α-
synuclein. In order to calculate the charges from these values of the ζ-potentials, we follow the methodology outlined
by Ohshima [23]. We define the dimensionless surface charge density Σ:
Σ =
eσ
ε0εrκkBT
(20)
where σ is the surface charge density. Ohshima derives the following expression relating reduced ζ-potential and
reduced surface charge density:
Σ = 2 sinh (ζr/2)
[
1 +
2
κR cosh2 ( ζr4 )
+
8 log (cosh ( ζr4 ))
(κR)2 sinh2 ( ζr2 )
] 1
2
(21)
The absolute charge Q can be computed from the surface charge density σ as Q = 4πR2σ. Using these expressions, we
obtain values for the absolute charge of QM = -10.9 e for the monomeric protein and QO = -50.4 e for the oligomers.
The value of the monomer is in good agreement with theoretical predictions, based on the combined charge of the
individual amino acids at this pH value (-9.1 e) and the charge of the Alexa 647 label (-4 e). For the oligomers,
on the other hand, the effective charge corresponds to only ∼5 times the charge of a monomer, while each oligomer
consists on average of ∼30 monomers. This strong difference can be explained through processes such as counter ion
incorporation into the oligomer structure, as well as Manning condensation of counterions [24] onto the surface of the
oligomer. Indeed, without such charge compensation mechanisms, the electrostatic contribution to the formation of
an oligomer would render such a structure highly energetically unfavorable.
6.2 Free flow electrophoresis of rod-like particles
The determination of effective charges from electrophoretic mobilities of rod-like particles represents an additional
difficulty, due to the anisotropic nature of the rod and the possibility of alignment in the electric field. In addition, if
the electrophoretic mobility is measured in free (shear) flow, alignment could also occur in the flow direction. We start
by evaluating whether or not alignment effects have to be taken into account in our setup. Dhont and Briels [25] have
given a comprehensive treatment of the behavior of Brownian rods in shear flow. A rotational Péclet number can be
defined that quantifies the relative importance of shear forces and random Brownian rotational motion:
Per =
γ̇
Dr
(22)
where γ̇ = duxdy is the shear rate, ux is the flow velocity and y is a direction perpendicular to the flow. The microfluidic
channel is 2200 µm wide and 25 µm high. It is therefore clear that in the horizontal direction, the shear rate will be
negligibly small in the center of the channel, while it might be considerable in the vertical direction. Therefore we
limit our treatment to this direction. The flow rate is 500 µl per hour, corresponding to an average flow velocity of
2.5·10−3ms . We take the flow rate to be approximately constant throughout the wide dimension of the channel and
approximate the parabolic flow profile across the narrow dimension by a linear one, and therefore the maximum flow
velocity is twice the average flow velocity. Hence we obtain a shear rate of 4·102s−1. The rotational diffusion coefficient
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has been determined above to be 1700 rad
2
s , and hence we obtain Per≈0.24. This is smaller than the threshold for the
beginning of orientation, Per∼1 [26]. Therefore, shear alignment is negligible in our setup for short amyloid fibrils.
Next, we investigate whether the α-synuclein fibrils can be aligned by the electric field applied during the electrophoretic
measurements. Alignment in an electric field can occur by means of a permanent or an induced electric dipole. We
can apply phenomenological, as well as theoretical arguments. Phenomenologically, the electrophoretic mobility is
expected to increase with the applied voltage in the case of significant alignment, as the degree of alignment should
increase with the field strength and aligned rods have a lower friction factor - this argument has been given in favor of
alignment in the case of tobacco mosaic viruses [27]. However, as can be seen in Figure 11, the electrophoretic velocity
increases linearly with the electric field, and therefore an increase in mobility is not detected. This observation hints
towards no significant alignment effects.
Next, we treat the question of whether alignment by the field plays a role or not theoretically. The first question
is whether the fibrils possess a permanent dipole moment. Measurements of permanent dipole moments of rod-like
protein aggregates are rare. It has been reported that β-lactoglobulin amyloid fibrils with an average length of ca. 4 µm
have a permanent dipole moment of 3.1·10−19Cm. This value, which agrees remarkably well with the value calculated
for a chain-like assembly of monomers, has been obtained from electric field-induced birefringence at pH 2.0, where the
protein carries a significant net charge of ∼+20 e. On the other hand, it has been reported that the tobacco mosaic
virus, a rod-like structure of ∼300 nm in length and 18 nm in diameter, possesses a permanent dipole moment of only
8.3·10−26Cm [28] at pH 7.5, where the virus coat protein carries a net charge of -3.4 e. It therefore seems likely that
the α-synuclein fibrils possess a permanent dipole moment, but it is difficult to estimate its magnitude, especially as
no detailed structural information is available for the fibrils.
Furthermore, fibrillar protein structures display a polarizability due to the mobile counterions that are associated with
the charged rod, leading to an induced dipole moment. An expression for this induced dipole moment has been given
by Fixman [29, 30]:
µind =
4πε0εrLKz1E0
γ2(z1 − z2)
(
1− tanh (γL/2)
γL/2
)
(23)
where z1 and z2 are the counter- and co-ion valencies and γ is a characteristic length scale:
γ2 =
4πc1Kb
φ
(24)
where c1 is the bulk concentration of counter ions, K is a numerical factor, given by:
K =
1
2 log (2L/D)− 14/3 (25)
The fraction of bound counter ions φ depends on the mean spacing between charges on the rod-like macromolecule, b,
and the Bjerrum length, λB=
e2
4πεε0kBT
, according to:
φ = 1− b
λB
(26)
With a fibril diameter of 8 nm, a fibril density of 1.35 g/cm3, a molecular mass and charge of the α-synuclein monomer
of 14.46 kDa and -9 e, respectively, we obtain a mean spacing of the charges of 0.4 Å. The Bjerrum length in water
at room temperature is ∼0.7 nm and hence φ ≈ 0.945. Using those values, we obtain an induced dipole moment
of ∼1.1·10−27 Cm. This value is negligible compared to the potential permanent dipole moments mentioned above.
We can now compute the orientational order parameter Φ (Φ ∈ [0,1]) for various values of µ0, the permanent dipole
moment. The orientational order parameter can be calculated as [31]:
Φ = 1− 3coth (β)− 1/β
β
(27)
with β defined as β = µ0EkBT . If we take the range of values for µ0 from the ones reported above: 10
−25 Cm<
µ0 <10
−20 Cm, we obtain values of Φ that vary between 0.0008 and 0.9997, and hence between negligible and complete
alignment. Therefore it is impossible to say from theoretical arguments alone, without a more precise estimate of the
fibrils’ permanent dipole moment, whether or not alignment with the field direction occurs. We will therefore analyze
the electrophoresis data assuming complete and no alignment and compare the results. Expressions relating the
electrophoretic mobilities of aligned and randomly oriented rods have been given by Ohshima [32]:
µ‖ =
ε0εr
η
ζ (28)
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and
µrand =
ε0εr
3η
ζ(1 + 2f(κR)) (29)
where f(κR) is Henry’s function for a cylinder, that varies between 0.5 and 1. Therefore
µ‖
µrand
=
3
1 + 2f(κR)
(30)
varies between 1.5 and 1.0. Henry’s function for a cylinder is given by [32]:
f(κR) = 0.5 + 0.5
1
(1 + 2.55
κR(1+e−κR) )
2
(31)
which yields f(κR) = 0.55 in the case of fibrils of a radius of R = 4 nm in 5 mM Tris buffer. With this value of f(κR),
we can calculate the ζ-potential for the cases of complete alignment (42.2 mV) and random orientation (60.2 mV).
Hunter [18] gives the relationship between the total charge of a cylinder and the ζ-potential:
ζ =
2QFK0(κR)
4πε0εrκR(2R+ L)K1(κR)
(32)
where K0(κR) and K1(κR) are the modified Bessel functions of the second kind (K0(κR)/K1(κR)≈0.85 under these
conditions [18]). Using this relationship, we can calculate average total charges of the fibrils of -205 e (aligned case)
and -292 e (random orientation). Both of these values are in good agreement with a rough estimate of the total charge
based on the fraction of condensed counter ions calculated above. A fraction of bound counterions of 0.945 leaves the
fibrils with a net charge of -238 e. This analysis is therefore consistent with both aligned and randomly oriented fibrils
and we conclude that the fibrils possess a net charge of between 200-300 e.
6.3 Electrophoresis under different solution conditions
In order to check this analysis for its robustness and consistency, we have also performed similar electrophoresis
experiments in 10 mM Tris buffer instead of 5 mM Tris. We obtain electrophoretic mobilities of -1.20 µm/sV/cm and -1.95
µm/s
V/cm for monomeric and oligomeric α-synuclein under these conditions. This translates into charges of -7.2 e and
-37.3 e. This apparent decrease in charge compared to the conditions of lower ionic strength might have its origin in
more pronounced counter-ion binding, but could also stem from the fact that the measurement become more difficult
and inaccurate at higher ionic strengths. The contribution of the fluorescent sample to the overall current, and hence
the measured deflection of the sample beam, decreases with increasing solution ionic strength.
Furthermore, we have also performed experiments in 5 mM Tris buffer in the presence of 100 µM EGCG, and we found
that the measured values for the mobilities are almost indistinguishable in the presence and absence of EGCG for all
α-synuclein species.
7 Modeling electrostatic effects in protein thermophoresis
One of the aims of this study is to be able to quantitatively understand and model the effects of changes in solution
conditions on the thermophoresis of proteins. We have recently presented an analysis of nucleic acid thermophoresis
that highlighted the importance of electrostatic effects [11]. We apply this model to the thermophoresis of proteins
and protein aggregates in the present study.
In our model the Soret coefficient of a biopolymer consists of three main contributions. For charged biomacromolecules,
the capacitor effect
(
SCMT
)
and Seebeck effect
(
SELT
)
play an important role.
ST = S
CM
T + S
EL
T + S
NI
T (33)
The nonionic contribution
(
SNIT
)
cannot, at present, be modeled and is likely to involve surface properties of the
molecule undergoing thermophoresis, such as its hydophobicity. We shown in the present study that changes in such
properties lead to changes in thermophoretic behavior (e.g. the binding of the neutral molecule EGCG to α-synuclein
oligomers and fibrils).
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Figure 11: Plot of electrophoretic velocities vs. electric field. Shown is data for monomeric, oligomeric and fibrillar
α-synuclein, in 5 and 10 mM Tris buffer, pH 7.4, as well as in 5 mM Tris buffer in the presence of 100 µM EGCG.
7.1 Capacitor effect
One important contribution to ST of charged macromolecules is given by the capacitor effect S
CM
T . It results from
the change in free energy of the molecule’s ion cloud upon temperature variation and is dependent on the properties
of the Debye layer [11, 33]. The crucial parameters are the Debye length λD, as well as the polymer’s charge Q and
radius R. In addition the density ρ, permittivity ε=ε0εr and temperature T of the solvent water affect the magnitude
of SCMT . Therefore the Soret coefficient of a charged biopolymer at any given temperature is a function of the ionic
strength. For spherical particles or molecules, as monomers and oligomers the capacitor model yields a contribution
to ST of:
SCMT =
(Qe)
2
16πkBT 2ελD (1 +R/λD)
2
(
1− ∂ log[ρ(T )]
∂ log[T ]
− ∂ log[ε(T )]
∂ log[T ]
(
1− 2λD
R
))
(34)
For rodlike structures, such as amyloid fibrils, the capacitance can be expressed as a superposition of a spherical and
a cylindrical capacitor [34].
7.2 Seebeck effect
The salt ions in solution have themselves different Soret coefficients and are therefore affected differently by ther-
mophoresis. As a consequence, a macroscopic electric field builds up if a thermal gradient is applied to a salt so-
lution [11, 35, 36]. The charged macromolecules under study will undergo electrophoresis in the electric field thus
created. This dependence, which in analogy to solid state thermoelectric phenomena has been dubbed the Seebeck
effect, can be expressed as:
SELT = −
kBTµ
eD
∑
i ziciSTi∑
i z
2
i ci
(35)
The mobility is related to the zeta potential via Eq. 15 and ζ = Qe4πεr(1+r/λ) . For the Soret coefficients of single ions
in water, STi, literature values according to the reduction rule were applied ([37] and see also Reichl et al. [11])
SCl
−
T = 7.18 · 10−4/K (36)
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SNa
+
T = 4.69 · 10−3/K (37)
7.3 Nonionic contribution
The non-ionic contribution to the Soret coefficient of biomacromolecules is likely to be linked to surface properties of
the molecule, such as hydrophobicity and hydrogen bonding capacity with water [10]. At present, no general framework
exists that is able to describe these effects quantitatively. Therefore we restrict our theoretical description to the ideal
gas contribution and an empirical temperature dependent part according to Piazza [38].
SNIT =
1
T
+ S∞T (1− e−(T−T0)/T
∗
) (38)
Here S∞T denotes the empirical Soret coefficient at infinite temperature, T0 the temperature where the Soret coefficient
changes sign and T∗ is a measure for the broadness of the range where ST increases with temperature.
7.4 Determination of ’thermophoretic charge’ and nonionic contribution
On the basis of the model for the electrostatic contributions to the Soret coefficient of the protein molecules and ag-
gregates outlined above, the ’thermophoretic charges’, QT , and nonionic contributions, S
NI
T , are determined from the
ionic strength series for the monomeric and oligomeric α-synuclein species (Figure 2 of the main manuscript). Taking
into account the temperature dependent physical parameters of water (viscosity, permittivity, density), as well as salt
concentration, concentration and size of the protein species an optimization of χ2 for the measured data yields the
parameters listed below for monomers and oligomers. Unfortunately it was not possible to perform measurements of
the Soret coefficient as a function of the ionic strength for the α-synuclein amyloid fibrils due to higher order assembly
of the fibrils at higher ionic strengths [5] and sticking interactions with the capillary walls.
For Soret coefficient of the Tris ion, individual parametric sweeps were performed on the salt series of monomeric and
oligomeric α-synuclein. For the two α-synuclein species the best fits yields ST (Tris)
Mon=0.0024/K and ST (Tris)
Oligo=0.0038/K.
Consequently the Soret coefficient was set to the median of both measurements ST (Tris)=0.0031/K. This value is
reasonable since it is quantitatively comparable to the one of sodium with 0.00469/K [11, 37].
The best fit of the model to the data yields the following effective thermophoretic charges and nonionic contributions
for monomeric and oligomeric α-synuclein:
QT S
∞
T [1/K] T0[K] T
∗[K]
Monomer -6.9 e 0.0126 292.4 20.7
Oligomer -29.2 e 0.0161 320.6 33.4
Nonionic Contribution: Interestingly SNIT is higher for the monomers in the observed temperature range, but
increases more strongly for the oligomers over base temperature (Figure 12). Whether hydrophobic effects play a role
here is not clear. It is also under discussion whether the strong temperature dependence of the empirical nonionic
contribution is connected to additional electrostatic effects not currently included. The thermophoresis of salt ions
changes over temperature [39] and can result in further diffusiophoretic or electrophoretic influence on ST of the
macromolecule [36].
Thermophoretic charge Q: Overall the obtained charges on the basis of thermophoresis measurements are sig-
nificantly smaller than the charges determined from electrophoretic measurements: QMonT =-6.9 e, Q
Oligo
T =-29.2 e
from thermophoresis vs. QMonE =-10.9 e, Q
Oligo
E =-50.4 e from electrophoresis. This difference might originate in an
incomplete description of the electrostatic effects involved in thermophoresis and does indeed provide an important
comparison that will be helpful for further theoretical studies of protein electrophoresis and thermophoresis.
Influence of unlabeled monomers (Fig 3a of main manuscript): The Soret coefficient of the additional unla-
beled monomer was set according to the expected contribution for labeled monomers in 1mM Tris: Sunl.monT =
SNI−mon.T + S
CM−mon.
T = 0.031/K. Note that this Soret coefficient corresponds to the median value over the observed
temperature range in Figure 3a of main manuscript. The monomers were then incorporated as additional salt species
in the Seebeck effect and taken into account for the the Debye length (Capacitor Model). The observed decrease in the
Soret coefficient of the labeled monomers and oligomers in the presence of unlabeled monomers coincides with similar
findings on DNA [34] in the dilute regime.
Influence of the nanobody Syn2 (Fig 4a of main manuscript): In the case of nanobodies present, the best fit to
the data yields the following charges:
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Figure 12: The non-ionic contribution to the Soret coefficient, SNIT , for monomeric and oligomer α-synuclein as a
function of temperature.
Monomer Oligomer
No nanobody -4.5 e -27.6 e
Nanobody -1.8 e -20.6 e
The reason for the differences in charge listed here in the absence of nanobody and the charge determined for the
monomers and oligomers stated above is likely to be due to the modified solution conditions (presence of phosphate
ions in the nanobody solution and respectively also added to the control) and the associated altered Seebeck effect. For
monomers, we obtain a ∆Q = +2.7 e, which is in reasonable agreement with the expected binding of one nanobody
(+1.5 e). In the case of the oligomers, the observed value of ∆Q = +7 e is consistent with the attachment of more
than one molecule of nanobody. It is difficult to estimate the expected stoichiometry of binding of nanobody to the
oligomers, due to lack of detailed structural information of the oligomer and hence of the accessibilities of the epitopes.
8 ComSol simulations of the thermophoresis setup
The Soret coefficient determined from the experimentally measured concentration depletion value depends linearly on
the magnitude of the induced temperature jump ∆T. In order to obtain insight into the experimental uncertainty of the
induced temperature gradient, we performed a finite element simulation and compared the results with the measured
values for ∆T. The decrease of ∆T with increasing base temperature T for simulation is in good agreement with the
measurements. Furthermore the effect of errors in capillary thickness (±10%) could be tested in the simulations and
the resulting error for ∆T deduced.
The simulation was performed in COMSOL Multiphysics (COMSOL Inc., USA) whereby the physics of infrared-
absorption and heat transfer were incorporated (Figure 13 a). In our simulation we assumed radial symmetry and
incorporated the capillary with dimensions of 50 µm x 500 µm. The capillary is coupled to a silicon wafer of 350 µm
thickness with high thermal conductivity. For borosilicate, silicon and water standard material properties were used.
Only temperature dependent absorption of water in the IR at the wavelength was additionally incorporated into the
model [40]. As heating source a Gaussian laser profile was assumed with a beam waist of 30 µm.
As boundary conditions the bottom of the silicon was set to a base temperature and the top of the capillary thermally
insulated since heat conduction of the air above is very low. Individual simulation runs were performed for base
temperatures in the range of T=5-65 ◦C. ∆T was extracted by line averaging in the water region over capillary
height and subtracting temperatures at the inner and the outer boundary. It can be observed that ∆T decreases with
increasing base temperature (Figure 13 b). The main reason is found in the decreasing infrared-absorption coefficient of
water with increasing temperature. The result of the numerical evaluation is in good agreement with our measurements
of ∆T which was obtained using the temperature sensitive fluorescence of the dye (2’,7’-Bis-(2-Carboxyethyl)-5-(and-
6)-Carboxyfluorescein) (BCECF). Additionally we probed the effect of variations in capillary thickness (±10%, as
stated by the manufacturer). The resulting shift in ∆T is of the order of ±6.3% and was assumed as statistical error
for our experiments.
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Figure 13: a) Finite Element Simulation for a capillary filled with water which is heated by an infrared (IR)-laser.
In this example the temperature at the bottom of the silicon wafer was set to T = 25 ◦C and the resulting shift by
line averaging is ∆T ∼8 ◦C. b) Since the IR absorbance of water is decreasing with increasing temperature [40], the
extracted values for ∆T decrease with increasing base temperature T. Experimental results are in good agreement
with our simulation results. The numerical evaluation was also performed for varying capillary thickness d of 45, 50
and 55 µm (variation stated by the supplier). A variation of capillary thickness by 10% entails a variation of ∆T of
±6.3% around the mean temperature. This value is used as statistical error of our experiments.
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